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Kurzzusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit befaßt sich mit Fragen der Quanteninformation mit unendlichdi-
mensionalen Systemen [kontinuierliche Variablen (KV)]. Wir untersuchen
die Separabilitätseigenschaften von Gaußschen Zuständen solcher Systeme.
Das Separabilitätsproblem und das Destillierbarkeitsproblem für beliebige
Zweiparteien-KV-Systeme in Gaußschen Zuständen werden durch Angabe eines
Separabilitäts- und eines Destillierbarkeitskriteriums vollständig gelöst. Außer-
dem untersuchen wir Verfahren zur Verschränktheitsreinigung. Wir zeigen, daß
die Standard-Verfahren für Qubits robust gegenüber fehlerhaft implementierten
Quantenoperationen sind. Für Gaußsche Zustände finden wir ein universelles
Verfahren zur Reinigung sämtlicher destillierbarer Zustände und machen einen
konkreten Vorschlag zur quantenoptischen Implementierung eines praktikablen
Reinigungsverfahrens. Für den einfachsten Fall eines Dreiparteien-KV-Systems
geben wir eine notwendige und hinreichende Bedingung, die die vollständige
Klassifizierung dieser Zustände gemäß ihren Verschränktheitseigenschaften er-
laubt.

Abstract

This thesis treats several questions concerning quantum information theory of
infinite dimensional continuous variable (CV) systems. We investigate the sep-
arability properties of Gaussian states of such systems. Both the separability
and the distillability problem for bipartite Gaussian states are solved by deriving
operational ctiteria for these properties.

We consider multipartite Gaussian states and obtain a necessary and suffi-
cient condition that allows the complete classification of three-mode tripartite
states according to their separability properties.

Moreover we study entanglement distillation protocols. We show that the
standard protocols for qubits are robust against inperfect implementation of the
required quantum operations. For bipartite Gaussian states we find a universal
scheme to distill all distillable states and propose a concrete quantum optical
realization.

For this reprint (Oct. 2001) some errors in the original text have been
corrected, the references have been updated, and preprints that did appear
meanwhile have been reprinted in their published form.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Quantum Information

Quantum information (QI) research combines ideas from quantum physics, in-
formation theory, and computer science to study the implications that the laws
of quantum mechanics have on the capabilities of information processing de-
vices. A quantum computer [1, 2] uses quantum mechanical two-level systems
(“qubits”) instead of the customary classical bits to store information and uni-
tary transformations on the Hilbert space

(
C2
)⊗n of a n-qubit to process this

information. The exponential growth of the dimension of the underlying Hilbert
space with the number of qubits holds the key for the quantum-speedup com-
pared to classical computers: A n qubit quantum register can be brought into a
state representing a superposition of 2n different numbers that can then, loosely
speaking, be processed simultaneously by the quantum computer. The hard part
is to access this information in an efficient way, circumventing the difficulties
arising from the fact that quantum information cannot be copied (“cloned”, [3])
nor accessed without degrading it. In the early 1980s it was conjectured [1] that
quantum mechanics might provide major advantages over classical physics for
these purposes and a few ingenious algorithms [4, 2] have meanwhile been found
that can indeed make use of this “quantum parallelism” to accelerate compu-
tation. Most notable among those are Shor’s algorithm for factorizing numbers
[5] and Grover’s algorithm for unstructured search [6]. While the potential of
quantum computers is most closely related to the superposition principle of
quantum mechanics and the way in which the dimension of coupled quantum
systems grows, the uncertainty principle can also be put to good use: it is the
foundation of protocols that allow the unconditionally secure distribution of se-
cret random keys [7] allowing for provable secure secret communication. Of all
applications of QI this is the one closest to real-life implementation [9].

While these applications are probably mostly still decades away, quantum in-
formation research has in the meantime produced many surprising insights into
the properties of quantum mechanics that are of fundamental interest regard-
less of potential applications. Maybe the most puzzling quantum mechanical
phenomenon is entanglement, that is the existence of unusually strong quantum
correlations between the components of a composite system. Since the famous
paper [11] which showed that quantum mechanics is not a complete, local real-
istic theory, and the later proof that one can actually experimentally test the
assumptions of local realism [12] has entanglement been a major topic of re-
search on the foundations of quantum mechanics. In recent years, the study
of entanglement from the point of view of quantum information has revealed
many strange and fascinating features of quantum mechanics. Many different
kinds of entanglement have been discovered. We are still only beginning to un-
derstand their classification, quantification, and application. It is this aspect of
QI research – the exploration of the properties of quantum states and quantum
operations – that the present Thesis is mainly concerned with. In particular
we will consider states of composite quantum systems, e.g. composed of the
Hilbert spaces of two spatially separated parties, usually called Alice and Bob,
that want to communicate with each other. Quantum correlations between
Alice’s and Bob’s systems enable them to perform tasks not possible by clas-
sical means. Given a state ρ of a bipartite quantum system there are at least
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three questions to ask corresponding to three major open problems of quantum
information theory.

Is ρ separable or is it entangled? A state is called entangled (or inseparable)
if there are genuine quantum correlations between the systems A and B., other-
wise it is separable. Inseparable states shared between A and B are necessary for
quantum communication tasks such as quantum teleportation [13] or quantum-
enhanced communication and as such a valuable resource. Separable states, on
the other hand, can be prepared from a product state by local operations and
provide no advantage compared to classical communication. Currently, there is
no general way known to answer this question for an arbitrary ρ. This “separa-
bility problem” is the subject of Sec. 2, and a practical solution (a “separability
criterion”) for the family of Gaussian states is presented in Subsec. 2.4.

If ρ is entangled – just how entangled is it? This question about the proper
quantification of entanglement has received much attention and many inequiv-
alent measures have been proposed, reflecting the various different kinds of
entanglement that have been discovered. This interesting subject ([14] recet
review) is not addressed in this Thesis.

A bit more technical is the third question: If ρ is entangled – can it be
transformed into a maximally entangled state by local means? A state which can
be transformed this way is called distillable. As will be explained in Sec. 3, which
is devoted to the distillability problem, this question addresses the usefulness of
ρ for certain quantum communication tasks. In Subsec. 3.2 we give an answer
to this question for Gaussian states.

1.2 Continuous Quantum Variables

Continuous Variable (CV) systems offer an analog approach to quantum infor-
mation processing in contrast to the more customary digital approach based on
qubits. In a CV quantum computer the elementary unit of quantum information
is represented by a system with infinite dimensional Hilbert space H = L2(R),
for example a mode of the electromagnetic field. This allows to represent x ∈ R
in a CV quantum register instead of the binary digit. The use of infinite dimen-
sional systems for quantum communication was first proposed in [15], where
a quantum teleportation scheme and a implementation with quantum optical
means were suggested. The experimental realization [16] of this proposal in the
same year demonstrated the technological promise of quantum optical CV quan-
tum communication. The possibility of universal CV quantum computation was
explored in [17] and it was shown that there is a small set of experimentally ac-
cessible operations that form a “universal set” in the sense that any operation
on L2(Rn) can be approximated arbitrarily well by concatenating members of
the set. Moreover it could be shown that CV quantum error correcting codes
can be constructed. Only through the clever use of such codes there is hope to
realize large-scale quantum computing despite the inevitable imperfections of
realistic systems.

But the main advantages of CV systems such as optical modes lies in the
area on quantum communication, especially for quantum cryptography [19, 20].
Light is probably the best choice as a carrier of information, and it is conceivable
that standard telecom fibers may in the future allow for quantum communica-
tion. The potential advantages of CV quantum communication compared to
qubits are mainly “technological” in nature: due to their much larger Hilbert
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space, CV systems may potentially provide much higher bandwidth for quantum
communication than, e.g., qubit-based setups. As an example serves the work
[21] which shows how arbitrary d-level systems can be encoded in a one CV
mode. This encoding is then used in [20] to devise a quantum key distribution
protocol that actually makes use of the high dimensionality of the CV system,
achieving a bandwidth which would only be limited by the imperfections of
the technical realization. Furthermore, some interesting CV states appear to
be quite robust against the most common types of noise, and lastly, the main
resource needed for quantum communication, namely quantum entanglement,
is surprisingly straight forward to generate in CV systems [16, 22]. This makes
CV systems a good place to study entanglement and quantum nonlocality ex-
perimentally.

While this Thesis is motivated in part by applications of quantum informa-
tion in communication and computation, it does not deal directly with such
applications. Instead, it is concerned with the quantum mechanical resource at
the heart of most communication protocols, namely entangled states of com-
posite quantum systems. Since due to the limitations of technology, current
experiments are not able to actually prepare all possible quantum states of
CV systems, but only members of the family of so-called Gaussian states, we
investigate the entanglement properties of Gaussian states of multi-party CV
systems.

1.3 Outline

This Thesis collects the work done on the on the separability properties of con-
tinuous quantum systems in Gaussian states. The four sections are all structured
similarly. After a brief introduction to the question addressed in the section
there follow reprints of one or more publications or submitted papers, which
constitute the main part of the Thesis and contain virtually all new results.
Sec. 2 discusses the separability of bipartite Gaussian states. We formulate
to separability problem and derive an separability criterion for all Gaussian
states. Sec. 3 is concerned with the property of distillability and shows that all
Gaussian states with negative partial transpose are distillable. In Sec. 4 actual
protocols to distill entangled Gaussian states are investigated and a practi-
cal purification protocol is presented. These results are almost entirely due to
Dr. Lu-Ming Duan, the principal author of [67, 68] and are included in this
Thesis only for completeness. Finally, in Sec. 5 the separability properties of
three-partite Gaussian states are studied. A criterion is obtained that allows to
completely classify all tripartite Gaussian states according to their separability
properties.

All these chapters make heavy use of many results on Gaussian states and
quasifree quantum operations and the corresponding notation. While each pub-
lication can be read for itself, the supplementing sections make use of the defini-
tions and lemmas that are collected in Appendix A. Some supplemental material
to the subjects covered in Sections 2 to 5.2 is provided in the Appendices B to
D.
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2 Separability of Gaussian States

Entanglement is maybe the most genuinely “quantum” property physical sys-
tems may possess. It occurs in composite systems and is a consequence of the
superposition principle and the fact that the proper Hilbert space to describe a
composite quantum system is the tensor product H = HA ⊗HB of the Hilbert
spaces HA and HB of the subsystems. This contrasts with classical systems,
where the phase space of a composite system is the direct sum of the subsystems’
phase spaces. The superposition principle immediately implies the existence of
states such as the Bell state

|Φ+〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉 ⊗ |0〉+ |1〉 ⊗ |1〉) , (1)

which is the most popular example of a maximally entangled state that are
the essential ingredient of quantum information theory. The study of entangled
states of bipartite quantum systems is the main topic of this Thesis. In this
Section we provide tools to distinguish them from the “other”, less interesting
states, that are called separable.

In the first subsection we introduce the separability problem and review its
status in finite dimensions. The second subsection is concerned with separability
of Gaussian states of CV systems. It summarizes the results that have been
obtained so far, including those of [23, 60] that are reprinted in Subsections
2.3 and 2.4. The latter contains the main result of this section, a separability
criterion for all Gaussian states.

2.1 Bipartite Quantum Systems

Definition 2.1 (Separable State)
A state ρ of a bipartite system H = HA ⊗ HB is called separable if ρ is a

mixture of product states, i.e. if ρ can be written as [24]

ρ =
∑

k

pkρ
(A)
k ⊗ ρ

(B)
k , (2)

where pk ≥ 0,
∑

k pk = 1, and ρ(A)
k , ρ

(B)
k are states on Ha,HB, resp.

A separable state can be prepared by local means, that is by performing local
quantum operations on a product state, where

Definition 2.2 (Local Operations (LOCC))
A linear map P : B(HA ⊗ HB) → B(KA ⊗ KB) is called a local quantum

operation and we write P ∈ LOCC(HA ⊗HB ,KA ⊗KB) if

P =
∑

k

Pak ⊗ Pbk (3)

for completely positive maps Pxk : B(Hx) → B(Kx), x = a, b.

This allows for the most general transformations on the systems A and B (in-
cluding unitary evolution, generalized measurements, joining of ancilla systems,
and discarding of subsystems) and for coordination of these transformations by
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classical communication. Since all separable states can be prepared that way,
the correlations between the subsystems are purely classical in such a state: no
Bell-type inequality is violated, and there is no enhancement of computational
power or communication capacity.

States that are not separable are called inseparable or entangled . These
states are responsible for the peculiar non-local aspects of quantum mechanics
and therefore of interest for tests of quantum nonlocality as well as for appli-
cations in quantum communication and quantum computation. Consequently,
these states are at the center of virtually all work on quantum information, and
this Thesis is no exception.

The separability problem [64], that is the question whether a given state
ρ of a composite quantum system is separable or not, is one of the central
challenges of quantum information theory. A major effort has been devoted to
this problem in recent years, as evidenced by more than 500 E-prints in the
Los-Alamos archive1 (www.arXiv.org) devoted to this subject.

In general it is quite difficult to determine, whether a given mixed state ρ of
a bipartite system is separable or not, since there are infinitely many ways to
write a general mixed state as a mixture of pure states. What one would like to
have is a separability criterion , that is, a necessary and sufficient condition for
separability that is easy to check, i.e. that can be directly calculated from the
density matrix of the state. A reformulation of (2) in terms of positive maps
indicates how to derive such conditions. First recall

Definition 2.3 (Positive Maps)
A map P on B(H) is called positive if X ≥ 0 ⇒ P(X) ≥ 0. If P is positive and
1⊗P is positive on B(Cn ⊗H) for all n then P is called completely positive.

Positive, but not completely positive maps may reveal the inseparability of a
state. We have

Theorem 2.1 (Separability, [26])
The state ρ is separable if and only if for all positive maps P on B(HA)

(P ⊗ 1)(ρ) ≥ 0. (4)

For any given positive (but not completely positive) map P this provides us
with a practical sufficient condition for inseparability. But this characterization
of separability is not a criterion, since there are many positive maps, and little
is known about this set (although it has been studied since the 1960s, see [30]).
For systems consisting of a two-level system on one side and a two- or three-
level system on the other condition (4) turns into a criterion: All positive maps
on C2 are of the form C1 + C2T , where C1, C2 are completely positive and the
positive map T is transposition [27]: T (ρ) = ρT (in some basis). Positive maps
that can be decomposed in this way are called decomposable. Therefore we have
following Theorem, which was conjectured by Peres [25] and then proved by the
Horodeckis [26].

Theorem 2.2 (Peres-Horodecki separability criterion, [25, 26])
A state ρ of two qubits (H = C2 ⊗ C2) is separable if and only if its density

1At the latest count (25.4.2001) there were 511 E-prints with “separable”, “separability”
or “entangled”, “entanglement” in the title; among those alone 397 since 1999.
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matrix remains positive under partial transposition, i.e.

ρ ∈ B(H) separable ⇔ ρTA ≥ 0. (5)

States with positive partial transpose are referred to as ppt states, states for
which ρTA 6≥ 0 are npt states.

This is still true for H = C2 ⊗ C3 systems [26] but for higher dimensional
systems, no criterion is known. There exist only conditions that are either
necessary or sufficient for inseparability and turn into criteria for certain families
of states. A good current summary of known conditions for separability is
provided in [64].

The general question of inseparability for CV systems contains all the un-
solved finite dimensional cases and finding an answer to it is not attempted
here. Instead we consider the family of Gaussian states (see App. A.1) which
contains virtually all generic continuous variable states that can currently be
prepared experimentally.

2.2 Separability of Gaussian States

Specializing to Gaussian states greatly simplifies the problem of separability
compared to the general CV case. A Gaussian state is completely determined
by its correlation matrix (CM) γ and displacement d (see App. A.1). Since
any such state is locally equivalent to a state with the same CM γ and d = 0
all nonlocal properties of a Gaussian state are determined by its CM. Thus the
study of infinite dimensional density matrices can be replaced by finite dimen-
sional correlation matrices. We give a brief review of results on separability of
Gaussian states.

The first step towards the solution of the separability problem for Gaussian
states was done in [23, 59] where a separability criterion for two-mode Gaussian
states was proved; the equivalence of these conditions (not only for Gaussian
states) is proved in App. B.

In [23] (reprinted in Subsec. 2.3) it is shown that separable states must satisfy
a stronger form of the usual uncertainty relations for the quadrature operators
Xk, Pk, and that all inseparable Gaussian states of two modes do violate this
relation, which thus provides a separability criterion for these states.

A more elegant approach is due to Simon [59]. He noted that the charac-
teristic function (see A.1) of the transposed state ρT is obtained from that of
ρ simply by multiplying all the momentum coordinates by −1. For a Gaussian
state ρ with CM γ and displacement d we therefore have

γ̃ = ΛγΛ and d̃ = Λd, (6)

where Λ = diag(1,−1, 1,−1, . . . , 1,−1). Consequently, a Gaussian state has
nonpositive partial transpose if and only if the CM of the partially transposed
states is not a proper CM, i.e. iff (see Subsec. A.3, Lemma A.1)

γ̃A := (ΛA ⊕ 1)γ(ΛA ⊕ 1) 6≥ iJ, (7)

where ΛA acts only on the modes of the first subsystem. Sometimes it is more
convenient to apply ΛA on the rhs of this inequality and write γ 6≥ iJ̃A :=
iΛAJΛA. With this, Simon showed explicitly, that npt is also necessary for
inseparability of two mode Gaussian states. This can be formulated as the
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Theorem 2.3 (Peres-Horodecki Criterion for 1× 1 Gaussian States, [23, 59])
A Gaussian state of two modes with CM γ is separable if and only if its partial
transpose is positive, i.e. if and only if gamma does not fulfill the condition (7),
i.e.

γ ≥ iJ̃A. (8)

Using the four local invariants xk (see Subsec. A.3, Eq. (68)) of γ, this can
be expressed in very compact form: The state is separable if and only if (see
Subsec. A.3, Eq. (71))

x4 + 1− x1 − x2 + 2x3 ≥ 0. (9)

In general we consider Gaussian states of N ×M systems consisting of N
modes at A’s and M modes at B’s location and a (2N + 2M) × (2N + 2M)
CM γ. Werner and Wolf [62] have reformulated the separability problem for
Gaussian states in a very useful way. They proved

Theorem 2.4 (Separability of Gaussian States, [62])
A Gaussian state with CM γ is separable if and only if there exist CMs γA, γB

such that
γ ≥ γA ⊕ γB . (10)

This shows that a Gaussian state is separable iff it can be written as a mixture
of Gaussian product states. The condition (10) does, however, not constitute
a separability criterion (and thus a solution of the separability problem for
Gaussian states), since it is in general not easy to decide whether such CMs
γA, γB exists for a given γ.

The articles reprinted in the following two subsections prove a separability
criterion for two important special cases. The elementary case of two modes in
a Gaussian state (comparable to the two-qubit system in finite dimensions) is
treated in Subsec. 2.3, while in Subsec. 2.4 we show how to turn the condition
(10) into a practical separability criterion, which, for an arbitrary Gaussian
state, enables us to directly compute whether it is separable or not. This solves
the problem of separability for Gaussian states.
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2.3 Inseparability criterion for continuous variable sys-
tems

Lu-Ming Duan, Géza Giedke, J. Ignacio Cirac, and Peter Zoller,

An inseparability criterion based on the total variance of a pair of
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen type operators is proposed for continuous variable

systems. The criterion provides a sufficient condition for entanglement of any
two-party continuous variable states. Furthermore, for all the Gaussian states,

this criterion turns out to be a necessary and sufficient condition for
inseparability.

Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 2722 (2000), E-print: quant-ph/9908056.
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An inseparability criterion based on the total variance of a pair of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen type op-
erators is proposed for continuous variable systems. The criterion provides a sufficient condition for
entanglement of any two-party continuous variable states. Furthermore, for all Gaussian states, this cri-
terion turns out to be a necessary and sufficient condition for inseparability.

PACS numbers: 03.67.–a, 03.65.Bz, 42.50.Dv, 89.70.+c
It is now believed that quantum entanglement plays an
essential role in all branches of quantum information the-
ory [1]. A problem of great importance is then to check
if a state, generally mixed, is entangled or not. Concern-
ing this problem, Peres proposed an inseparability crite-
rion based on partial transpose of the composite density
operator [2], which provides a sufficient condition for en-
tanglement. This criterion was later shown by Horodecki
to be a necessary and sufficient condition for inseparabil-
ity of the (2 3 2)- or (2 3 3)-dimensional states, but not
to be necessary any more for higher-dimensional states
[3,4]. Many recent protocols for quantum communication
and computation are based on continuous variable quan-
tum systems [5–11], and the continuous variable optical
system has been used to experimentally realize the un-
conditional quantum teleportation [12]. Hence, it is de-
sirable to know if a continuous variable state is entangled
or not.

In this paper, we propose a simple inseparability crite-
rion for continuous variable states. The criterion is based
on the calculation of the total variance of a pair of Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) type operators. We find that, for
any separable continuous variable states, the total variance
is bounded from below by a certain value resulting from
the uncertainty relation, whereas for entangled states this
bound can be exceeded. So, violation of this bound pro-
vides a sufficient condition for inseparability of the state.
We then investigate how strong the bound is for the set of
Gaussian states, which is of great practical importance. It
is shown that for a Gaussian state, the compliance with the
low bound by a certain pair of EPR type operators guar-
antees that the state has a P representation with positive
distribution, so the state must be separable. Hence we ob-
tain a necessary and sufficient inseparability criterion for
all of the Gaussian continuous variable states.

We say a quantum state r of two modes 1 and 2 is sepa-
rable if, and only if, it can be expressed in the following
form:

r �
X

i

piri1 ≠ ri2 , (1)
2 0031-9007�00�84(12)�2722(4)$15.00
where we assume ri1 and ri2 to be normalized states of
the modes 1 and 2, respectively, and pi $ 0 to satisfyP

i pi � 1.
A maximally entangled continuous variable state can be

expressed as a co-eigenstate of a pair of EPR type op-
erators [13], such as bx1 1 bx2 and bp1 2 bp2. Therefore,
the total variance of these two operators reduces to zero
for maximally entangled continuous variable states. Of
course, the maximally entangled continuous variable states
are not physical, but for the physically entangled continu-
ous variable states—the two-mode squeezed states [14]—
this variance will rapidly tend to zero by increasing the
degree of squeezing. Interestingly, we find that, for any
separable state, there exists a lower bound to the total vari-
ance. To be more general, we consider the following type
of EPR-like operators:

bu � jajbx1 1
1
a

bx2 , (2a)

by � jajbp1 2
1
a

bp2 , (2b)

where we assume a is an arbitrary (nonzero) real num-
ber. For any separable state, the total variance of any pair
of EPR-like operators in the form of Eqs. (2a) and (2b)
should satisfy a lower bound indicated by the following
theorem:

Theorem 1.–Sufficient criterion for inseparability: For
any separable quantum state r, the total variance of a
pair of EPR-like operators defined by Eqs. (2a) and (2b)
with the commutators �bxj , bpj0� � idjj0 � j, j0 � 1, 2� satis-
fies the inequality

��Dbu�2�r 1 ��Dby�2�r $ a2 1
1
a2 . (3)

Proof.—We can directly calculate the total variance
of the bu and by operators using the decomposition (1)
of the density operator r, and finally get the following
expression:
© 2000 The American Physical Society
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��Dbu�2�r 1 ��Dby�2�r �
X

i

pi��bu2�i 1 �by2�i� 2 �bu�2
r 2 �by�2

r

�
X

i

pi

µ
a2�bx2

1�i 1
1
a2 �bx2

2�i 1 a2�bp2
1�i 1

1
a2 �bp2

2�i

∂

1 2
a
jaj

√X
i

pi�bx1�i�bx2�i 2
X

i

pi�bp1�i�bp2�i

!
2 �bu�2

r 2 �by�2
r

�
X

i

pi

µ
a2��Dbx1�2�i 1

1
a2 ��Dbx2�2�i 1 a2��Dbp1�2�i 1

1
a2 ��Dbp2�2�i

∂

1
X

i

pi�bu�2
i 2

√X
i

pi�bu�i

!2

1
X

i

pi�by�2
i 2

√X
i

pi�by�i

!2

. (4)
In Eq. (4), the symbol �· · ·�i denotes the average
over the product density operator ri1 ≠ ri2. It follows
from the uncertainty relation that ��Dbxj�2�i 1 ��Dbpj�2�i $

j�bxj , bpj�j � 1 for j � 1, 2, and, moreover, by applying
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality �

P
i pi� �

P
i pi�bu�2

i � $

�
P

i pij�bu�ij�2, we know that the last line of Eq. (4) is
bounded from below by zero. Hence, the total variance
of the two EPR-like operators bu and by is bounded from
below by a2 1

1
a2 for any separable state. This completes

the proof of the theorem.
Note that this theorem in fact gives a set of inequalities

for separable states. The operators bxj , bpj � j � 1, 2� in
the definition (1) can be any local operators satisfying the
commutators �bxj , bpj0� � idjj0. In particular, if we apply an
arbitrary local unitary operation U1 ≠ U2 to the operatorsbu and by, the inequality (3) remains unchanged. Note also
that without loss of generality we have taken the operators
xj and pj dimensionless.

For inseparable states, the total variance of the bu andby operators is required by the uncertainty relation to be
larger than or equal to ja2 2

1
a2 j , which reduces to zero for

a � 1. For separable states the much stronger bound given
by Eq. (3) must be satisfied. A natural question is then
how strong is the bound. Is it strong enough to ensure that,
if some inequality in the form of Eq. (3) is satisfied, the
state necessarily becomes separable? Of course, it will be
very difficult to consider this problem for arbitrary contin-
uous variable states. However, in recent experiments and
protocols for quantum communication [5–12], continuous
variable entanglement is generated by two-mode squeez-
ing or by beam splitters, and the communication noise
results from photon absorption and thermal photon emis-
sion. All of these processes lead to Gaussian states. So,
we will limit ourselves to consider Gaussian states, which
are of great practical importance. We find that the in-
equality (3) indeed gives a necessary and sufficient insepa-
rability criterion for all of the Gaussian states. To present
and prove our main theorem, we need first mention some
notations and results for Gaussian states.

It is convenient to represent a Gaussian state by its
Wigner characteristic function. A two-mode state with the
density operator r has the following Wigner characteristic
function [14]:

x �w��l1, l2� � tr� r exp�l1ba1 2 l�
1bay

1 1 l2ba2 2 l�
2bay

2 ��

� tr� r exp�i
p

2 �lI
1bx1 1 lR

1 p1 1 lI
2bx2

1 lR
2 bp2��	 , (5)

where the parameters lj � l
R
j 1 ilI

j , and the annihila-
tion operators baj � 1

p
2

�bxj 1 ibpj�, with the quadrature
amplitudes bxj , bpj satisfying the commutators �bxj , bpj0� �
idjj0 � j, j0 � 1, 2�. For a Gaussian state, the Wigner char-
acteristic function x �w��l1, l2� is a Gaussian function of
l

R
j and l

I
j [14]. Without loss of generality, we can write

x �w��l1, l2� in the form
x �w��l1, l2� � exp

∑
2

1
2

�lI
1, lR

1 , lI
2, lR

2 �M�lI
1, lR

1 , lI
2, l

R
2 �T

∏
. (6)
In Eq. (6), linear terms in the exponent are not included
since they can be easily removed by some local displace-
ments of bxj , bpj and thus have no influence on separability
or inseparability of the state. The correlation property of
the Gaussian state is completely determined by the 4 3 4
real symmetric correlation matrix M, which can be ex-
pressed as

M �

µ G1 C

CT G2

∂
, (7)pt
where G1, G2, and C are 2 3 2 real matrices. To study the
separability property, it is convenient to first transform the
Gaussian state to some standard forms through local linear
unitary Bogoliubov operations (LLUBOs) Ul � U1 ≠ U2.
In the Heisenberg picture, the general form of the LLUBO
Ul is expressed as Ul�bxj , bpj�TU

y
l � Hj�bxj , bpj�T for j �

1, 2, where Hj is some 2 3 2 real matrix with detHj � 1.
Any LLUBO is obtainable by combining the squeezing
transformation together with some rotations [15]. We have
2723
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the following two lemmas concerning the standard forms
of the Gaussian state.

Lemma 1.—Standard form I: Any Gaussian state rG

can be transformed through LLUBOs to the standard form
I with the correlation matrix given by

MI
s �

0BB@
n c

n c0

c m
c0 m

1CCA, �n, m $ 1� . (8)

Proof.—A LLUBO on the state rG transforms the cor-
relation matrix M in the Wigner characteristic function in
the following way:µ

V1
V2

∂
M

µ
VT

1
VT

2

∂
, (9)

where V1 and V2 are real matrices with detV1 � detV2 �
1. Since the matrices G1 and G2 in Eq. (7) are real
symmetric, we can choose first a LLUBO with orthogonal
V1 and V2 which diagonalize G1 and G2, and then a local
squeezing operation which transforms the diagonalized
G1 and G2 into the matrices G0

1 � nI2 and G0
2 � mI2,

respectively, where I2 is the 2 3 2 unit matrix. After these
two steps of operations, we assume that the matrix C in
Eq. (7) is changed into C0, which always has a singular
value decomposition; thus it can be diagonalized by
another LLUBO with suitable orthogonal V1 and V2. The
last orthogonal LLUBO no longer influences G0

1 and G0
2

since they are proportional to the unit matrix. Hence, any
Gaussian state can be transformed by three-step LLUBOs
to the standard form I. The four parameters n, m, c, and
c0 in the standard form I are related to the four invariants
detG1, detG2, detC, and detM of the correlation matrix
under LLUBOs by the equations detG1 � n2, detG2 �
m2, detC � cc0, and detM � �nm 2 c2� �nm 2 c0 2�,
respectively.

Lemma 2.—Standard form II: Any Gaussian state rG

can be transformed through LLUBOs into the standard
form II with the correlation matrix given by

MII
s �

0BB@
n1 c1

n2 c2
c1 m1

c2 m2

1CCA , (10)

where the ni , mi , and ci satisfy

n1 2 1
m1 2 1

�
n2 2 1
m2 2 1

, (11a)

jc1j 2 jc2j �
q

�n1 2 1� �m1 2 1�

2

q
�n2 2 1� �m2 2 1� . (11b)

Proof.—Any Gaussian state can be tranformed through
LLUBOs to the standard form I. We then apply two ad-
ditional local squeezing operations on the standard form I,
and get the state with the following correlation matrix:
2724
M 0 �

0BBBBB@
nr1

p
r1r2 c

n
r1

c0

p
r1r2p

r1r2 c mr2
c0

p
r1r2

m
r2

1CCCCCA , (12)

where r1 and r2 are arbitrary squeezing parameters. M 0

in Eq. (12) has the standard form MII
s (10) if r1 and r2

satisfy the following two equations:
n
r1

2 1

nr1 2 1
�

m
r2

2 1

mr2 2 1
, (13)

p
r1r2 jcj 2

jc0j
p

r1r2
�

q
�nr1 2 1� �mr2 2 1�

2

sµ
n
r1

2 1

∂ µ
m
r2

2 1

∂
. (14)

Our task remains to prove that Eqs. (13) and (14) are
indeed satisfied by some positive r1 and r2 for arbitrary
Gaussian states. Without loss of generality, we assume
jcj $ jc0j and n $ m. From Eq. (13), r2 can be ex-
pressed as a continuous function of r1 with r2�r1 � 1� �
1 and r2�r1�

r1!`
!m. Substituting this expression

r2�r1� into Eq. (14), we construct a function f�r1�
by subtracting the right-hand side of Eq. (14) from
the left-hand side, i.e., f�r1� � left�14� 2 right�14�.
Obviously, f�r1 � 1� � jcj 2 jc0j $ 0, and f�r1� r1!`

!
p

r1m �jcj 2

q
n�m 2

1
m � � # 0, where the inequality

jcj #

q
n�m 2

1
m � results from the physical con-

dition ��Dbu0�2� 1 ��Dby0�2� $ j�bu0, by0�j with bu0 �q
m 2

1
m bx1 2

c
jcj

p
n bx2 and by0 �

p
n

m bp2. It follows from
continuity that there must exist a r�

1 [ �1, `� which makes
f�r1 � r�

1 � � 0. Therefore Eqs. (13) and (14) have at
least one solution. This proves lemma 2.

We remark that, corresponding to a given standard form
I or II, there is a class of Gaussian states which is equivalent
under LLUBOs. Note that separability or inseparability is
a property not influenced by LLUBOs, so all of the Gauss-
ian states with the same standard forms have the same
separability or inseparability property. With the above
preparations, we now present the following main theorem:

Theorem 2.—Necessary and sufficient inseparability
criterion for Gaussian states: A Gaussian state rG is
separable if, and only if, when expressed in its standard
form II, the inequality (3) is satisfied by the following two
EPR type operators

bu � a0bx1 2
c1

jc1j

1
a0

bx2 , (15a)

by � a0 bp1 2
c2

jc2j

1
a0

bp2 , (15b)
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where a2
0 �

q
m121
n121 �

q
m221
n221 .

Proof.—The “only if” part follows directly from theo-
rem 1. We only need to prove the “if” part. From lemma 2,
we can first transform the Gaussian state through LLUBOs
to the standard form II. The state after transformation is
denoted by r

II
G . Then, substituting the expressions (15a)

and (15b) of bu and by into the inequality (3), and calcu-
lating ��Dbu�2� 1 ��Dby�2� by using the correlation matrix
MII

s , we get the following inequality:

a2
0

n1 1 n2

2
1

m1 1 m2

2a2
0

2 jc1j 2 jc2j $ a2
0 1

1

a2
0

,

(16)

which, combined with Eqs. (11), yields

jc1j #

q
�n1 2 1� �m1 2 1� , (17a)

jc2j #

q
�n2 2 1� �m2 2 1� . (17b)

The inequalities (17a) and (17b) ensures that the matrix
MII

s 2 I is positive semidefinite. So there exists a Fourier
transformation to the following normal characteristic func-
tion of the state r

II
G :

x
�n�
II �l1, l2� � x

�w�
II �l1, l2� exp

∑
1
2

�jl1j
2 1 jl2j

2�
∏

� exp

∑
2

1
2

�lI
1, lR

1 , lI
2, lR

2 � �MII
s 2 I�

3 �lI
1, lR

1 , lI
2, lR

2 �T

∏
. (18)

This means that r
II
G can be expressed as

rII
G �

Z
d2a d2b P�a, b� ja, b� �a, bj , (19)

where P�a, b� is the Fourier transformation of
x

�n�
II �l1, l2� and thus is a positive Gaussian function.

Equation (19) shows r
II
G is separable. Since the original

Gaussian state rG differs from r
II
G by only some LLU-

BOs, it must also be separable. This completes the proof
of theorem 2.

Now we have a necessary and sufficient inseparability
criterion for all of the Gaussian states. We conclude
the paper by applying this criterion to a simple ex-
ample. Consider a two-mode squeezed vacuum state
e2r�ây

1 â
y

2 2â1â2�jvac� with the squeezing parameter r .
This state has been used in recent experiments for con-
tinuous variable quantum teleportation [12]. Suppose
that the two optical modes are subject to indepen-
dent thermal noise during transmission with the same
damping coefficient denoted by h and the same mean
thermal photon number denoted by n. It is easy to
show that, after time t, the standard correlation matrix
for this Gaussian state has the form of Eq. (8) with
n � m � cosh�2r�e22ht 1 �2n 1 1� �1 2 e22ht� and
c � 2c0 � sinh�2r�e22ht [16]. Therefore the insepa-
rability criterion means that, if the transmission time t
satisfies

t ,
1

2h
ln

µ
1 1

1 2 e22r

2n

∂
, (20)

the state is entangled; otherwise it becomes separable. In-
terestingly, Eq. (20) shows that, if there is only vacuum
fluctuation noise, i.e., n � 0 (this seems to be a good ap-
proximation for optical frequency), the initial squeezed
state is always entangled. This result does not remain
true if thermal noise is present. In the limit n ¿ 1, the
state is no longer entangled when the transmission time
t $

12e22r

4hn .
Note added.—After submission of this work, we be-

came aware of a recent preprint by R. Simon (quant-ph/
9909044), which shows that the Peres-Horodecki crite-
rion also provides a necessary and sufficient condition for
inseparability of Gaussian continuous variable quantum
states.
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2.4 Separability Criterion for all bipartite Gaussian States

Geza Giedke, Barbara Kraus, Maciej Lewenstein, and J. Ignacio Cirac,

We provide a necessary and sufficient condition for separability of Gaussian
states of bipartite systems of arbitrarily many modes. The condition provides

an operational criterion since it can be checked by simple computation.
Moreover, it allows us to find a pure product–state decomposition of any given

separable Gaussian state. Our criterion is independent of the one based on
partial transposition, and is strictly stronger.

Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 167904 (2001); E-print: quant-ph/0104050.
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We provide a necessary and sufficient condition for separability of Gaussian states of bipartite systems
of arbitrarily many modes. The condition provides an operational criterion since it can be checked by
simple computation. Moreover, it allows us to find a pure product-state decomposition of any given sepa-
rable Gaussian state. We also show that all bipartite Gaussian states with nonpositive partial transpose
are distillable.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.87.167904 PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 03.65.Ca, 03.67.Hk
Entanglement is the basic ingredient in the philosophi-
cal implications of quantum theory. It also plays a cru-
cial role in some fundamental issues of this theory, such
as decoherence or the measurement process. Furthermore,
it is the basis of most applications in the field of quantum
information. However, in spite of their importance, the en-
tanglement properties of systems are far from being under-
stood. In particular, we do not even know how to answer
the following question [1]: given two systems A and B in a
state described by a density operator r, are those systems
entangled? This question constitutes the so-called separa-
bility problem, and it represents one of the most important
theoretical challenges of the emerging theory of quantum
information.

During the last few years a significant amount of work
in the field of quantum information has been devoted to
the separability problem [2]. Until now, the basic tool to
study this problem is a linear map called partial transpo-
sition. Introduced in this context by Peres [3], it provides
us with a necessary condition for a density operator to be
separable. This condition turns out to be also sufficient in
two cases: (a) A and B are two qubits or one qubit and one
qutrit [4]; (b) A and B are two modes (continuous variable
systems) in a Gaussian state [5]. Thus, in these cases the
separability problem is fully solved. However, for higher
dimensional systems as well as in the case in which A and
B consist of several modes in a joint Gaussian state, par-
tial transposition alone does not provide a general criterion
for separability. In both cases, examples of states which
in spite of being entangled satisfy the partial transposition
criterion have been found [6,7].

In this Letter we solve the separability problem for
Gaussian states of an arbitrary number of modes per
site. Our method does not rely in any sense on partial
transposition, and therefore is entirely different from the
ones that have been introduced so far to study this prob-
lem [2]. It is based on a nonlinear map f: gN ! gN11
between matrices gN which reveals whether a state r is
an entangled state or not. In addition, we show that if r

is entangled and has nonpositive partial transpose then it
is distillable [2,8].
0031-9007�01�87(16)�167904(4)$15.00
Let us start by fixing the notation and recalling some
properties of correlation matrices (CMs). A Gaussian
state of n modes is completely characterized by a matrix
g [ M2n,2n (the set of 2n 3 2n matrices), called corre-
lation matrix [9], whose elements are directly measurable
quantities. A matrix g [ M2n,2n is a CM if it is real, sym-
metric, and g 2 iJn $ 0. Here we use [10]

Jn � ©
n
k�1J1, J1 �

µ
0 21
1 0

∂
. (1)

In the following we will consider two systems A and B,
composed of n and m modes, respectively, in a Gaussian
state. The corresponding CM will be written as

g0 �

µ
A0 C0
CT

0 B0

∂
$ iJn,m (2)

where A0 [ M2n,2n and B0 [ M2m,2m are CM themselves,
C0 [ M2n,2m and Jn,m � Jn © Jm. In order to simplify
the notation, when it is clear from the context we will
not write the subscripts to the matrices J and we will
not specify the dimensions of the matrices involved in our
derivations. In [7] it was shown that a CM of the form
(2) is separable (i.e., it corresponds to a separable state) iff
there exist two CMs gA,B, such that

g0 $ gA © gB . (3)

This condition, even though it can be very useful to show
that some particular states are entangled [7,11], cannot be
directly used in practice to determine whether an arbitrary
state is entangled or not, since there is no way of determin-
ing gA,B in general. If one can determine them, however,
then one can automatically construct an explicit decompo-
sition of the corresponding density operator as a convex
combination of product states [7].

Below we present a criterion which allows one to deter-
mine whether a given CM, g0, is separable or not. To this
aim, we define a sequence of matrices �gN �`

N�0 of the form
(2). The matrix gN11 is determined by a discrete map de-
fined as follows: (i) if gN is not a CM then gN11 � 0;
© 2001 The American Physical Society 167904-1
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(ii) if gN is a CM then

AN11 � BN11 � AN 2 Re�XN � , (4a)

CN11 � 2Im�XN � , (4b)

where XN � CN �BN 2 iJ�21CT
N [12]. Note that for N $

1 we have that AN � AT
N � BN and CN � 2CT

N are real
matrices. The importance of this sequence is that g0 is
separable iff gN is a valid separable CM, and, after some
finite number of iterations, gN acquires a form in which
separability is simple to check. Moreover, starting from
that CM we are able to construct the CMs gA,B of Eq. (3)
for the original g0. Now we state several propositions from
which the above results follow. For two technical lemmas,
see the Appendix.

First we show that if gN is separable, so is gN11. More-
over, the CMs gA,B associated to gN [cf. Eq. (3)] allow us
to construct the corresponding CMs for gN11.

Proposition 1: If for some CMs gA,B, we have gN $

gA © gB then gN11 $ gA © gA.
Proof: We use the equivalence (i)–(iii) of Lemma 1 to

obtain that BN 2 CT
N �AN 2 gA�21CN $ gB $ iJ, where

the last inequality follows from the fact that gB is a CM.
Using the equivalence (ii)–(iii) of Lemma 1 we obtain
gA # AN 2 CN �BN 2 iJ�21CT

N � AN11 1 iCN11,
where we have also used the map (4). According to
Lemma 2, this immediately proves the proposition. �

Now, we show that the converse of Proposition 1 is true.
That is, if gN11 is separable, so is gN . Apart from that,
the following proposition exhibits how to construct the
matrices gA,B [cf. Eq. (3)] related to gN starting from the
ones corresponding to gN11.

Proposition 2: If for some CM gA we have gN11 $

gA © gA then gN $ gA © gB for the CM

gB � BN 2 CT
N �AN 2 gA�21CN . (5)

Proof: We use Lemma 2 and the map (4) to transform
the inequality gN11 $ gA © gA into AN 2 CN �BN 2

iJ�21CT
N $ gA. According to the equivalence (ii)–(iii) of

Lemma 1 this implies that gB $ iJ. Since it is clear from
its definition (5), gB is also real and symmetric, it is a
CM. On the other hand, using the equivalence (i)–(iii) of
Lemma 1 we immediately obtain that gN $ gA © gB. �

Using the fact that for N $ 1, AN � BN and the sym-
metry of the corresponding matrix gN we have

Corollary 1: Under the conditions of Proposition 2, we
have gN $ g̃A © g̃A, and g̃A � �gA 1 gB��2 $ iJ is
a CM.

The above propositions imply that g0 is separable iff
gN is separable for all N . 0. Thus, if we find some gN

fulfilling (3) then g0 is separable. Thus, we can establish
now the main result of this work.

Theorem 1 (separability criterion):
(1) If for some N $ 1 we have AN ‡ iJ then g0 is not

separable.
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(2) If for some N $ 1 we have

LN � AN 2 kCNkop' $ iJ (6)

then g0 is separable [13].
Proof: (1) It follows directly from Proposition 1;

(2) We will show that gN $ LN © LN , so that according
to Proposition 2 g0 is separable. We have

gN � LN © LN 1

µ
kCNkop' CN

CT
N kCNkop'

∂
, (7)

so that we just have to prove that the last matrix is posi-
tive. But using Lemma 1 this is equivalent to kCNk

2
op' $

CT
NCN , which is always the case. �
This theorem tells us how to proceed in order to deter-

mine if a CM is separable or not. We just have to iterate
the map (4) until we find that either AN is no longer a CM
or LN is a CM. In the first case, we have that g0 is not
separable, whereas in the second one it is separable. If we
wish to find a decomposition of the corresponding density
operator as a convex sum of product vectors we simply use
the construction given in Corollary 1 until N � 1 and then
the one of Proposition 2. This will give us the CMs gA,B,
such that g0 $ gA © gB, from which the decomposition
can be easily found [7].

In order to check how fast our method converges we
have taken families of CMs and applied to them our cri-
terion. We find that typically with less than five iterations
we are able to decide whether a given CM is entangled
or not. The most demanding states for the criterion are
those which lie very close to the border of the set of sepa-
rable states (see Proposition 3 below). We challenged
the criterion by applying it to states close to this bor-
der and still the convergence was very fast (always below
30 steps). Figure 1 illustrates this behavior. We have taken
n � m � 2 modes, an entangled CM ga of the GHZ form
[14] (Fig. 1a) and an entangled CM gb with positive par-
tial transpose [7] (Fig. 1b). We produced two families of
CMs as ga,b�e� � ga,b 1 e'. We have determined ea,b

20

10

0
1010 55 55 1010

Sep.Ent. Ent. Sep.

-log(| - |/ε ε εB B)-log(| - |/ε ε εA A)

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Number of steps as a function e for CMs of the
form ga,b�e� � ga,b 1 e' where: (a) ga taken from Eq. (1) in
Ref. [14] with r � 1�4, and ea � 0.305 774 915 510�1�; (b) gb
taken from Eq. (9) in Ref. [7] and eb � 0.097 866 790 222 8�4�.
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such that ga,b�e� become separable. In Fig. 1 we see that
in both cases, as we approach ea,b exponentially fast, the
number of needed steps increases linearly. The same be-
havior is found using instead of ' other positive projectors
with different ranks and for different initial CMs. Even
though we have tested numerically the rapid convergence
of our method, we still have to prove that, except for a zero
measure set, it can decide whether a CM is entangled or not
after a finite number of steps [15]. We start by considering
the set of separable states, defined by g0 $ gA © gB with
gA,B $ iJ. If we just consider those with gA . iJ, we
will omit a zero measure set. But then we can show that
after a finite number of steps these separable states will be
detected by our procedure.

Proposition 3: If g0 $ gA © gB with gA $ iJ 1 e',
then there exists some

N , N0 �
1
e

�kA0ktr 2 2n� 1 1 , (8)

for which condition (6) is fulfilled.
Proof: Using Proposition 1 we have that for all N ,

AN 2 iJ $ e' . (9)

Thus, 0 # Re�XN � � AN 2 AN11. Since all the matri-
ces in this expression are positive, taking the trace norm
we have kANktr 2 kAN11ktr � kRe�XN �ktr. Adding both
sides of this equation from N � 0 to N0, taking into
account that k · · · ktr $ k · · · kop, and kRe�XN�kop $

kCN11kop [since Re�XN � $ 6i Im�XN �], we have
N021X
N�0

kCN11kop # kA0ktr 2 kAN0ktr # kA0ktr 2 2n ,

where the last inequality is a consequence of the fact that
AN $ iJ for all N . Thus, among �CN �N0

N�1 there must
be at least one for which kCNkop # e. Thus, AN 2
kCNkop' $ AN 2 e' $ 0 where for the last inequality
we have used Eq. (9), and therefore, for that particular
value of N , condition (6) must be fulfilled. �

It is worth stressing that from the proof of Proposi-
tion 3 it follows directly that if g0 is separable, then the
sequence gN converges to a fixed point g` � A` © B`,
where A` � B` $ iJ are CMs. For the sake of com-
pleteness, we now show that if g0 is inseparable, then
we can always detect it in a finite number of steps. We
will use the fact that the CMs of inseparable Gaussian
states form an open set, a fact that follows directly from
condition (3). Therefore, if g0 is inseparable, there al-
ways exist e0 . 0 such that if e , e0 then g0 1 e' is
still inseparable and thus condition (6) is never fulfilled.
However, if g0 were separable, then, according to Proposi-
tion 3, g0 1 e' should fulfill that condition before reach-
ing N � N0. This can be summarized as follows.

Corollary 2: If g is inseparable then there exists some
e . 0 such that starting out from g0 � g 1 e',
condition (6) is not fulfilled for any N # N0 �
�kA0ktr 2 2n��e.
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Together, Proposition 3 and Corollary 2 show that —
whether g0 is separable or not, and except for a set of
measure zero —we will be able to detect it in a finite num-
ber of steps. However, as mentioned above, according to
our numerical calculations we see that the process always
converges very fast and in practice one can directly use the
method sketched after Theorem 1.

To conclude this Letter, we show that not only separa-
bility but also distillability [2,8], can be determined for all
Gaussian states. The proof is based on the result that for
1 3 1 Gaussian states nonpositive partial transpose (npt)
implies distillability [16]. This result can be extended to
all bipartite Gaussian states, i.e., a Gaussian density matrix
r is distillable iff its partial transpose is not positive. For
the proof, it suffices to show that any n 3 m npt Gaussian
state can be locally transformed into an 1 3 1 npt Gaussian
state. This is achieved as follows: For Gaussian states, the
npt condition is equivalent to g ‡ iJ̃ [7]. Hence, for every
npt CM g there exists a vector z � zA © zB [ �2�n1m�

such that for some e . 0 we have

zy�g 2 iJ̃�z # 2e , 0 . (10)

It is always possible to pick z such that �Rezx�T J Imzx fi

0 for both x � A, B. But then there exist symplectic maps
SA, SB such that Sx maps span�Rezx , Imzx� to span�e1, e2�
[17]. It follows that ẑx � S21

x zx have nonzero entries only
in the first two components. Thus not only is ẑy��SA ©

SB�T g�SA © SB� 2 iJ̃�ẑ , 0 but by construction this still
holds for the CM of the reduced state obtained by discard-
ing all but the first mode at each side. Discarding subsys-
tems is a local operation, hence all npt Gaussian states can
be transformed locally into an npt 1 3 1 state and are thus
distillable by [16]. �

To summarize, we have obtained a necessary and suf-
ficient condition for Gaussian states to be separable. The
condition provides an operational criterion in that it can be
easily checked by direct computation. It is worth mention-
ing that our criterion can be used to study the separability
properties with respect to bipartite splittings of multipartite
systems in Gaussian states [11,18]. Our criterion is based
on a nonlinear map that is more powerful than partial trans-
position. In addition we proved that a bipartite Gaussian
state is distillable if and only if it has nonpositive partial
transpose. While in general, i.e., for non-Gaussian states,
both the separability and the distillability problems remain
open, these results represent a significant step towards un-
derstanding the separability problem, which is one of the
most challenging problems in the field of quantum infor-
mation. With the results presented here, one can decide for
any bipartite Gaussian state by direct computation whether
it is distillable and/or inseparable: it is distillable iff it is
npt, and it is separable iff gN $ iJ ; N .
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Appendix.— In this Appendix we present the lemmas
which are needed in order to prove Propositions 1 and 2.
Let us consider three real matrices 0 # A � AT [ Mn,n,
0 # B � BT [ Mm,m, C [ Mn,m, and

M �

µ
A C

CT B

∂
� MT [ Mn1m,n1m . (11)

Lemma 1: The following statements are equivalent:
(i) M $ 0.
(ii) ker�B� # ker�C� and A 2 CB21CT $ 0.
(iii) ker�A� # ker�CT � and B 2 CTA21C $ 0 [12].
Proof: We will just prove the first equivalence since the

other one is analogous. We use that M $ 0 iff for any two
real vectors a [ 4n and b [ 4m

aTAa 1 bT Bb 1 aT Cb 1 bT CTa $ 0 . (12)

Conversely, A 2 CB21CT $ 0 iff for any a [ 4n we
have

aT Aa 2 aTCB21CT a $ 0 . (13)

�i� ) �ii�: We assume (12). First, ker�B� # ker�C� since
otherwise we could always choose a b [ ker�B� so that
22aT Cb . aTAa. Second, if we choose b � 2B21CT a
then we obtain (13). �ii� ) �i�: We now assume (13).
Then, A � CB21CT 1 P, where P $ 0. Defining ã �
B21CT a, we have that CT a � Bã [since ker�B� #
ker�C�], and thus the left-hand side of (12) can be
expressed as aTPa 1 �ã 1 b�T B�ã 1 b�, which is
positive. �

In the derivations of Propositions 1 and 2 we have not
included explicitly the conditions imposed by the present
lemma on the kernels of B and C. However, one can
easily verify that all the problems that may arise from these
kernels are eliminated by using pseudoinverses [12] instead
of inverses of matrices.

Let us consider two real matrices A � AT [ Mn,n and
C � 2CT [ Mn,n, and

M �

µ
A C

CT A

∂
� MT [ M2n,2n . (14)

Lemma 2: M $ 0 iff A 1 iC $ 0.
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Proof: This follows from the observation that M is real,
and that for any pair of real vectors a, b [ 4N we have
�a 2 ib�y�A 1 iC� �a 2 ib� � �a © b�TM�a © b�. �
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3 Distillability of Gaussian States

This section discusses distillability – a property that even more than separability
determines the usefulness of quantum states for quantum communication. In
the first subsection we motivate and define distillability and review the current
knowledge on this topic (for this also see [64]) as the background on which the
work on distillability of Gaussian states ([61], reprinted in Subsec. 3.2) was done.
Section 4 then deals with actual entanglement distillation protocols.

3.1 The Distillability Problem

The fact that the state ρ of a bipartite system is inseparable shows that quantum
correlations between the subsystems exist. This is necessary for ρ to offer any
advantages over classical means of communication. But specific applications us-
ing entangled states for quantum communication – such as teleportation [13, 15]
or quantum key distribution [8, 20] – are usually formulated for pure entangled
states. In realistic situations, however, noise and imperfections are unavoidable,
and therefore in practice one has to deal with mixed states. These can only be
used directly in those protocols if they are sufficiently close to the ideal pure
state. For example, if A and B want to employ an entanglement-based quantum
key distribution protocol [8, 20], then, in principle, the noise might be due to an
eavesdropping attempt and the protocol cannot guarantee more than a certain
imperfect level of security. Therefore a mixed entangled state will in general
not be directly useful, in particular if long-distance quantum communication is
considered.

But if it is entangled, the mixed state ρ still represents a potentially valuable
resource and the question arises, whether it can be made useful by local oper-
ations (see Def. 2.2). This is the question of distillability: if Alice and Bob are
provided with a sufficiently large number of copies of the state ρ can they trans-
form it into a “purified” state ρ′ that is arbitrarily close to a pure maximally
entangled state ψ by LOCC? We define

Definition 3.1 (Distillable State)
A state ρ of a bipartite quantum system on HA⊗HB is distillable if ∀ε > 0 there
exists an n > 0 and a local quantum operation P ∈LOCC(H⊗n

A ⊗H⊗n
B ,KA⊗KB)

such that
〈ψ| P(ρ⊗n) |ψ〉 ≥ 1− ε. (11)

for a pure maximally entangled state |ψ〉 ∈ KA ⊗KB.

The existence of undistillable, bound entangled states was shown in [28, 29]. This
proved that distillability is a property that has to be established independently
of separability. More on entanglement distillation and its relevance for long-
distance quantum communication in Sec. 4.

3.1.1 Finite dimensional systems

Up until now, no practical necessary and sufficient condition for distillability is
known. Clearly, a state must be entangled if it is to be distillable. In addition,
it was shown in [29] that all entanglement distillation protocols preserve ppt
and that therefore npt is a necessary condition for distillability. For the special
case of systems composed of a qubit and a d-level system (H = C2 ⊗ Cd) it
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was shown [37, 40] that this condition is also sufficient. Thus for this case the
distillability problem is solved, but in general, it is still open.

In [29] it was shown that ρ is distillable iff for some number N of copies of ρ
we can project ρ⊗N into a two-dimensional subspace at either side such that the
resulting state on C2⊗C2 is distillable, i.e. has npt. This condition is, however,
very hard to check for a general state.

A practical sufficient condition for distillability is provided by the same au-
thors in [39]. There the so-called reduction criterion (RC), a sufficient condition
for inseparability, is introduced, and it is shown that this condition is also suf-
ficient for distillability. The RC makes use of the positive map P defined for
states on Cn

P : ρ 7→ tr(ρ)− ρ. (12)

It is shown in [39] that this map is decomposable (see p. 7). Clearly, separable
states remain positive under P⊗1, and a negative eigenvalue of P⊗1(ρ) proves
ρ inseparable. Formulated as a criterion for distillability, the RC then states

Theorem 3.1 (Reduction Criterion of Distillability, [39])
If for a bipartite state ρ on Cn ⊗Cn it holds that

(P ⊗ 1)(ρ) 6≥ 0 (13)

then ρ is distillable.

For a long time all states known to be distillable satisfied Ineq. (13) and it
was already shown in [39] that for certain distilliation protocols this was also a
necessary condition. But very recently it was shown [42] that there are distillable
states for which (13) is not fulfilled. This leaves open the question whether all
npt states can be distilled. Up until now all known examples of undistillable,
bound entangled states have ppt. There is evidence, though, that there are
states that are undistillable, although their partial transpose is negative [40, 41].
These are the Werner states [24] Wd defined for pairs of d-level systems by

Wd =
1

d2 − 1
[(1− λ/d)1+ (λ− 1/d)V ] , (14)

where V is the permutation operator, defined by V (x ⊗ y) = y ⊗ x and −1 ≤
λ ≤ 1. It is shown in [40, 41] that for d > 2 and any finite n > 0 there is a finite
range of values of λ for which these states are not n-distillable in the sense that
W⊗n

d cannot be projected to a 2× 2 npt state. Numerical results indicate that
all these states are in fact undistillable for any n. Note that the Werner states
are the key to question whether npt implies distillability. This comes from the
fact that any state of two d-level systems can be transformed into Wd (for some
λ) by local operations [34, 40, 41] in such a way, that (non)positivity of the
partial transpose is preserved. Hence, if all npt Werner states can be distilled,
then all npt states can.

If there are indeed bound entangled npt states, this would have surprising
consequences for quantum information [42]: it would imply that one of the
most interesting measures of entanglement, distillable entanglement [36, 31], is
not convex and not additive, which are both properties one might naively expect
of entanglement measures.
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3.1.2 Continuous Variable Systems

The study of distillability for infinite dimensional systems has begun only re-
cently. However, since the most promising applications of CV states are in
quantum communication and many tasks in this area are based on (pure) en-
tangled states, it is of particular importance to identify the distillable CV states.

On the one hand it was shown that there exist generically infinite dimensional
ppt bound entangled states [63] and later that there are also Gaussian ppt bound
entangled states. On the other hand, entanglement distillation protocols for
certain pure [66, 65] and mixed entangled states were presented [67].

In [61] (reprinted in Subsec. 3.2) we prove that for Gaussian states npt
is necessary and sufficient for distillability. To this end we first extend the
RC to infinite dimensions and then proceed in three steps. First, it is shown
that symmetric states (see Subsec. A.6, p. 90) are distillable by the reduction
criterion. In the second step, we show that every entangled state of two modes
can be symmetrized by local operations in a way that maintains inseparability
(and thus npt by [23, 59]). Since the proof of this step is somewhat concentrated
in [61], we give some more details in App. C. In the last step we show that
any npt N × M Gaussian state can be locally transformed into a distillable
two-mode state. Interestingly, no collective action is needed for this step, thus
all distillable Gaussian states are 1-distillable in the sense of [40]. This shows
that among Gaussian states, there seem to exist only two qualitatively different
types of entanglement, namely npt-entanglement (free) and ppt-entanglement
(bound).
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3.2 Distillability Criterion for all Gaussian States

Geza Giedke, Lu-Ming Duan, Peter Zoller, and J. Ignacio Cirac,

We prove that all inseparable Gaussian states of two modes can be distilled
into maximally entangled pure states by local operations. Using this result we

show that a bipartite Gaussian state of arbitrarily many modes can be
distilled if and only if its partial transpose is not positive.

Quant. Inf. Comp. 1, 79 (2001); E-print: quant-ph/0104072.
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4 Entanglement Purification Protocols

While the previous Section was concerned with the property of distillability,
we now turn to the operations by which distillable states are transformed into
directly usable, (almost) pure, highly entangled states. Sequences of opera-
tions which achieve this goal are referred to as entanglement purification (or
distillation) protocols (EPP). Again, we first review the paradigmatic case of
entangled qubits and then turn to more recent work on EPPs for Gaussian
States and their physical implementation.

4.1 Finite Dimensions

As discussed above, the main motivation to study entanglement purification
is to restore entangled states that are necessarily degraded by their passage
through a noisy communication channel back to usable, pure form.

One way to address (or rather avoid) this problem is the use of quantum
error correcting codes (QECCs) [72]: encoding locally created maximally en-
tangled state before transmission in a sufficiently high-dimensional code space
it can be protected against all kinds of errors, and decoding it, A and B re-
ceive an entangled state as close to the original one as desired. But for this the
coherent manipulation of many quantum systems, and, in effect, a full-fledged
quantum computer is necessary. Moreover, QECCs are designed to protect an
arbitrary unknown state against errors, whereas in the situation under consid-
eration it would suffice to protect a particular, known, maximally entangled
state. Therefore one may ask whether there are simpler methods to faithfully
distribute entangled states over large distances, and this is what entanglement
purification protocols help to achieve.

The EPPs that have been proposed so far [32, 33, 34, 35, 39, 43] (some of
which have been realized experimentally [44]) all fall into one of three distinct
classes: “filtering”, “recurrence”, or “hashing” protocols. Since a combination
of all three is needed for the (according to current knowledge) most efficient and
general protocol, all three will be sketched in the following.

4.1.1 EPPs for qubits

The conceptionally simplest EPPs are the filtering protocols [32, 33, 39]. They
work as follows: Alice and Bob share a (mixed) entangled states ρ and both
perform a generalized measurement and communicate the result to each other.
For some measurement outcomes the resulting state is closer to the desired
maximally entangled state than ρ. Alice and Bob keep only those states and
discard the rest. “Closeness” is in this context measured by the fidelity F , i.e.
the overlap F = 〈ψ| ρ |ψ〉 of the state ρ with the desired state. Depending on
the initial state it is in some cases possible to choose the measurements in such
a way that resulting state is as close to the maximally entangled state as desired
(at the expense of this result becoming less and less probable), a simple example
of this case is given in [36].

One major advantage of this kind of protocol is its simplicity: a single op-
eration on an individual system is sufficient to achieve purification, that is, col-
lective operations are not needed. Also, it allows in some cases to distill states
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arbitrarily close to a product state and therefore vanishingly little entanglement,
see e.g. [36, III.A.2].

But many states cannot be purified by individual operations. For example,
it is not even possible to increase the fidelity of a Werner state W2 by local op-
erations on an individual pair [38]. This is where the second type of purification
protocol, the “recurrence” protocol, first proposed for qubits in [34], becomes
useful. The recurrence protocol allows to distill all entangled Werner of two
qubits in the following way: Alice and Bob share a N identical pairs each in a
Werner state with fidelity F > 1/2. perform collective local operations on pairs
of entangled states.
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Figure 1: The “recurrence” entanglement purification protocol [34].

A distillation procedure that allows to distill every entangled two-qubit state
ρ can be constructed by combining the protocols [34] and [33]. If the fully
entangled fraction of ρ, defined as the max{〈ψ| ρ |ψ〉 : ψ maximally entangled }
is lager than 1/2, then ρ can be locally transformed into a Werner state with
fidelity F > 1/2 and then distilled by the recurrence protocol. Otherwise, there
is a filtering measurement which purifies ρ into a state with fully entangled
fraction > 1/2. In fact, this can be generalized to d-level systems. In [39] this
generalized protocol – which can distill all states that are currently known to
be distillable – is developed. Since it will serve as a basis for a universal EPP
for Gaussian states we give a brief review in Subsec. D.1.

The main drawback of this protocol is, that it is quite “wasteful” with the
resource entanglement. If a protocol allows to obtain on average m pairs of
fidelity F ′ out of n initial pairs of fidelity F we define the yield of the protocol by
Y (F ′, F ) = m/n. For both the filtering and the recurrence method the Y (F ′, F )
vanishes as F ′ → 1: their asymptotic yield of pure singlets is zero. The third
class of EPPs addresses this problem. If the initial Werner state ρ has sufficiently
high fidelity, then the “hashing” protocol [36] that performs collective operations
on a large number of entangled pairs has limF ′→1 Y (F ′, F ) = Y0. Y0 is given by
Y0 = 1− S(F ), where S(F ) is the (von Neumann) entropy of the Werner state
with fidelity F . This gives a positive yield for F > F0 ∼ 0.82. Thus according
to current knowledge the best universal purification protocol uses (if necessary)
filtering to obtain states of sufficiently high fully entangled fraction and then
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the recurrence protocol (actually a improved version [35]) to produce Werner
states of fidelity F > F0, which are then distilled by the hashing method.

First experiments realizing entanglement purification were reported in [44].

4.1.2 Bridging large distances: The Quantum Repeater

While EPPs are an important building block for long-distance quantum com-
munication, they are, on their own, not sufficient to achieve this task. The
problem that still remains is that only entangled states can be purified and that
if the channel is too long and noisy, it does not allow the direct distribution of
entangled pairs. Especially for long-distance communication this will inevitably
be the case, since both absorption losses and depolarization errors scale expo-
nentially with the length of the channel. For example, if the entangled state is
encoded in the polarization of a pair of photons, which are then sent through
an optical fiber the probability of arrival decreases exponentially with distance,
as does the fidelity of the transmitted state. The central idea of the quantum
repeater is to divide a long quantum channel into shorter segments, which are
first purified separately and then “connected”, building up entanglement over
the longer compound channel consisting of two segments. In the repeater pro-
tocol this is done by teleporting [13] a member of the pair in the right hand
segment through the pair in the left hand segment, see Fig. 2. Since teleporta-
tion through an imperfect channel degrades the output, after several connections
it is necessary to purify the new pairs (that now bridge a larger distance) before
further connections can be made. While the combination of purification and

A
C

B�
�

�
�u u u u

?u u
A B

Figure 2: Entanglement swapping: C performs a teleportation of “his” member
of the pair AC to B using the pair CB.

teleportation allows to create entanglement over arbitrary distance, the ques-
tion remains how much this “costs”: how many entangled pairs across the initial
segments are necessary to obtain one high fidelity pair across the whole chan-
nel? The important point of [52] is that it shows that the needed resources grow
only polynomially with the length of the channel. This shows that the quantum
repeater is as efficient as alternative approaches to long-distance communication
based on QECCs [72], but – as shown in [52] – is both less sophisticated and
more robust than the latter.
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4.2 Entanglement Purification with Imperfect Means

The importance of EPPs and the quantum repeater rests on the fact that they
would allow to cope with the limitations and imperfections of real-life quantum
communication systems, in particular with noisy channels. But the discussion of
these imperfections has been incomplete so far, since we always (tacitly) assumed
the local operations of which the EPP consists to be perfect. Clearly, this is an
unrealistic assumption, and to complete the discussion it needs to be studied,
whether purification and the repeater still work with imperfect operations. It
turns out that EPPs are significantly more robust against errors than the known
universal QECCs.

In [52] analytical and numerical work on the whole quantum repeater pro-
tocol (including EPP and teleportation) for a simple generic error model (the
“depolarizing channel”) showed that errors up to a few percent could be toler-
ated – much more than the threshold for universal QECCs (about 10−4, [73]).
Later it was shown [54] that despite transmission noise and imperfect operation
the entangled states obtained in this way do actually represent a perfectly pri-
vate quantum channel, with a potential eavesdropper’s knowledge guaranteed
to be smaller than any desired bound.

But one might claim that this was an unfair comparison, as the threshold for
QECC is derived under much more general assumptions about the errors [73].
This motivated the work of the article [53], reprinted below, it which entangle-
ment purification in the presence of arbitrary errors is investigated, and it is
shown that even in this case purification works for errors as large as 0.5 · 10−2.
Therefore, entanglement purification and the quantum repeater, being both
simpler and more robust than universal QECC, represent promising tools for
long-distance quantum communication with realistic (imperfect) means.

4.3 Lower bounds for attainable fidelities in entanglement
purification

Géza Giedke, Hans J. Briegel, J. Ignacio Cirac, and Peter Zoller,

We derive lower bounds for the attainable fidelity of standard entanglement
purification protocols when local operations and measurements are subjected

to errors. We introduce an error parameter which measures the distance
between the ideal completely positive map describing a purification step and

the one in the presence of errors. We derive non–linear maps for a lower bound
of the fidelity at each purification step in terms of this parameter.

Phys. Rev. A 59, 2641 (1999); E-print: quant-ph/9809043.
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We derive lower bounds for the attainable fidelity of standard entanglement purification protocols when
local operations and measurements are subjected to errors. We introduce an error parameter which measures
the distance between the ideal completely positive map describing a purification step and the one in the
presence of errors. We derive nonlinear maps for a lower bound of the fidelity at each purification step in terms
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I. INTRODUCTION

Entanglement purification@1–3# is one of the most impor-
tant tools in the theory of quantum information and, in p
ticular, in quantum communication. It allows, in principl
creation of maximally entangled states of particles at diff
ent locations, even if the channel that connects those lo
tions is noisy@4#. These entangled particles can then be u
for faithful teleportation@5# or secure quantum cryptograph
@6,7#.

The basic idea in entanglement purification is to ‘‘distil
a few N8 pairs of particles@quantum bits~qubits!, for ex-
ample, the case which we will consider exclusively in t
following# in highly entangled states out ofN>N8 pairs in a
mixed state with lower fidelity of the entanglement~or, in
short, fidelity! using local operations and measuremen
This fidelity is defined as the maximum overlap of the de
sity operator of a pair of qubits with a maximal entangl
state. If the initial pairs are in a nonseparable state@8,9#, then
one can obtain asymptotically~in the limit N→`) maxi-
mally entangled states@10# provided all local operations an
measurements are perfect@2,11#. In practice, there will be
errors in both the local operations and measurements.
purpose of this paper is to analyze this problem for the
rification protocols introduced in Refs.@1,7#. We are inter-
ested in analyzing the conditions under which one can pu
in the presence of errors, as well as in the limitations of
purification protocols. In particular, we find a nonlinear m
which relates a lower bound for the fidelity at two consec
tive steps of the purification protocol, which allows us
derive lower bounds for the reachable fidelity. In order
analyze this problem, we introduce a parameterd which
characterizes the errors. It measures the distance betwee
ideal operations and measurements and the ones in the
ence of errors.

Quantum communication in the presence of errors
been considered previously by Knill and Laflamme@12# in a
general context, and by Van Enket al. @13# for a particular
experimental setup@14#. The work of Knill and Laflamme
introduced ideas of fault-tolerant quantum computation@15#
to show that there exists an accuracy threshold for storag
quantum information, which also applies to the case of qu
tum communication. As shown by Bennettet al. @2# one can
rephrase this result in terms of entanglement purificat
with one-way classical communication. In Ref. @16#, en-
PRA 591050-2947/99/59~4!/2641~8!/$15.00
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tanglement purification together with a generic error mo
is used to estimate the possibilities of quantum commun
tion over long distances using quantum repeaters. The
ployed entanglement purification protocols explicitly utiliz
two-way classical communication, which makes them much
more efficient for quantum communication. In the prese
paper we use purification protocols which utilizetwo-way
classical communication, and therefore our error threshold
are much less demanding than those derived from the th
of Knill and Laflamme@12#. On the other hand, we are in
terested in a rigorous lower bound for the achievable fide
for arbitrary errors, and not in an estimation@16#. The results
and methods developed here can be generalized to de
lower bounds for other interesting problems in which loc
operations and measurements are imperfect, such as qua
teleportation or quantum cryptography.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II contain
summary of the main results of this paper, and is directed
the reader who is interested neither in the technical detail
the definitions of our error parameter, nor in the derivatio
of the nonlinear maps for the lower bound of the fidelity.
Sec. III we introduce the error parameterd and derive some
properties related to the fact that it is a distance betw
completely positive linear maps. Finally, in Sec. IV we d
rive the nonlinear map for the fidelity of entanglement
terms of this distance and sketch its dynamics.

II. SUMMARY OF THE MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the standard scenario of entanglement purification@1#,
two partners at different locations shareN pairs of qubits,
each pair being in a state described by a density operator.
A purification procedure producesN8<N pairs in a stater8
‘‘closer’’ to a maximally entangled statecme by only using
local operations, local measurements, and classical com
nication between the partners. More specifically, if we defi
the fidelity of the entanglement

F~r!5max
cme

^cmeurucme&, ~1!

where the maximization is taken with respect to maxima
entangled statescme, then F(r8).F(r). In the following
we will call F(r) simply fidelity.

It has been shown@10# that if r is nonseparable~it cannot
be written as a convex combination of factorized dens
2641 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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operators@8,9#! then there are purification procedures whi
obtain F(r8)51 in the asymptotic limitN→`. In particu-
lar, if F(r).1/2 one can reach this goal by using the pu
fication procedure devised by Bennettet al. @1# and im-
proved by Deutschet al. @7#. It consists of a concatenation o
purification stepsinvolving two pairs of qubits, which give
rise to a single pair with higher fidelity. In all these proc
dures, one assumes that the local operations and mea
ments are error free. In a real situation, however, there
be errors due to the coupling to the environment, imprec
apparatus, etc. Although small, they will limit the maximu
attainable fidelity and will dictate whether purification
possible or not.

In this section we first briefly review the purification pro
tocol introduced in Refs.@1,7#, and define the notation tha
we will use later on. Then we consider the same procedur
the presence of general errors, and characterize these e
in terms of a single parameterd, which basically expresse
the departure of the purification step in the presence of er
from the ideal one. Next, we express the lowest poss
fidelity ~worst case! in each purification step as a function
the lowest possible fidelity in the previous step, which lea
to a non-linear map. We analyze this map and discuss
conditions required for purification with imperfect mean
The properties of our definitions and the technical details
presented in the following sections.

A. Error-free purification protocols

In this subsection we review the two purification proc
dures introduced in Refs.@1,7#. Subsequently we will refer to
them as scheme I and II, respectively. We characterize t
in two different ways: first, in terms of a completely positiv
linear map between the initial density operator and the
after the measurement; secondly, in terms of a nonlinear
relating the diagonal matrix elements of the density opera
~in the Bell basis! at each step with the ones in the previo
step. In the next subsection we will generalize the first ch
acterization to the case of imperfect operations in orde
introduce the parameter describing the errors, and then
will generalize the second characterization to find a low
bound for the fidelity.

Both purification protocols I and II consist of a sequen
of steps in which local operations are applied to two pairs
qubits, followed by a measurement of one of the pairs wh
is then discarded. Depending on the outcome of the meas
ment, the other pair is discarded or not. In the latter case
fidelity F1 of the remaining pair is~on average! larger than
that of the original ones. This step is applied to theN pairs
obtainingN1<N/2 pairs of fidelityF1 . Then it is applied to
the resultingN1 pairs obtainingN2 pairs of fidelity F2
.F1 . Continuing in this vein, one can reach asymptotica
Fn→1 whenn→`.

Let us consider a single purification step. It starts out w
two pairs 1 and 2 in the stater125r ^ r, applies the local
operations described by the superoperatorU, and then mea-
sures each of the qubits of the second pair in the b
$u0&,u1&%. We denote byx the outcome of the measuremen
x50 if the qubits are found in the stateu0&2[u00&2 ; x51 if
they are inu1&2[u11&2 ; x52 if they are in u2&2[u01&2 ;
and x53 if they are inu3&[u10&2 ~the subscript 2 denote
-
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the second pair!. We denote byPx (x50, . . . ,3) the map
defined as follows:

Px~r12![ 2^xuU~r12!ux&2 . ~2!

This map is linear and completely positive. The probabil
of obtaining the outcomex is px(r12)5tr@Px(r12)#. If the
outcome isx52,3, then the first pair is discarded and othe
wise it is kept. In the latter case, the state of the first pair w
be

r185
P0~r12!1P1~r12!

p0~r12!1p1~r12!
. ~3!

Thus, each~successful! step of the purification protocol is
completely characterized by the mapsP0,1. ~Note thatPx
stand for different maps depending on whether we are
cussing scheme I or scheme II.!

On the other hand, if one is only interested in the fidel
at each step, one can use a simpler characterization of
purification step in terms of four real numbers. In the pur
cation protocols I and II, the local operations characteriz
by U consist of a bilateral controlled-NOT gate and spec
single qubit rotations. In that case, the diagonal element
the density operatorr8 in the Bell basis only depend on th
diagonal elements of the density operatorr, and therefore
each purification step can be characterized by a nonlin
map between these four diagonal matrix elements. We
note byAn

i 5^f i urnuf i&, wherern is the density operator o
each pair after thenth purification step anduf i& are the
elements of the Bell basis (i 50,1,2,3),

uf0,3&5
1

A2
~ u00&6u11&),

uf1,2&5
1

A2
~ u01&6u10&).

In particular,An
05Fn , the entanglement fidelity at eac

step. For scheme II there is, according to Ref.@7#, a simple
nonlinear map that relatesAn11 to An , namely

An11
i 5

^f i uP0~rn^ rn!1P1~rn^ rn!uf i&
tr@P0~rn^ rn!1P1~rn^ rn!#

5:
f i~An!

g~An!
,

~4!

where

f 0~An!5~An
0!21~An

1!2, ~5a!

f 1~An!52An
2An

3 , ~5b!

f 2~An!5~An
2!21~An

3!2, ~5c!

f 3~An!52An
0An

1 , ~5d!

g~An!5~An
01An

1!21~An
21An

3!2. ~5e!

The map ~4! has a fixed point atA5(1,0,0,0), which is
reached if the initial state hasA0

05F.1/2 @17#. This fact
expresses that in the absence of errors, one can use thi
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rification protocol to purify states withF.1/2 and reach a
fidelity as close to one as we please.

Scheme I@1# is governed by a similar map. The ma
difference is that at the end of each step the resulting sta
brought into Werner form, that is, the three diagonal e
mentsA1,A2,A3 are made equal to (12A0)/3. Therefore one
can concentrate on the first diagonal element, the fidelityA0,
only. The fidelity after thenth purification step is then given
by

An11
0 5

f 0
„An

0 ,~12An
0!/3…

g„An
0 ,~12An

0/3…
. ~6!

Like Eq. ~4!, this map has an attractive fixed point atA0

51, and allA0
0.1/2 are attracted to it.

B. Characterization of errors

In practice, while performing the purification protocol
errors will occur, both in the local operation and in the me
surements. The imperfections in the local operations can
accounted for by substituting the action of the superoper
U in Eq. ~2! by the action of some other completely positiv
trace-preserving linear map. The errors in the measurem
will be related to the following fact: in practice, the ou
comesx50,1 will be ultimately attributed to the presenc
absence of clicks in some kind of detectors. Due to imp
fections, the projection operators~or, more generally,
POVMs! corresponding to those clicks are not exactly t
same as the ideal ones@see Eq.~2!#. Consequently, the prob
abilities of the outcomesx50,1 as well as the state remain
ing after the measurement will differ from the ideal ones.
general, we can describe both these erroneous operation
measurements in terms of a single completely positive lin
map P̃x which does not necessarily preserve the trace~we
will use tildes in the case in which there are errors!. That is,
if the two pairs are initially in the stater125r ^ r, a purifi-
cation step yields the outcomex with a probability p̃x(r12)
5tr@P̃x(r12)#. The state of the pair after the measuremen

r̃185
P̃0~r12!1P̃1~r12!

p̃0~r12!1 p̃1~r12!
. ~7!

Thus, as before, the mapsP̃0,1 completely characterize eac
purification step.

We characterize the errors by a single parameter as
lows:

dªmax
x50,1

d~Px ,P̃x!, ~8!

where d(P,P̃) denotes a distance betweenP and P̃. The
explicit form of this distance is given in Eq.~13! below. We
emphasize that for a given set-up, one can~in principle! per-
form local measurements to completely characterizeP̃x , and
therefore obtain the value ofd experimentally@18,19#. The
error parameterd has a clear physical meaning since it me
sures the distance between the ideal process and the er
ous one. We would like to remark here that due to the f
that there are measurements and postselection involve
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the process, we have to work with mapsPx that do not pre-
serve the trace. In Sec. III we discuss why it is advantage
to use those maps instead of trace-preserving maps.

Some remarks concerning the adopted description of
rors are in order: We envisionP as the reduced dynamics o
the two entangled pairs coupled to some environment@20#.
In taking the imperfect system dynamics to be complet
positive we do~as discussed in@20#! essentially assume tha
there isno initial entanglementbetween the system and an
environment to which it might be coupled during gate ope
tions. There may be, however, initial entanglement of
system with another environment that is not affected by
gate operations. As in the error-free purification schem
@1,7# we also assume the two pairs that participate in a p
fication step to be disentangled from each other.

C. Purification with imperfect means

Once we have defined a parameter that characterizes
errors at each purification step, we can analyze the wh
purification procedure@1,7# in the nonideal case. In order t
do that, we defineÃn

i 5^f i ur̃nuf i& where r̃n is the density
operator after thenth purification step. We are particularl
interested in the fidelity at each stepÃn

05F̃n . In Sec. IV we
show that for suitable initial conditionsA0 and error param-
eterd,

Ãn
0>an , Ãn

1<bn ~n51,2, . . .!, ~9!

where

an115
an

21bn
222d

~an1bn!21~12an2bn!212d
, ~10a!

bn115
~12an!2/212d

an
21~12an!222d

, ~10b!

anda05Ã0
0 , b05Ã0

1 . For scheme I only the fidelityAn
0 and

therefore the bound~10a! with bn replaced by (12an)/3 is
relevant.

Equations~10! define a nonlinear map that can be iterat
to yield a lower bound for the attainable fidelityF̃`>a`

which depends on the value ofd. In the following we will
analyze the map~10!.

Let us first concentrate on the fixed points (af ,bf) of this
map, and consider in particular scheme II. In Fig. 1~solid
line! we have plottedaf as a function of the error paramete
d. For small values ofd&0.01 there are three fixed point
The ones with largest and the smallest value ofaf are attrac-
tive, whereas the intermediate one is a saddle point attrac
in one direction and repulsive in the others. For larger val
of d, only the smallest one survives. This means that for
appropriate initial values ofa0 and b0 if d&0.01 one in-
creases the fidelity using the purification protocol II to
value larger than the one given by the right wing of t
appropriate curve of Fig. 1. For example, ford.0.005 one
can obtain a fidelityF*0.95.

Now, let us analyze for which initial conditions (a0 ,b0)
the map converges to the fixed point with the largestaf , i.e.,
for which the protocol achieves purification. In Fig. 2 w
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have plotted in the (a,b) parameter space the curve~separa-
trix! between the stable regions for several values ofd (dk
50.002k, k50,1, . . . ,5). For anyinitial value (a0 ,b0) ly-
ing to the right of each curve, the map will converge to t
corresponding fixed point~asterisks in the plot!. For d
50.006 (k53 in the plot!, for example, one can purify from
values of a0*0.69 up to values ofF>af'0.94; for d
50.002, one can reachF*0.98 starting froma0&0.61. The
results show that the error threshold for purification is mu
less restrictive than the one for quantum computation@12#.

III. DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POSITIVE MAPS

We denote byH a finite dimensional complex Hilber
space and byL(H) the complex Banach space of linear o
erators A:H→H with the trace normuuAuu5tr(uA†Au1/2)
[ tr(uAu) ~as usual, uAu[uA†Au1/2). We denote by
C(H),L(H) the convex set of positive linear operatorsr
acting onH with uuruu<1, and byP(H,H8) the set of com-
pletely positive linear mapsP:C(H)→C(H8) fulfilling

FIG. 1. The fixed points of the nonlinear map: the intersectio
of a horizontal line atd with the plotted curve give thea coordi-
nates of the fixed points for scheme I~broken! and scheme II
~solid!.

FIG. 2. The solid lines show the border between the two sta
sets ~the separatrix! for six values ofd. The asterisks show the
corresponding (d increasing from right to left! upper fixed points.
h

uuP~r!uu<uuruu. ~11!

For positive operators, the trace norm simply coincides w
the trace, and therefore Eq.~11! is equivalent to

tr@P~r!#<tr~r!<1. ~12!

Given two completely positive mapsP,P̃PP(H,H8), we
define their distance

d~P,P̃!5 max
r PC~H !

uuP~r!2P̃~r!uu. ~13!

It is straightforward to show thatd is indeed a distance by
using the fact that the trace norm is a norm.

With this definition, we can characterize the errors
using the parameterd as defined in Eq.~8!. The motivation
for this definition with respect to other possible definitions
that it easily gives lower bounds even for physical proces
where there are measurements and postselection~as it is in
the case of entanglement purification, cf. next section!, i.e.,
when the map describing the physical process is not tr
preserving. On the other hand~although we will not use this
property here!, it allows one to easily bound the distanc
between processes which are composed of several indivi
processes in terms of the distances between the indivi
processes themselves~see next subsection!.

One can define other distances between trace preser
maps: for example, one can consider the mapP̃8 that trans-
forms r12→r18 , wherer18 is given in Eq.~7! in terms of the

linear mapsP̃0,1. This new map, although trace preservin
is nonlinear. If one defines distances betweenP̃8 and the
corresponding~trace-preserving! ideal mapP8, problems re-
lated to the nonlinearity arise: for example, it can happen t
while the distanced between the linear mapsP,P̃ is very
small, the similarly defined distance between the nonlin
mapsP8,P̃8 is of the order of 1, which makes the definitio
useless to derive bounds. The reason is that low probab
processes get ‘‘magnified’’ by the normalization and th
dominate the maximization used to define the distance.

One can still define other error parameters to find shar
bounds to the fidelity in entanglement purification. Howev
by increasing the number of parameters one does not
too much and the bounds become more complicated to
lyze. On the other hand,d(P^ 1,P̃^ 1)Þd(P,P̃) @19#,
which would allow us to used in processes for which the
system in which we perform operations and measuremen
entangled with another system, without having to include
other system in the error analysis. This may be useful,
example, in quantum computation where operations are
formed on single qubits that are entangled with many ot
qubits. In that case, one can define other distances, as
done in Ref.@19#. In any case, in quantum communication
we can bound the fidelity when the system is not entang
we can automatically derive a bound for the entanglem
fidelity @12,4#.
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A. Properties of d

In this subsection we derive some properties of the d
tanced introduced above. GivenP,P̃PP(H,H8) we have
the following.

~1! We can restrict the maximization in Eq.~13! to one
dimensional projectors, i.e.,

d~P,P̃!5 max
cPH,uu uc&uu51

uuP~ uc&^cu!2P̃~ uc&^cu!uu. ~14!

Proof: We just have to prove that the distance as given
Eq. ~14! is always larger than or equal to the one given in E
~13!, since the converse is clearly true. For anyrPC(H) we
write r5(Pi uf i&^f i u with ( i Pi<1 and c i normalized
states of H. Using the linearity ofP and P̃ and that
uu( i PiAi uu<maxiuuAiuu, we find that uuP(r)2P̃(r)uu
<maxiuuP(uf i&^f i u)2P̃(uf i&^f i u)uu. Taking the maximum
with respect tor in this inequality completes the proof.

~2! For all rPC(H) and fPH ~normalized state! we
have

^fuP~r!uf&2d~P,P̃!<^fuP̃~r!uf&<^fuP~r!uf&

1d~P,P̃!, ~15a!

tr@P~r!#2d~P,P̃!<tr@P̃~r!#<tr@P~r!#1d~P,P̃!.
~15b!

Proof: For Eq.~15a! we use

u^fuP~r!2P̃~r!uf&u<uuP~r!2P̃~r!uu<d~P,P̃!, ~16!

whereas for Eq.~15b! we use

utr@P~r!2P̃~r!#u<tr@ uP~r!2P̃~r!u#5d~P,P̃!. ~17!

Next, we give a property that allows one to bound t
distance when one applies sequential maps. This may be
ful when one has a concatenation of processes.

~3! Given PPP(H8,H9) and QPP(H,H8), we define
P+QPP(H,H9) according to (P+Q)(r)5P@Q(r)#. Then,
we have

d~P+Q,P̃+Q̃!<d~P,P̃!1d~Q,Q̃!. ~18!

Proof: Using the properties of a distance, we have

d~P+Q,P̃+Q̃!<d~P+Q,P+Q̃!1d~P+Q̃,P̃+Q̃!. ~19!

On the one hand, we have

d~P+Q̃,P̃+Q̃!5 max
rPC~H !

uuP@Q̃~r!#2P̃@Q̃~r!#uu

< max
r8PC~H8!

uuP~r8!] 2P̃~r8!uu5d~P,P̃!,

~20!

where we have used Eq.~11! for Q̃. On the other hand,
-

n
.

se-

d~P+Q,P+Q̃!5 max
rPC~H !

uuP@Q~r!#2P@Q̃~r!#uu

5 max
rPC~H !

uuP@Q~r!2Q̃~r!#uu. ~21!

Now, sinceQ(r)2Q̃(r) is self-adjoint, we can substitute i
this last equation its spectral decomposition

Q~r!2Q̃~r!5(
f

uf&^fu^fuQ~r!2Q̃~r!uf& ~22!

obtaining

d~P+Q,P+Q̃!5 max
rPC~H !

(
f

z^fuQ~r!2Q̃~r!uf& z

3uuP~ uf&^fu!uu

< max
rPC~H !

(
f

z^fuQ~r!2Q̃~r!uf& z ~23!

5 max
rPC~H !

uuQ~r!2Q̃~r!uu5d~Q,Q̃!,

~24!

which completes the proof.
~4! Finally, we show that the distanced stems from a

norm, which may be useful to derive some other propert
First, let us enlarge the setC(H) so that it becomes a Banac
space. The simplest way is to defineS(H)5 linR$C(H)%,
that is, the set of operators that can be written as a~finite!
linear combination of positive operators with real coef
cients. The real Banach spaceS(H),L(H) is simply the
space of self-adjoint operators acting onH. In the same way,
we can enlarge the setP(H,H8). First, given a mapP
PP(H,H8) we defineP̂:S(H)→S(H) by using the linearity
of P @that is, ifS(H){A5( il ir i with r iPC(H), we define
P(A)5( il iP(r i)]. Then, we define Q(H,H8)
5 linR$P(H,H8)%, which is a real vector space. Using th
operator norm

uuPuuop5 max
APS~H !uuAuu<1

uuP~A!uu, ~25!

it becomes a real Banach space. With this definition we h

d~P,P̃!5uuP2P̃uuop. ~26!

Proof: We show that the distance given in Eq.~26! is
smaller than or equal to the one defined in Eq.~13!, since the
converse is obviously true sinceC(H),S(H). For anyA
PS(H) with uuAuu<1 we can writeA5( il i uf&^fu, where
( i ul i u<1. Now, arguing as in the proof of the property~1!,
we obtain that uuP(A)2P̃(A)uu<maxfuuP(uf&^fu)
2P̃(uf&^fu)uu. Taking the maximum over all possibleA
PS(H) we complete the proof.

The distanced is not unrelated to other quantities used
the literature to characterize erroneous operations. Typica
given one of the other quantities, one can boundd ~and vice
versa within the respective domains of applicability!. Spe-
cifically this is true for the minimum fidelity, the error am
plitude @12#, and the generic error model@16#. The diamond
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norm introduced in@19# is a generalization of the distanc
used here and particularly useful to discuss operations
systems that are strongly entangled with other systems.

IV. NONLINEAR MAP FOR ENTANGLEMENT
PURIFICATION

In this section we derive the nonlinear map~10! for the
bounds of the diagonal matrix elements in the Bell basis
the density operator after each step of the purification p
cess. As above, letÃn

i 5^f i ur̃nuf i&, i 50 . . . 3. Analogous
to Eq. ~4!, we have

Ãn11
i 5

^f i uP̃0~ r̃n^ r̃n!1P̃1~ r̃n^ r̃n!uf i&

tr@P̃0~ r̃n^ r̃n!1P̃1~ r̃n^ r̃n!#
. ~27!

Using Eq.~10! we have that

f i~Ãn!22d

g~Ãn!12d
<Ãn11

i <
f i~Ãn!12d

g~Ãn!22d
, ~28!

where f i andg are defined in Eq.~5!. In the following sub-
sections we will discuss the two purification schemes se
rately in detail.

A. Scheme I

As stated above for scheme I we can use Eq.~6! instead
of f 0 and forget about the other three diagonal elements. T
gives

Ãn11
0 >

~Ãn
0!21@~12Ãn

0!/3#222d

@Ãn
01~12Ãn

0/3#21@12Ãn
01~12Ãn

0!/3#212d
.

~29!

Now we observe that the right hand side of Eq.~29! is mono-
tonically increasing withÃn

0 for all Ãn
0>1/8. Therefore re-

placing Ãn
0 by 1

8 <an<Ãn
0 in Eq. ~29! yields a lower bound

for Ãn11
0 . Since the interval@1/8,1# is mapped into itself by

the left hand side of Eq.~29! we arrive at the dynamica
system defined bya05A0

0 and

an115
an

21@~12an!/3#222d

@an1~12an!/3#21@12an2~12an!/3#212d
.

~30!

For everyn the value ofan is a lower bound of the fidelity
after n purification steps.

In the cased50 the original map of Bennettet al. is
recovered. The three fixed points of that map atal(d)
'0.25,ai(d)'0.5, andau(d)'1 survive even for nonzero
d and are given by the roots of the cubic polynomial

x32
7

4
x21F7

8
1

9

4
dGx2F1

8
2

9

4
dG .

They are plotted as a function ofd in Fig. 1 ~broken line!.
For d>0.008 only the lower fixpoint survives.
n

f
-

a-

is

The upper and lower fixpoints are attractive, while t
intermediate is repulsive. Consequently even an imperfe
implemented scheme I allows us to purify ensembles w
initial fidelity F in.ai(d) up to a fidelityFout>au(d), pro-
vided thatd<0.008.

B. Scheme II

Scheme II converges faster than scheme I and can tole
somewhat larger errors, but the analysis becomes sig
cantly more complicated, since all four diagonal elements
the density matrix come into play. Using Eq.~28! we have

Ãn11
0 >

~Ãn
0!21~Ãn

1!222d

~Ãn
01Ãn

1!21~Ãn
21Ãn

3!212d
, ~31a!

Ãn11
1 <

2Ãn
2An

312d

~Ãn
01Ãn

1!21~Ãn
21Ãn

3!222d
. ~31b!

To proceed the same way as in the preceding subsec
we need again a monotonicity property of the right ha
sides of Eqs.~31! so that we can replace the valuesÃn

i

~which are typically not known, since their exact value d
pends on the unkown errors inP̃) by lower or upper bounds
respectively.

Using ( i Ãn
i 51 we can express the right hand side of E

~31a! in terms ofÃn
0 ,Ãn

1 only. It is straightforward to check
that the resulting expression is monotonically increasing
Ãn

0 and monotonically decreasing inÃn
1 for all (Ãn

0 ,Ãn
1) ful-

filling

Ãn
0>

1

2
1

3d

122d
and Ãn

1<0.5. ~32!

Thus, provided thatÃn
0>an , Ãn

1<bn , and (an ,bn) fulfill the
condition ~32!, then an11 as given in Eq.~10a! is a lower
bound forÃn11

0 .
It remains to justify Eq.~10b!. Starting from Eq.~31b! we

can this time express the right hand side only in terms
an5Ãn

21Ãn
3 and bn5Ãn

22Ãn
3 using the normalization con

dition

Ãn11
1 <

1
2 ~an

22bn
2!12d

an
21~12an!222d

.

Now it is easy to check that the right hand side of this
equality is monotonically increasing inan ~for fixed bn) and
takes~for fixed an) its maximum atbn50, where we use the
fact that an<12Ãn

0 and Ãn
0>0.5. Sincean5Ãn

21Ãn
3<1

2Ãn
0<12an we arrive at Eq.~10b! by replacingbn→0 and

an→12an .
The discrete dynamical system defined by the map~10!

has for 0<d&0.01 three fixpoints witha coordinate around
al'0.5,ai'0.6,au'1. Figure 1~solid line! shows them as
a function of d. For d.0.01 only the lower fixpoint sur-
vives. The exacta values are given by the real roots of
polynomial of seventh degree or equivalently by the inters
tions of the curvesbn11(a) and
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bfix~a!52a1Aa2S 11
3

2a21D d, ~33!

the latter of which is defined byan11 „an ,bfix(an)…5an .
The correspondingb coordinates arebn11(ax), where x
5 l ,i ,u.

As in the previous case the upper and lower fixpoints
attractive, while the intermediate one is now a saddle po
attractive in one direction and repulsive in the others. N
essentially the same argument as in the preceding subse
applies: points between intermediate and upper fixed po
are purified to a final fidelityFout>au . There are, however
two complications: first, the eventual fate of a point (a,b)
depends on botha andb. Second, we need to make sure th
the conditions~32! are fulfilled in every step of the iteration
otherwise it is no longer valid to interpret (an ,bn) as bounds
of the actual values (Ãn

0 ,Ãn
1). For both of these complica

tions we have been unable to find complete analytical
swers. Therefore we first give the numerical results bef
mentioning partial analytical solutions.

Numerical calculations show that the physically meanin
ful set $(a,b):0<a<1,0<b<12a% is divided in two parts
by a curve passing through the intermediate fixed point,
separatrix~see Fig. 2!. Points to the right of that curve con
verge to the upper fixed point, points to the left towards
lower one. Moreover, all points to the right satisfy the co
ditions ~32! and so do the orbits of all these points. For
ensembles described by density matrices with diagonal
mentsA0

0 ,A0
1 in that region,an ,bn as defined in Eq.~10!

provide lower and upper bounds for the respective fideli
after n purification steps. For initial values to the left of th
separatrix our approach allows no statement. The casd
50 in Fig. 2 indicates how many ‘‘good’’ points our wors
case consideration misses: as shown in@17# the exact border
of the set of purifiable points in the (a,b) plane is given by
the straight linea50.5.

For a subset of the points to the right of the separatrix i
easy toproveconvergence: All the points (a,b) fulfilling a
>ai , b<bi , anda1b<1 converge to the upper fixed poin
Pu ~except forPi , of course!.

Proof: The proof proceeds in four steps. The main too
the monotonic dependence ofan11 , bn11 on a andb. @It is
easily checked by calculation that the coordinates of the
termediate fixed point satisfy the conditions~32! for all d so
that monotonicity holds.#

~i! Consider (a,b) in the set enclosed by the two curve
bn11(a) andbfix(a) @Eq. ~33!, cf. Fig. 3#. For these points
we have for alln

an11>an and bn11<bn .

Sincean andbn are bounded by the coordinates of the upp
and intermediate fixpoints, they form monotonical, bound
sequences and therefore converge. Sincean increases andbn
decreases, they converge towards (au ,bu).

~ii ! Similarly it is seen that all points (a>au ,b<bu) do
converge to the fixed point ‘‘from above.’’

~iii ! Now, consider a pointX5(a,b<bu) below the curve
bn11(a).

Let us call a point (a,b) betterthan (a8,b8), if a>a8 and
b<b8. Monotonicity implies that if (a,b) better than
e
t,

ion
ts

t

n-
e

-

e

e
-
l
e-

s

s

-

r
d

(a8,b8) then this will also be true for the images of the
points after one iteration of the dynamical system.

Now compareX with X85(a85a,b8) between the curves
but with the samea as X, and with X95(a9>au ,b95b).
Clearly,X is better thanX8 but worse thanX9. Since bothX8
andX9 converge towards the upper fixpoint, so doesX.

~iv! A similar argument applies, if we compare a poi
Y5„a,b.bfix(a)… with Y85(a8,a,b85b) between the
curves andY95(a95a,b9<b) below the curves: the primed
points converge to the upper fixpoint, and thus (a,b)—being
better thanY8 and worse thanY9—does so, too. This com
pletes the proof.

V. SUMMARY

The entanglement purification protocols@1,7# in the pres-
ence of errors in gate operations and measurements
been investigated. The errors are quantified by a single
rameter derived from the trace norm. We have shown t
these protocols allow us to increase the fidelity of the
tanglement even if implemented with imperfect quantu
gates and measurements, as long as the errors are be
threshold of the order 1%. We derived a nonlinear map
calculate a lower bound for the fidelity aftern purification
steps. Polynomials are given, a root of which gives a low
bound for the asymptotically attainable fidelity.

The methods and definitions introduced in this work c
be applied to other interesting problems in quantum inform
tion, like teleportation or quantum cryptography. Furthe
more, they can be used to analyze other purification pro
cols which, under certain circumstances, are more effic
than the ones studied here~see, for example, Refs.@1,2#!.
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4.4 EPP for Gaussian States

In the CV setting there are two questions: the first – how can distillable Gaussian
states be distilled in principle? – has already been answered in the distillability
proof. The more interesting question concerns implementation: we would like to
find an EPP employing only transformations that can be realized experimentally
with current technology, e.g. in a quantum optical setting.

4.4.1 Linear Means: Linear Transformations, Homodyne Detection

Most interesting from the standpoint of feasibility would be a protocol that
relies only on linear transformations (see Subsec. A.2).

In the most general form of such a linear EPP (LEPP) Alice and Bob would
start with n pairs of modes in an entangled Gaussian state standard form (cf.
67) and m ancillas in the vacuum state each. Then they both perform suit-
ably chosen linear transformations, corresponding to symplectic maps SA, SB ,
respectively, and finally they both measure the x-quadrature on all but the first
of their respective modes, resulting .

Note that this is indeed the most general form of a LEPP since (a) the
standard form can be reached by local linear transformations (LLT); (b) all
pure Gaussian ancilla states can be obtained from the vacuum by LLT, and
mixed ancillas, being a mixture of pure Gaussian states, can be no better than
pure ancillas; (c) all homodyne measurements can be realized by a x quadrature
measurement preceded by some LLT; (d) that all measurements can be delayed
until after the LLTs is seen as follows: prepare an ancilla in the state |0〉, the
highly squeezed vacuum (31); coupling the mode to be measured to the ancilla by
a continuous CNOT-gate [18] allows to effectively perform a QND-measurement
of the quadrature of the mode by measuring the quadrature of the ancilla; but
since the ancilla is not involved in the other LLTs of the EPP this measurement
commutes with all other operations and can thus be delayed until the end.

From this we immediately see that such a linear EPP would be determin-
istic: Since the correlation matrix of the resulting state is independent of the
measurement outcome, all the states produced by such a scheme have the same
amount of entanglement. While this fact is in contrast with the protocols known
for qubits and may make the existence of an LEPP seem unlikely, it does not
rule out such a protocol (except the case n = 1). Many entangled beams would
be used up in such a scheme, thus expected entanglement of the output may
decrease even if one more strongly entangled beam is produced with certainty.
Until now neither a LEPP has been found, nor a proof that there is none.
We briefly mention some unsuccessful attempts to construct a LEPP in the
appendix D.2.

4.4.2 Higher-order Nonlinearities

Thus we turn to higher-order nonlinearities to find an EPP for Gaussian states.
One interesting approach based on the nonlinearities introduced by photon
counting was proposed by Opatrný et al.[66]: Alice and Bob share a pure en-
tangled Gaussian state (as the one used in [16]), both couple their respective
mode to the vacuum via a low-reflectivity beam splitter and detect the photons
that are “subtracted” by measuring the photon number in the reflected beams.
If both measure the same small number the resulting (pure) state was shown to
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be more entangled than the original one and to lead to a higher fidelity when
used for teleportation. But it is not clear whether this scheme also works for
mixed states or how it could be extended to this case.

Before turning to the proposal of [23], reprinted in Subsec. 4.5, which forms
the main part of this section, let us discuss briefly which kind of nonlinearities
would be needed to realize in a quantum optical setting the universal EPP for
all Gaussian states [56, ch. II.8] which is based on the d-level protocol of [39].

As usual for EPPs Alice and Bob initially share a large number of identically
prepared entangled systems in the known state ρ.

0a.) Concentration: If ρ describes more than two modes, both A and B
perform a local linear transformation as described in [61] to concentrate the
entanglement in the first of their modes such that all the others can be discarded.
As shown in Subsec. A.2 this requires only linear optics and hence is within reach
of today’s technology. Therefore we have to consider only the case of ρ being a
1× 1 Gaussian state in the following.

0b.) Symmetrization: If the state does not have zero mean, i.e. if d 6= 0 then
perform a suitable displacement to achieve d = 0. If the state is not symmetric
(see p. 90) symmetrize it as described in Subsec. 3.2, and then bring the sym-
metric state into standard form (see 67). All these steps can be performed by
the local use of beam splitters, one-mode squeezers, ancilla systems in coherent
states, and a homodyne measurement.

These two steps have to be performed only once, while the following steps
are iterated, representing the proper recurrence procedure.

For a state in symmetric standard form the filtering operation (91) required
in the EPP is unnecessary, since then ρ already satisfies Ineq. (13) with the state
|ψ〉 ∝ limλ→1

∑
k λ

k |k〉 |k〉 (in the photon number basis). This gives anm =
limλ→1 λ

n+mδnm, hence A = (anm) = 1.
1.) Depolarization: Transform the state into a mixture of |ΦN+1

+ 〉 and the
maximally mixed state ∝ 1 by applying U ⊗ U∗ with U randomly chosen.
However, the class of currently realizable unitaries is in fact very limited and
we do not know how to depolarize an arbitrary state quantum optically.

2.) Joint measurement: This is the central step of the distillation protocol.
A bilocal XOR is used to mutually entangle two entangled pairs. A subsequent
measurement selects a distilled subensemble.
This operation may be implemented by a measurement of the total photon num-
ber N tot

α = Nα1 +Nα2, α = A,B on both sides. Consider the state conditional
on both A and B obtaining the same result N . It differs only by a local unitary
transformation2 (namely |n,N − n〉α 7→ |n,N〉α) from the one that is obtained
by directly following the d-level protocol of [39] sketched in Subsec. D.1, i.e.,
first projecting bi-locally to the N +1 dimensional subspace HN+1 (ρ 7→ ρN+1),
then performing the bi-local XORN+1, and finally measuring the target system
with result N . As shown before, for a sufficiently large value of N , the truncated
state ρN+1 is distillable and then step 2.) produces a state with larger overlap
with the N + 1-level maximally entangled state |ΦN+1

+ 〉.

Each iteration of these two steps brings the state closer to a maximally
entangled state in the Hilbert space of dimension (Nf + 1)2, where Nf is the

2To be precise: local unitary equivalence holds on the infinite dimensional space, when
XOR:|n, m〉 7→ |n, m + n〉. For states in a N dimensional subspace (as obtained after the first
step) this equivalence is only true for measurement outcomes Nα ≤ N
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last successful result of the total photon number measurement. Hence with finite
probability one can get arbitrarily close to a maximally entangled state in some
finite dimensional space provided the initial supply of states ρ is sufficiently
large.

In the following two subsections the practical EPP that allows to distill cer-
tain mixed Gaussian states into pure maximally entangled states in one step is
presented and its physical implementation using high finesse cavities and cross-
Kerr nonlinearities is discussed.

4.5 Entanglement purification of Gaussian continuous
variable quantum states

Lu-Ming Duan, Géza Giedke, J. Ignacio Cirac, and Peter Zoller,

We describe an entanglement purification protocol to generate maximally
entangled states with high efficiencies from two-mode squeezed states or from
mixed Gaussian continuous entangled states. The protocol relies on a local
quantum non-demolition measurement of the total excitation number of

several continuous variable entangled pairs. We propose an optical scheme to
do this kind of measurement using cavity enhanced cross–Kerr interactions.

Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 4002 (2000), E-print: quant-ph/9912017.
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We describe an entanglement purification protocol to generate maximally entangled states with high
efficiencies from two-mode squeezed states or from mixed Gaussian continuous entangled states. The
protocol relies on a local quantum nondemolition measurement of the total excitation number of several
continuous variable entangled pairs. We propose an optical scheme to do this kind of measurement using
cavity enhanced cross-Kerr interactions.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk, 03.65.Bz, 42.50.–p
Quantum communication, such as quantum key distri-
bution and quantum teleportation, is hampered by the dif-
ficulty to generate maximally entangled states between
distant nodes [1]. Because of loss and decoherence, in real-
ity we can generate only partially entangled states between
distant sides [2]. Entanglement purification techniques are
needed to concentrate maximally entangled states from
partially entangled states [3,4]. For qubit systems, effi-
cient entanglement purification protocols have been found
[3–5]. But none of these purification schemes have been
realized experimentally due to the great difficulty of per-
forming repeated collective operations in realistic quantum
communication systems. Thus, it is of interest to consider
purification of continuous variable entanglement. The non-
local Gaussian continuous variable entangled states (i.e.,
states whose Wigner functions are Gaussians) can be eas-
ily generated by transmitting two-mode squeezed light, and
this kind of entanglement has been demonstrated in the re-
cent experiment of continuous variable teleportation [6].
As the first choice for performing continuous entanglement
purification, one would consider direct extensions of the
purification schemes for qubit systems. But until now, in
these extensions, no entanglement increase has been found
for Gaussian continuous entangled states [7]. Thus, the
discussion should be extended to a larger class of opera-
tions to purify continuous entangled states. Braunstein
et al. [8] have proposed a simple error correction scheme
for continuous variables. However, it is not clear whether
it can be used for purification. In [9] a protocol to increase
the entanglement for the special case of pure two-mode
squeezed states has been proposed, which is based on con-
ditional photon number subtraction; the efficiency, how-
ever, seems to be an obstacle for its practical realization.

In this paper, we present an entanglement purification
scheme with the following properties: (i) For pure states
it reaches the maximal allowed efficiency in the asymp-
totic limit (when the number of pairs of modes goes to
infinity). (ii) It can be readily extended to distill maxi-
mally entangled states from a relevant class of mixed
0031-9007�00�84(17)�4002(4)$15.00
Gaussian states which result from losses in the light trans-
mission. Furthermore, we propose and analyze a scheme
to implement this protocol experimentally using high fi-
nesse cavities and cross-Kerr nonlinearities. Our purifi-
cation protocol generates maximally entangled states in
finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. The entanglement in the
continuous partially entangled state is transformed to the
maximally entangled state with a high efficiency. We be-
gin the paper by describing the entanglement purification
protocol for pure two-mode squeezed states, then extend
the protocol to include mixed Gaussian continuous states,
and last describe the physical implementation of the pu-
rification protocol.

First, assume that we have generated m entangled pairs
Ai , Bi (i � 1, 2, . . . , m) between two distant sides A and B.
Each pair of modes Ai , Bi are prepared in the two mode
squeezed state jC�AiBi , which in the number basis has the
form

jC�AiBi �
p

1 2 l2
X̀
n�0

lnjn�Ai jn�Bi , (1)

where l � tanh�r�, and r is the squeezing parameter
[10]. For and only for a pure state, the entanglement is
uniquely quantified by the von Neumann entropy of the
reduced density operator of its one-component. The en-
tanglement of the state (1) is thus given by E�jC�AiBi � �
cosh2�r� log�cosh2�r�� 2 sinh2�r� log�sinh2�r��. The joint
state jC��AiBi � of the m entangled pairs is simply the
product of all the jC�AiBi , which can be rewritten as

jC��AiBi � � �1 2 l2�m�2
X̀
j�0

lj
q

f
�m�
j j j��AiBi � , (2)

where �AiBi� is an abbreviation of the symbol A1, B1,
A2, B2, . . . , and Am, Bm, and the normalized state j j��AiBi �
is defined as

j j��AiBi � �
1q
f

�m�
j

i11i21···1im�jX
i1,i2,...,im

ji1, i2, . . . , im��Ai�

≠ ji1, i2, . . . , im��Bi� . (3)
© 2000 The American Physical Society
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The function f �m�
j

in Eqs. (2) and (3) is given by f �m�
j

�
� j1m21�!
j! �m21�! . To concentrate entanglement of these m en-

tangled pairs, we perform a quantum nondemolition
(QND) measurement of the total excitation number
nA1 1 nA2 1 · · · 1 nAm on the A side (we will describe
later how to implement this measurement experimentally).
The QND measurement projects the state jC��AiBi � onto a
two-party maximally entangled state j j��AiBi � with proba-
bility pj � �1 2 l2�ml2jf �m�

j
. The entanglement of the

outcome state j j��AiBi � is given by E�j j��AiBi �� � log� f �m�
j

�.
The quantity Gj � E�j j��AiBi���E�jC�AiBi � defines the
entanglement increase ratio, and, if Gj . 1, we get a
more entangled state. Even with a small number m, the
probability of getting a more entangled state is quite high.
It can be easily proven that, if m goes to infinity, with unit
probability we would get a maximally entangled state with
entanglement mE�jC�AiBi �. This ensures that this method
is optimal in this limit, analogous to the purification
protocol presented in [3] for the qubit case. For any
finite number of entangled pairs, the present purification
protocol is more efficient than that in [3], since it takes
advantage of the special relations between the coefficients
in the two-mode squeezed state.

An interesting feature of this entanglement purification
protocol is that for any measurement outcome j fi 0 we
always get a useful maximally entangled state in some fi-
nite Hilbert space, though the entanglement of the outcome
state j j��AiBi � does not necessarily exceed that of the origi-
nal state jC�AiBi if j is small. It is also interesting to
note that a small alternation of this scheme provides a use-
ful method for preparing GHZ-like (Greenberger-Horne-
Zeilinger) states in high dimensional Hilbert spaces [11].
The key point is that the modes Bi need not be at the same
side in the protocol. Assume we have two entangled pairs
B, A1 and A2, C distributed at three sides B, A, C, with
each pair being prepared in the state (1). Then a local
QND measurement of the modes A1, A2 at the A side with
the outcome j fi 0 generates a three-party GHZ state in
the � j 1 1�-dimensional Hilbert space. Obviously, if we
have m entangled pairs, we can generate a �m 1 1�-party
GHZ state using this method.

In reality, the light transmission will be unavoidably
subjected to loss, and then we will not start from an ideal
two-mode squeezed state, but instead from a mixed state
described by the following master equation:

�r � 2i�Heffr 2 rH
y
eff�

1

mX
i�1

�hAaAi ra
y
Ai

1 hBaBi ra
y
Bi

� , (4)

where r is the density operator of the m entangled pairs
with r�0� � jC��AiBi ��Cj, the ideal two-mode squeezed
state, and the effective Hamiltonian,

Heff � 2i
mX

i�1

µ
hA

2
a
y
Ai

aAi 1
hB

2
a
y
Bi

aBi

∂
. (5)
In Eqs. (4) and (5), aai denotes the annihilation operator
of the mode ai (a � A or B), and we have assumed that
the damping rates hA and hB are the same for all the m
entangled pairs based on symmetry considerations, but hA

and hB may be different to each other.
In many practical cases, it is reasonable to assume that

the light transmission noise is small. Let t denote the
transmission time, then hAt and hBt are small factors. In
the language of quantum trajectories [10], to the first order
of hAt and hBt, the final state of the m entangled pairs
is either jC�0���AiBi � ~ e2iHefftjC��AiBi �, with no quantum
jumps occurred, or jC�ai ���AiBi � ~

p
hat aai jC��AiBi �, with

a jump occurred in the ai channel (a � A, B and i �
1, 2, . . . , m). The final density operator is a mixture of
all these possible states. To purify entanglement from the
mixed state, we perform QND measurements of the total
excitation number on both sides A and B, and the measure-
ment results are denoted by jA and jB, respectively. We
then compare jA and jB through classical communication,
and keep the outcome state if and only if jA � jB. Let
P

� j�
A and P

� j�
B denote the projections onto the eigenspaces

of the corresponding total number operators
Pm

i�1 a
y
Ai

aAi

and
Pm

i�1 a
y
Bi

aBi with eigenvalue j, respectively. It is easy
to show that

P
� j�
A P

� j�
B jC�0���AiBi � � j j��AiBi� ,

P
� j�
A P

� j�
B jC�ai���AiBi � � 0 .

(6)

So, if jA � jB � j, the outcome state is the maximally
entangled state j j��AiBi� with entanglement log� f �m�

j
�. The

probability to get the state j j��AiBi � is now given by p0
j �

�1 2 l2�ml2jf
�m�
j e2�hA1hB�tj . It should be noted that the

projection operators P
� j�
A P

� j�
B cannot eliminate the states

obtained from the initial state jC��AiBi � by a quantum jump
on each side A and B. The total probability for occur-
rence of these kinds of quantum jumps is proportional to
m2n2hAhBt2. So the condition for small transmission
noise requires m2n2hAhBt2 ø 1, where n � sinh2�r� is
the mean photon for a single mode.

In the purification for mixed entanglement, we need
classical communication (CC) to confirm that the measure-
ment outcomes of the two sides are the same, and during
this CC we implicitly assume that the storage noise for
the modes is negligible. In fact, that the storage noise
is much smaller than the transmission noise is a com-
mon assumption taken in all the entanglement purification
schemes which need the help of repeated CCs [4,5]. If
we also make this assumption for continuous variable sys-
tems, there exists another simple configuration for the pu-
rification protocol to work. We put the generation setup
for two-mode squeezed states on the A side. After state
generation, we keep the modes Ai on side A with a very
small storage loss rate hA, and at the same time the modes
Bi are transmitted to the distant side B with a loss rate
4003
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hB ¿ hA. We call this a configuration with an asymmet-
ric transmission noise. In this configuration, the purifica-
tion protocol is exactly the same as that described in the
above paragraph. We note that the component in the final
mixed density operator which is kept by the projection
P

� j�
A P

� j�
B should be subjected to the same times of quan-

tum jumps on each side A and B. We want this compo-
nent to be a maximally entangled state. This requires that
the total probability for sides A and B to subject to the same
nonzero times of quantum jumps should be very small.
This total probability is always smaller than nhAt, de-
spite how large the damping rate hB is. So the working
condition of the purification protocol in the asymmetric
transmission noise configuration is given by nhAt ø 1.
The loss rate hB can be large. The probability to get
the maximally entangled state j j��AiBi � is still given by
p0

j � �1 2 l2�ml2jf �m�
j

e2�hA1hB�tj .
For continuous variable systems, the assumption of

storage with a very small loss rate is typically unrealistic.
If this is the case, then we can use the following simple
method to circumvent the storage problem. Note that the
purpose to distill maximally entangled states is to directly
apply them in some quantum communication protocols,
such as in quantum cryptography or in quantum teleporta-
tion. So we can modify the above purification protocol by
the following procedure: right after the state generation,
we take a QND measurement of the total excitation num-
ber on side A and get a measurement result jA. Then we
do not store the outcome state on side A, but immediately
use it (e.g., perform the corresponding measurement as re-
quired by a quantum cryptography protocol [12]). During
this process, the modes Bi are being sent to the distant
side B and, when they arrive, we take another QND mea-
surement of the total excitation number of the modes Bi

and get an outcome jB. The resulting state on side B can
be directly used (for quantum cryptography, for instance)
if jA � jB, and discarded otherwise. By this method, we
formally get maximally entangled states through posterior
confirmation, and at the same time we need not store the
modes on both sides.

To experimentally implement the above purification
scheme, we need first generate Gaussian continuous en-
tangled states between two distant sides, and then perform
a local QND measurement of the total excitation number
of several entangled pairs. Here we propose a promising
experimental scheme, which uses a high finesse optical
cavity to carry continuous entangled states and cavity
enhanced cross-Kerr interactions to realize the local QND
measurement. It is possible to generate Gaussian continu-
ous entangled states between two distant cavities [13].
We can transmit and then couple the two output lights of
the nondegenerate optical parametric amplifier to distant
high finesse cavities. The steady state of the cavities is
just a Gaussian continuous entangled state described by
the solution of Eq. (4) after taking into account the propa-
gation loss [14]. The difficult part is to perform a QND
4004
measurement of the total photon number contained in sev-
eral local cavities. We use the setup depicted in Fig. 1 to
attain this goal. (For convenience, we use the two-cavity
measurement as an example to illustrate the method. Ex-
tension of the measurement method to multicavity cases
is straightforward.)

The measurement model depicted in Fig. 1 is an ex-
ample of the cascaded quantum system [10]. The incident
light bi1 can be expressed as bi1 � b0

i1 1 g
p

g, where
g
p

g (g is a large dimensionless factor) is a constant driv-
ing field, and b0

i1 is the standard vacuum white noise, satis-
fying �b0y

i1 �t�b0
i1�t0�� � 0 and �b0

i1�t�b0y
i1 �t0�� � d�t 2 t0�.

The Hamiltonian for the Kerr medium is assumed to be
Hi � h̄xnib

y
i bi (i � 1 or 2), where bi is the annihilation

operator for the ring cavity mode, and x is the cross-phase
modulation coefficient. The self-phase modulation can be
made much smaller than the cross-phase modulation with
some resonance conditions for the Kerr medium, and thus
is negligible [15,16]. In the frame rotating at the optical
frequencies, the Langevin equations describing the dynam-
ics in the two ring cavities have the form

�b1 � 2ixn1b1 2
g

2
b1 2

p
g b0

i1 2 gg ,

�b2 � 2ixn2b2 2
g

2
b2 2

p
g bi2 ,

(7)

with the boundary conditions (see Fig. 1) bi2 � bo1 �
b0

i1 1 g
p

g 1
p

g b1 and bo2 � bi2 1
p

g b2. In the re-
alistic case g ¿ x�ni� (i � 1, 2), we can adiabatically
eliminate the cavity modes bi , and express the final out-
put bo2 of the second ring cavity as an operator function
of the observable n1 1 n2. The experimentally measured
quantity is the integration of the homodyne photon cur-
rent over the measurement time T . Choosing the phase of

FIG. 1. Schematic experimental setup to measure the total pho-
ton number n1 1 n2 contained in the cavities I and II. The
cavities I and II, each with a small damping rate k and with a
cross-Kerr medium inside, are put, respectively, in a bigger ring
cavity. The ring cavities with the damping rate g are used to en-
hance the cross-Kerr interactions. A strong cotinuous coherent
driving light bi1�t� is incident on the first ring cavity, whose out-
put bo1 is directed to the second ring cavity. The output bo2�t�
of the second ring cavity is continuously observed through a ho-
modyne detection.
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the driving field so that g � ijgj, the measured observable
corresponds to the operator

XT �
1
T

Z T

0

1
p

2
�bo2�t� 1 b

y
o2�t�� dt

	
4
p

2 jgjx
p

g
�n1 1 n2� 1

1
p

T
X

�b�
T , (8)

where X
�b�
T �

1
p

2
�bT 1 b

y
T �, and bT , satisfying

�bT , b
y
T � � 1, is defined by bT � 1�

p
T

RT
0 b0

i1�t� dt.
Equation (8) assumes g ¿ x�ni� and e2gT ø 1. There
are two different contributions in Eq. (8). The first
term represents the signal, which is proportional to
n1 1 n2, and the second term is the vacuum noise. The
distinguishability of this measurement is given by dn �
p

g��8jgjx
p

T �. If dn , 1, i.e., if the measuring time
T .

g

64jgj2x2 , we effectively perform a measurement of

n1 1 n2; and, if T is also smaller than 1
k�ni � , the photon

loss in the cavities I and II during the measurement is
negligible. So the setup gives an effective QND measure-
ment of the total photon number operator n1 1 n2 under
the condition

g

64jgj2x2 , T ,
1

k�ni�
. (9)

This condition seems to be feasible with the present
technology. For example, if we assume the cross-Kerr
interaction is provided by the resonantly enhanced Kerr
nonlinearity as considered and demonstrated in [15,16],
the Kerr coefficient x�2p 
 0.1 MHz would be obtain-
able [17]. We can choose the decay rates k�2p 
 4 MHz
and g�2p 
 100 MHz, and let the dimensionless fac-
tor g 
 100 (for a cavity with cross area S 
 0.5 3

1024 cm2, g 
 100 corresponds to a coherent driving
light with intensity about 40 mW cm22). The mean pho-
ton number �n1� � �n2� � sinh2�r� 
 1.4 for a practical
squeezing parameter r 
 1.0. With the above parameters,
Eq. (9) can be easily satisfied if we choose the measuring
time T 
 8 ns. More favorable values for the parameters
are certainly possible.

To bring the above proposal into a real experiment, there
are several imperfect effects which should be considered.
These imperfections include phase instability of the driv-
ing field, imbalance between the two ring cavities, light
absorption of the Kerr media and the mirrors, self-phase
modulation effects, light transmission loss between the
ring cavities, and inefficiency of the detectors. To realize
a QND measurement, the imperfections should be small
enough. We have deduced quantitative requirements for
all the imperfections listed above [18]. With the parame-
ters given in the above paragraph, all these requirements
can be met experimentally.
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4.6 Physical implementation for entanglement purifica-
tion of Gaussian continuous variable quantum states

Lu-Ming Duan, Géza Giedke, J. Ignacio Cirac, and Peter Zoller,

We give a detailed description of the entanglement purification protocol which
generates maximally entangled states with high efficiencies from realistic

Gaussian continuous variable entangled states. The physical implementation
of this protocol is extensively analyzed using high finesse cavities and cavity
enhanced cross Kerr nonlinearities. In particular, we take into account many

imperfections in the experimental scheme and calculate their influences.
Quantitative requirements are given for the relevant experimental parameters.
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We give a detailed description of the entanglement purification protocol which generates maximally en-
tangled states with high efficiencies from realistic Gaussian continuous variable entangled states. The physical
implementation of this protocol is extensively analyzed using high finesse cavities and cavity enhanced cross
Kerr nonlinearities. In particular, we take into account many imperfections in the experimental scheme and
calculate their influences. Quantitative requirements are given for the relevant experimental parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum entanglement plays an essential role in m
interesting quantum information protocols, such as in qu
tum key distribution and quantum teleportation@1#. To faith-
fully realize these protocols, first we need to generat
maximally entangled state. In reality, however, due to lo
and decoherence, normally we can only generate part
entangled states between distant sides@2#. Entanglement pu-
rification is further needed which distills a maximally e
tangled state from several pairs of partially entangled st
using local quantum operations and classical commun
tions @3,4#. For qubit systems, efficient entanglement pur
cation protocols have been found@4,5#. Recently, quantum
information protocols have been extended from qubit s
tems to continuous variable systems, such as continu
variable teleportation@6,7#, continuous variable computatio
@8#, and error correction@9#, continuous variable cryptogra
phy @10#, and also the notions of continuous variable inse
rability @11# and bound entanglement@12# have been inves
tigated. For physical implementation, Gaussian continu
variable entangled states~i.e., states whose Wigner function
are Gaussians! can be generated experimentally by transm
ting two-mode squeezed light, and this kind of entanglem
has been demonstrated in the recent experiment of con
ous variable teleportation@13#. Obviously, it is useful to con-
sider purification of continuous variable entanglement, t
is, to generate a desired more entangled state from s
realistic continuous entangled states. We have recently
posed an efficient continuous variable entanglement purifi
tion protocol@14#. In this paper, we present the mathemati
details of this purification protocol together with results
its physical implementation. In particular, we take into a
count many important imperfections in a realistic experim
tal setup, and calculate their influence on the purificat
scheme. Quantitative requirements are given for the rele
experimental parameters. These calculations make nece
preparations for a real experiment. We also show how
generate Gaussian continuous entangled states betwee

*Email address: luming.duan@uibk.ac.at
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distant high finesse cavities, which is the first step for
physical implementation of the purification protocol.

It should be noted that with direct extensions of the pu
fication protocols for qubit systems, it is possible to increa
entanglement for a special class of less realistic continu
entangled states@15#. Unfortunately, with these direct exten
sions no entanglement increase has been found until now
realistic Gaussian continuous entangled states. In Ref.@16# a
protocol to increase the entanglement for the special cas
pure two-mode squeezed states has been proposed, wh
based on conditional photon subtraction. For its practical
alization, the efficiency, however, seems to be an issue
contrast, the purification scheme discussed in this paper
the following favorable properties.~i! For pure states it
reaches the maximal allowed efficiency in the asympto
limit ~when the number of pairs of modes goes to infinit!.
~ii ! It can be readily extended to distill maximally entangl
states from a relevant class of mixed Gaussian states w
result from losses in the light transmission.~iii ! An experi-
mental scheme is possible for physical implementation of
purification protocol using high finesse cavities and cro
Kerr nonlinearities.

The paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. II we show h
to generate a Gaussian continuous entangled state bet
two distant cavities from the broadband squeezed light p
vided by a nondegenerate optical parametric ampli
~NOPA!. Light transmission loss is taken into account.
Secs. III and IV we give a detailed description of the puri
cation protocol. Section III shows how to generate a ma
mally entangled state from pure two-mode squeezed st
based on a local quantum nondemolition~QND! measure-
ment of the total photon number, and Sec. IV extends
purification protocol to include the mixed Gaussian contin
ous states which are evolved from the pure two-mo
squeezed states due to the unavoidable light transmis
loss. In Sec. V, we describe a cavity scheme to realize
local QND measurement of the total photon number, a
deduce conditions for the QND measurement. Then, in S
VI, we extensively discuss many imperfections for a re
experiment on QND measurements, and deduce quantita
requirements for the relevant experimental parameters. L
we summarize the results, and give some typical param
estimations.
©2000 The American Physical Society04-1
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II. GENERATION OF CONTINUOUS ENTANGLED
STATES BETWEEN TWO DISTANT CAVITIES

Our source of entangled light field is taken to be a NO
operating below threshold@17#. The light fields may be non
degenerate in polarization or in frequency. The two NO
cavity modescA andcB are assumed to have the same out
coupling ratekc . The dynamic in the NOPA cavity is de
scribed by the Langevin equations~in the rotating frame!
@18#

ċA5ecB
†2

kc

2
cA2AkcciA ,

~1!

ċB
†5e* cA2

kc

2
cB

†2AkcciB
† ,

wheree is the pumping rate withueu,kc/2 ~below thresh-
old!, andciA andciB are vacuum inputs. The NOPA outpu
coA and coB are given, respectively, bycoa5cia1Akcca
(a5A,B). The two outputs, perhaps after a long distan
propagation, are incident on distant high finesse cavitieA
and B. The cavitiesA and B are assumed to have the sam
damping ratek with k!kc . The schematic setup is show
by Fig. 1.

Under the conditionk!kc , the dynamics in the NOPA
cavity is much faster than those in the cavities A and B,
we can assume a steady state for the NOPA outputs.
steady NOPA outputs are described by squeezed white n
operators with the following correlations@18#:

^coA~ t !coB~ t8!&5Md~ t2t8!,

^coa
† ~ t !coa~ t8!&5Nd~ t2t8!, ~a5A,B!, ~2!

^coa~ t !coa
† ~ t8!&5~N11!d~ t2t8!, ~a5A,B!,

whereN and M, satisfyingM5AN(N11), are determined
by the NOPA coupling and pumping rates throughN
5ueu2kc

2/(kc
2/42ueu2)2 and M5ueukc(kc

2/41ueu2)/(kc
2/4

2ueu2)2.
To get the steady state of the cavities A and B, we n

that their inputsaiA and aiB are, respectively, the NOPA
outputscoA and coB with neglect of the losses during ligh
propagation. The Langevin equations for the cavity mo
aA andaB have the form

ȧa52
k

2
aa2Akaia ~a5A,B!,

with the following solution:

FIG. 1. Schematic setup for generating Gaussian continuous
tangled states between two distant cavities.
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aa~ t !5aa~0!e2(k/2)t2AkE
0

t

e2(k/2)(t2t8)aia~ t8!dt8.

~3!

Whenkt is considerably larger than 1, from Eqs.~2! and~3!,
it follows that

^aAaB&5AN~N11!,

^aa
†aa&5N ~a5A,B!, ~4!

^aaaa
†&5~N11! ~a5A,B!.

On the other hand, we know that two modes driven by
white noise are in Gaussian states at any time. A Gaus
state with the correlations~4! is necessarily a pure two-mod
squeezed state. So the steady state of the cavity modeaA
andaB is

uC&125SAB~r !uvac&AB , ~5!

where the squeezing operatorSAB(r )5 exp@r(aA
†aB

†2aAaB)#
and the squeezing parameterr is determined by coth(r)
5AN11.

Next we include some important sources of noise in
state generation process. The noise includes the losses i
NOPA cavity and the light transmission loss from the NOP
cavity to the cavitiesA and B. With a small loss rateh0
!kc for the modescA and cB in the NOPA cavity, the
Langevin equation~1! is replaced by

ċA5ecB
†2

kc1h0

2
cA2AkcciA2Ah0v iA ,

ċB
†5e* cA2

kc1h0

2
cB

†2AkcciB
† 2Ah0v iB

† , ~6!

wherev iA andv iB are standard vacuum white noise, and t
NOPA outputs are still given bycoa5cia1Akcca (a
5A,B). On the other hand, the transmission loss of light c
be described by

aia5coaAe2hat1vaA12e2hat ~a5A,B!, ~7!

where t is the transmission time,hA and hB are, respec-
tively, the transmission loss rates for the outputscoA and
coB , andvA andvB are standard vacuum white noise. Fro
Eqs.~6! and ~7!, it follows that the inputs for the cavitiesA
andB have the following correlations:

^aiA~ t !aiB~ t8!&5AN8~N811!e2hA81hB8 /2td~ t2t8!,

^aia
† ~ t !aia~ t8!&5N8e2ha8 td~ t2t8! ~a5A,B!,

^aia~ t !aia
† ~ t8!&5~N8e2ha8 t11!d~ t2t8! ~a5A,B!,

where the total loss ratesha85ha1(1/t)ln(11h0 /kc)5ha

1h0 /(kct) (a5A,B), and the parameterN85ueu2(kc

n-
4-2
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1h0)
2/@(kc1h0)

2/42ueu2)2'N. The steady state of the tw
cavity modesaA and aB is thus a Gaussian state with th
nonzero correlations given by

^aAaB&5AN~N11!e2[(hA81hB8 )/2]t,

^aa
†aa&5Ne2ha8 t ~a5A,B!, ~8!

^aaaa
†&5~Ne2ha8 t11! ~a5A,B!.

The Gaussian state is completely determined by these c
lations. The Gaussian state~8! can be equivalently describe
as the solution at timet5t of the following master equation

ṙ5hA8 S aAraA
†2

1

2
aA

†aA1r2
1

2
raA

†aAD
1hB8 S aBraB

†2
1

2
aB

†aBr2
1

2
raB

†aBD ~9!

with the initial stater(0)5uC&AB^Cu, whereuC&AB is de-
fined by Eq. ~5!. This equivalence simplifies the physic
picture in Sec. IV, where we will use the master equation~9!
to describe the state generation noise.

III. ENTANGLEMENT CONCENTRATION
OF PURE TWO-MODE SQUEEZED STATES

In the above, we have shown how to generate continu
partially entangled states between two distant cavities. In
case of no noise in the state generation process, the cav
are in a pure two-mode squeezed state. In this section
will show how to concentrate continuous variable entang
ment, that is, starting from several pairs of continuous
tangled states, we want to get a state with more entanglem
through only local operations. The section is divided in
two parts. The first part describes the purification proto
for two entangled pairs, and the second part extends the
tocol to include multiple pairs.

A. Concentration of two entangled pairs

Assume now we have two cavitiesA1 ,A2 andB1 ,B2 on
each side. Each pair of cavitiesAi ,Bi ( i 51,2) are prepared
in the state~5!, which is now denoted byuC&AiBi

. uC&AiBi
,

expressed in the number basis, has the form

uC&AiBi
5A12l2(

n50

`

lnun&Ai
un&Bi

, ~10!

wherel5tanh(r). Equation~10! is just the Schmidt decom
position of the stateuC&AiBi

. For a pure state, the entangl
ment is uniquely quantified by the von Neumann entropy
the reduced density operator of its one-component. The
tanglement of the state~10! is thus expressed as

E~ uC&AiBi
)5 cosh2 r ln~cosh2 r !2 sinh2 r ln~sinh2 r !.

~11!
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The joint state of the two entangled pairsA1 ,B1 andA2 ,B2
is simply the product

uC&A1B1A2B2
5SA1B1

~r !uvac&A1B1
^ SA2B2

~r !uvac&A2B2

5~12l2!(
j 50

`

l jA11 j u j &A1A2B1B2
, ~12!

whereu j &A1A2B1B2
is defined as

u j &A1A2B1B2
5

1

A11 j
(
n50

j

un, j 2n&A1A2
un, j 2n&B1B2

.

~13!

We now perform a local QND measurement of the to
photon number of the two cavitiesA1 ,A2. There have been
several proposals for doing QND measurements of the p
ton number, and in Sec. V, we will describe a cavity sche
for realizing the QND measurement of the total photon nu
ber of two local cavities. Here we simply assume this type
measurement can be done. After the QND measuremen
the total numbernA1

1nA2
, the stateuC&A1B1A2B2

is collapsed

into u j &A1A2B1B2
with probability

pj5~12l2!2l2 j~ j 11!. ~14!

The stateu j &A1A2B1B2
is a maximally entangled state betwee

the two parties A1 ,A2 and B1 ,B2 in a
( j 11)3( j 11)-dimensional Hilbert space, and its entang
ment is

E~ u j &A1A2B1B2
)5 ln~ j 11!. ~15!

If E(u j &A1A2B1B2
).E(uC&AiBi

), i.e.,

j .
@cosh~r !#cosh(r )

@sinh~r !#sinh(r )
21,

we get a two-party state with more entanglement. The qu
tity

G j5
E~ u j &A1A2B1B2

)

E~ uC&AiBi
)

defines the entanglement increase ratio. Figure 2 shows
probability of success versus entanglement increase ratio
some typical values of the squeezing parameter.

An interesting feature of this entanglement purificati
protocol is that with any measurement outcomej Þ0, we
always get a useful maximally entangled state in some fi
Hilbert space, though the entanglement of the outcome s
u j &A1A2B1B2

does not necessarily exceed that of the origi

stateuC&AiBi
if j is small. The stateu j &A1A2B1B2

involves two
pairs of cavities. If one wants to transfer the entanglemen
a single pair of cavity modes, one can make a phase m
surement of the cavity modeA2. There have been some pro
posals for doing a phase measurement@19,20#. A phase mea-
surement of the modeA2 with the measurement outcomef
4-3
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will convert the stateu j &A1A2B1B2
to the following maximally

entangled state of a single pair of cavity modes:

u j &A1A2
5

1

A11 j
(
n50

j

ei ( j 2n)fun&A1
un&B1

. ~16!

B. Concentration of multiple entangled pairs

The above protocol can be extended straightforwardly
simultaneously concentrate entanglement of multiple ca
pairs. Simultaneous concentration of multiple entangled p
is much more effective that the entanglement concentra
two by two. Assume that we havem cavity pairsA1 ,B1 ,
A2 ,B2 , . . . , andAm ,Bm . Each pair of cavitiesAi ,Bi is
prepared in the state~10!. The joint state of them entangled
pairs can be expressed as

uC& (AiBi %
5uC&A1B1

^ uC&A2B2
^ •••^ uC&AmBm

5~12l2!m/2(
j 50

`

l jAf j
(m)u j & (AiBi %

, ~17!

where (AiBi% is abbreviation of A1 ,B1 ,
A2 ,B2 , . . . ,Am ,Bm , and the normalized stateu j & (AiBi %

is de-
fined as

u j & (AiBi %
5

1

Af j
(m) (

i 1 ,i 2 , . . . ,i m

i 11 i 21 . . . 1 i m5 j

u i 1 ,i 2 , . . . ,i m& (Ai %

^ u i 1 ,i 2 , . . . ,i m& (Bi %
. ~18!

The functionf j
(m) in Eqs.~17! and ~18! is given by

f j
(m)5

~ j 1m21!!

j ! ~m21!!
5S j 1m21

m21 D . ~19!

FIG. 2. The purification success probability versus entanglem
increase ratio for two pairs. Dotted line for the squeezing param
r 50.5, dashed line forr 51.0, and solid line forr 51.5.
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To concentrate the entanglement, we perform a QND m
surement of the total photon numbernA1

1nA2
1•••1nAm

.

This measurement projects the stateuC& (AiBi %
onto a two-

party maximally entangled stateu j & (AiBi %
with probability

pj
(m)5~12l2!ml2 j f j

(m) . ~20!

The entanglement of the outcome stateu j & (AiBi %
is given by

E~ u j & (AiBi %
)5 ln~ f j

(m)!. ~21!

Similarly, G j5E(u j & (AiBi %
)/E(uC&AiBi

) defines the entangle

ment increase ratio, and ifG j.1, we get a more entangle
state. For four pairs, the probability of success versus
tanglement increase ratio is shown in Fig. 3. There appea
peak in the probability curve for some entanglement incre
ratio between 2 and 3.

To measure how efficient the scheme is, we define
entanglement transfer efficiencyY with the expression

Y5

(
j 50

`

pj
(m)E~ u j & (AiBi %

)

mE~ uC&AiBi
)

. ~22!

It is the ratio of the average entanglement after concentra
measurement to the initial total entanglement contained
the m pairs. Obviously,Y<1 should always hold. With the
squeezing parameterr 50.5, 1.0, or 1.5, the entangleme
transfer efficiency versus the number of pairsm is shown in
Fig. 4.

From the figure, we see that the entanglement tran
efficiency is near to 1 for a large number of pairs. In fact
can be proven that ifm goes to infinity, with unit probability
we would get a maximally entangled state with entanglem

nt
er

FIG. 3. The purification success probability versus entanglem
increase ratio for the number of pairsm54. The dotted line is for
the squeezing parameterr 50.5, dashed line forr 51.0, and solid
line for r 51.5.
4-4
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mE(uC&AiBi
). To show this, we calculate the mean value a

the variance of the distributionpj
(m) , and find

j̄ 5
ml2

~12l2!
,

~23!

~D j !25
ml2

~12l2!2
.

The results show that ifm tends to infinity,A(D j )2/ j̄ →0
and the distributionpj

(m) tends to ad-like function. Further-

more, around the mean valuej̄ , the entanglement of the re
sulting stateu j̄ & (AiBi }

is

E~ u j̄ & (AiBi %
) ——→

m→`

mE~ uC&AiBi
), ~24!

so the entanglement transfer efficiency tends to unity. T
proves that the purification method described above is o
mal in the asymptotic limit (m→`), analogous to the puri
fication protocol presented in Ref.@4# for the qubit case. For
any finite number of entangled pairs, this purification pro
col is more efficient than that in Ref.@4#, since it takes ad-
vantage of the special relations between the coefficient
the two-mode squeezed state.

IV. ENTANGLEMENT PURIFICATION OF MIXED
GAUSSIAN CONTINUOUS ENTANGLED STATES

The assumption of noise-free preparation of partially c
tinuous entangled states is not realistic. If we include
unavoidable light transmission loss and the NOPA cav
loss in the state generation process, in Section II we h
shown that we would get a mixed Gaussian continuous
tangled state between two distant cavities. The state is
scribed by the solution at the transmission timet of the

FIG. 4. The entanglement transfer efficiency versus the num
of pairs m in simultaneous concentration. The dotted line is for
50.5, dashed line forr 51.0, and solid line forr 51.5.
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master equation~9!, with the ideal two-mode squeezed sta
~10! at the beginning. If we want to establishm entangled
cavity pairsA1 ,B1 ,A2 ,B2 , . . . andAm ,Bm , Eq. ~9! can be
extended directly to the following form

ṙ52 i ~Heffr2rHeff
† !1(

i 51

m

~hA8aAi
raAi

† 1hB8aBi
raBi

† !,

~25!

where r is the density operator of the wholem entangled
pairs with r(0)5uC& (AiBi %

^Cu, and the effective Hamil-
tonian

Heff52 i(
i 51

m S hA8

2
aAi

† aAi
1

hB8

2
aBi

† aBi
D . ~26!

In Eqs.~25! and~26!, we assumed that the total loss rateshA8
and hB8 are the same for them entangled pairs, buthA8 and
hB8 may be different from each other. In this section, we w
show how to distill entanglement from the kind of realist
continuous entangled states described by the solution of
master equation~25!. There are two practical circumstance
in which our entanglement purification protocol can be e
tended straightforwardly to generate maximally entang
states from the mixed Gaussian entangled states. We
scribe these two circumstances one by one.

A. Case of small state preparation noise

Though the state preparation noise is unavoidable,
many cases it is reasonable to assume that it is quite sm
We takehA8t andhB8t as small factors, and solve the mast
equation~25! perturbatively to the first order of these sma
factors. It is convenient to use the quantum trajectory l
guage to explain the perturbative solution. In this langua
to the first order ofhA8t andhB8t, the final normalized state
of the m entangled pairs is either~no jumps!

uC (0)& (AiBi %
5

1

Ap(0)
e2 iH efftuC& (AiBi %

5
1

Ap(0)
~12l2!m/2(

j 50

`

l je2@~hA81hB8 !/2#t j

3Af j
(m)u j & (AiBi %

, ~27!

with probability

p(0)5
~12l2!m

~12l2e2(hA81hB8 )t!m
~28!

or ~a jump occurred!

uC (a i )& (AiBi %
5

1

Ap(a i )
Aha8taa i

uC& (AiBi %
,

~a5A,B and i 51,2, . . . ,m! ~29!

er
4-5
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with probability

p(a i )5ha8t (AiBi %
^Cuaa i

† aa i
uC& (AiBi %

5n̄ha8t, ~30!

where n̄5 (AiBi %
^Cuaa i

† aa i
uC& (AiBi %

5sinh2(r) is the mean

photon number for a single mode.
Similar to the pure state case, we also use QND meas

ments of the total photon number to distill entanglem
from the mixed continuous state described by Eqs.~27!–
~30!. The difference is that now we perform QND measu
ments on both sidesA and B. The measurement results a
denoted byj A and j B , respectively. We then comparej A and
j B through classical communication, and keep the outco
state if and only ifj A5 j B . It is easy to show that the fina
state is a maximally entangled state in a finite dimensio
Hilbert space. LetPA

( j ) and PB
( j ) denote the projections ont

the eigenspace of the corresponding total number oper
( i 51

m and ( i 51
m aBi

† aBi
with eigenvaluej, respectively. From

Eqs.~27! and ~29!, it follows

PA
( j )PB

( j )uC (0)& (AiBi %
5u j & (AiBi %

,

PA
( j )PB

( j )uC (a i )& (AiBi %
50, ~a5A,B and i 51,2, . . . ,m!.

~31!

So if j A5 j B , the outcome state is maximally entangled w
entanglement ln(f j

(m)). The components~29! in the mixed
density operator, which are not maximally entangled, are
carded through confirmation of the two-side measurem
outcomes. Compared with the pure state case, the proba
to get the entangled stateu j & (AiBi %

is now decreased to

pj85~12l2!ml2 j f j
(m)e2(hA81hB8 )t j . ~32!

We also note that the projection operatorsPA
( j )PB

( j ) cannot
eliminate the state obtained from the initial stateuC& (AiBi %

by
a quantum jump on both sidesA andB. The total probability
for this kind of quantum jumps to occur is proportional
m2n̄2hA8hB8t2. So the condition for small state preparatio
noise in fact requires

m2n̄2~hAt1h0 /kc!~hBt1h0 /kc!!1. ~33!

If the light transmission loss is the dominant noise, Eq.~33!

reduces tom2n̄2hAhBt2!1.

B. Case of asymmetric state preparation noise

In the above purification protocol, we need classical co
munication~CC! to confirm that the measurement outcom
of the two sides are the same, and during this CC, we
plicitly assume that the storage noise for the cavity mode
negligible. In fact, that the storage noise during CC is mu
smaller than the transmission noise is a common assump
made in all the entanglement purification schemes wh
need the help of repeated CCs@3,5#. If we also make this
assumption for continuous variable systems, there exis
simple purification protocol to generate maximally entang
03230
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states. We put the NOPA setup on theA side. After creation
of ideal squeezed vacuum lights, we directly couple one o
put light of the NOPA to the cavity on sideA without noisy
propagation; and the other output of the NOPA is sent to
remote sideB, through a long distance noisy transmissio
This configuration of the setup is equivalent to setting
transmission loss ratehA'0 so thathA8'h0 /(kct). Note
that the NOPA cavity loss rateh0 is normally much smaller
than the output coupling ratekc , so the total loss ratehA8 can
be much smaller thanhB8 in this case. The purification pro
tocol now is exactly the same as that described in the pr
ous case. We note that the component of the mixed den
operator which is kept the projectionPA

( j )PB
( j ) should subject

to the same times of quantum jumps on each sideA andB.
We want this component is a maximally entangled sta
This requires that the total probability forA and B to be
subjected to the same nonzero number of quantum ju
should be very small. From Eq.~30!, this total probability is

always smaller thanmn̄hA8t, no matter how large the trans
mission losshBt is. So the working condition of the protoco
in the asymmetric transmission noise case is

mn̄h0 /kc!1. ~34!

The transmission losshBt can be above one. The probabilit
of success for obtaining the maximally entangled st
u j & (AiBi %

is also given by Eq.~32!.

Before concluding this section, we remark that for co
tinuous variable systems, the information carrier is norma
light, and the assumption of storage with a very small lo
rate is typically unrealistic. It is interesting to note that r
cently there have been proposals to store light in inter
states of an atomic ensemble@21,22#. If this turns out to be
possible, the storage time for light can be greatly increas
Anyway, as was pointed out in Ref.@14#, this purification
method is in fact not essentially hampered by the difficulty
store light, since there is a simple posterior confirmat
method to circumvent the storage problem. Note that
purpose to distill maximally entangled states is to direc
apply them in some quantum communication protocol, su
as in quantum cryptography or in quantum teleportation.
we can modify the above purification protocol by the follow
ing procedure: right after the cavityA attains its steady state
we make a QND measurement of the total excitation num
on sideA and get a measurement resultj A . Then we do not
store the outcome state on sideA, but immediately use it
~e.g., perform the corresponding measurement as require
a quantum cryptography protocol!. During this process, the
modesBi are being sent to the distant sideB, and when they
arrive, we make another QND measurement of the total
citation number of the modesBi and get a outcomej B . The
resulting state on sideB can be directly used~for quantum
cryptography for instance! if j A5 j B , and discarded other
wise. By this method, we formally get maximally entangl
states through posterior confirmation, and at the same t
we need not store the modes on both sides.
4-6
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V. QND MEASUREMENTS OF THE TOTAL PHOTON
NUMBER OF SEVERAL CAVITIES

The QND measurement of the total photon number pl
a critical role in our entanglement purification protoco
There have been some proposals for making a QND m
surement of the photon number in a single cavity@23–25#,
such as letting some atoms pass through the cavity, and m
suring the internal or external degrees of freedom of the
oms@23#. In this section, we propose a purely optical sche
for making a QND measurement of the total photon num
contained in several cavities. The different optical mod
interact with each other through cross phase modulation
duced by a Kerr medium, and we use cavities to enhance
kind of interaction. As an illustrative example, in the follow
ing we will show how to measure the total photon number
two cavities. Extension of this scheme to include seve
cavities is straightforward.

The schematic setup is depicted in Fig. 5. We want
make a QND measurement of the total photon numbern1
1n2 contained in the good cavities I and II, whose damp
ratek is assumed to be very small. The cavities I and II, ea
with a Kerr type medium inside, are put respectively in
bigger ring cavity. The two ring cavities are assumed
damp at the same rateg, andg@k. A strong coherent light
bi1 is incident on the first ring cavity, whose outputbo1 is
directed to the second ring cavity. The outputbo2 of the
second ring cavity is continuously observed through hom
dyne detection, and we will show that under some reali
conditions, this detection gives a QND measurement of
total photon number operatorn11n25a1

†a11a2
†a2.

The measurement model depicted in Fig. 5 is an exam
of a cascaded quantum system@18#.The incident lightbi1 can
be expressed as

bi15bi18 1gAg, ~35!

wheregAg is a constant driving field, andbi1
8 is the standard

vacuum white noise, satisfying

^bi18
†~ t !bi18 ~ t8!&50,

^bi18 ~ t !bi18
†~ t8!&5d~ t2t8!. ~36!

FIG. 5. Schematic experimental setup to measure the total
ton numbern11n2 contained in cavities I and II.
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The Hamiltonian for the Kerr medium is assumed to be

Hi5\xnibi
†bi ~ i 51,2!, ~37!

whereb1 and b2 are the annihilation operators for the rin
cavity modes, andx is the cross-phase modulation coef
cient. The self-phase modulation effects will be discussed
the next section and shown to be negligible under some
alistic conditions. In the rotating frame, the Langevin equ
tions describing the dynamics in the two ring cavities ha
the form

ḃ152 ixn1b12
g

2
b12Agbi18 2gg,

~38!

ḃ252 ixn2b22
g

2
b22Agbi2 .

The boundary conditions for the two ring cavities are d
scribed by

bi25bo15bi18 1gAg1Agb1 ,
~39!

bo25bi21Agb2 .

Assumeg@x^ni& ( i 51,2), and we take adiabatic elimina
tion, i.e., letḃ15ḃ250 in Eq. ~38!, obtaining

b1'
22~gg1Agbi18 !

g S 12
2ixn1

g D ,

~40!

b2'
2~gg1Agbi18 !

g S 12
4ixn1

g
2

2ixn2

g D .

Substituting the above result into Eq.~39!, the final output
field bo2 is expressed as

bo2'2
4igx

Ag
~n11n2!1bi18 1gAg. ~41!

Now we measure theX component of the quadratur
phase amplitudes of the output fieldbo2 through a homodyne
detection. The phase of the driving fieldg is set according to
g5 i ugu. SupposeT is the measuring time. What we reall
get is the integrated photon current over timeT, which, di-
vided byT, corresponds to the following measuring operat

XT5
1

TE0

T 1

A2
@bo2~ t !1bo2

† ~ t !#dt

'
4A2ugux

Ag
~n11n2!1

1

AT
XT

(b) , ~42!

where XT
(b)5(1/A2)(bT1bT

†), and bT , satisfying @bT ,bT
†#

51, is defined by

bT5
1

AT
E

0

T

bi18 ~ t !dt. ~43!

o-
4-7
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From Eq.~36!, it follows that the defined modebT is in a
vacuum state. So the first term of the right hand side of
~42! represents the signal which is proportional ton11n2,
and the second term represents the contribution of
vacuum noise. The distinguishability of this measuremen
given by

dn5
Ag

8uguxAT
. ~44!

If dn,1, i.e., if the measuring time

T.
g

64ugu2x2
, ~45!

we perform an effective measurement of the total num
operatorn11n2. During the measuring timeT, the loss of the
two cavities I and II should be negligible, which requires

k^ni&T,1 ~ i 51,2!. ~46!

Under this condition,n11n2 is approximately a conserve
observable, and we realize a QND measurement of the
photon number operator. The measurement projects the
in the cavities I and II to one of the eigenstates ofn11n2.
Equations~45! and ~46!, combined together, determine th
suitable choice for the measuring time.

VI. INFLUENCE OF IMPERFECTIONS
IN THE QND MEASUREMENT

We have shown how to perform a QND measuremen
the total photon number. The scheme described above w
under ideal conditions. For a real experiment, there are
ways many imperfections which should be considered.
example, the phase of the driving field may be unstable,
has a small variance; the damping rates and the cross p
modulation coefficients for different ring cavities may not
exactly the same; the Kerr media and the mirrors may abs
some light; self-phase modulation effects caused by the K
media may have some influence on the resulting state; t
may be some loss of light from the first ring cavity to th
second ring cavity; the efficiency of the detector is not un
Of course, to realize a QND measurement of the total pho
number, all the imperfections must be small. But the imp
tant question is how small these imperfections should be
this section, we will deduce quantitative requirements for
the imperfections listed above. These calculations may
helpful for a future real experiment. We will consider the
imperfections one by one.

A. Phase instability of the driving field

Assume that the phase of the driving fieldgAg has a
small varianced, i.e.,g is expressed asg5 i ugueid. Then, Eq.
~42! is replaced by

XT'
4A2ugux

Ag
~n11n2!1

1

AT
XT

(b)2A2ugudAg. ~47!
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The last term of Eq.~47! represents the noise due to th
phase instability of the driving field. It should be negligib
compared with the signal, which requires

d,
4x

g
. ~48!

On the other hand, we know that the squared phase varia
d2 increases linearly with time, i.e.,d25d tt, whered t is the
increasing rate. The measuring timeT is bounded from be-
low by Eq.~45!, so the increasing rate of the phase instabil
of the driving field is required to satisfy

d t,
1024ugu2x4

g3
. ~49!

Equation~49! suggests it is easier to meet the requirem
imposed by the phase instability with a strong driving fie
and a large cross phase modulation coefficient.

B. Imbalance between the ring cavities

In the previous section, we assumed that the damp
rates and the cross phase modulation coefficients are ex
the same for the two ring cavities. This may be impossible
a real experiment. Here we calculate the largest allowed
balance between the two ring cavities. The damping ra
and the cross phase modulation coefficients for the ring c
ties are denoted byg1 , g2, and x1 , x2, respectively. The
Langevin equations~38! and the boundary conditions~39!
are replaced respectively by the following equations

ḃ152 ix1n1b12
g1

2
b12Ag1bi18 2gg1 ,

~50!

ḃ252 ix2n2b22
g2

2
b22Ag2bi2 ,

bi25bo15bi18 1gAg11Ag1b1 ,
~51!

bo25bi21Ag2b2 .

The final measured observable is expressed as

XT'
4A2ugux1

Ag1

~n11n2!1
1

AT
XT

(b)

14A2uguAg1S x2

g2
2

x1

g1
Dn2 , ~52!

The last term of Eq.~52! represents the noise due to th
unbalance between the ring cavities, which should be ne
gible compared with the signal, yielding
4-8
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Ux2g1

x1g2
21U, 1

^n2&
. ~53!

C. Absorption and leakage of the light

Light absorption by mirrors and Kerr media and lig
leakage through other mirrors of the ring cavities can
described by the same Langevin equation, which has
form

ḃ152 ixn1b12
g

2
b12Agbi18 2gg2

b1

2
b12Ab1ci1 ,

~54!

ḃ252 ixn2b22
g

2
b22Agbi22

b2

2
b22Ab2ci2 ,

whereb1 andb2 are the light leakage~or absorption! rates of
the first and second ring cavities, respectively, andci1 and
ci2 are the standard vacuum inputs. The boundary condit
for the ring cavities are still described by Eq.~39!. The
leaked~or absorbed! light fieldsco1 andco2 are expressed a

coa5cia1Ababa ~a51,2!. ~55!

The leakage~or absorption! of light may have two types o
effects: First, it may destroy the balance between the
ring cavities; and second, the leaked light~55! may carry
some information aboutn1 ~or n2). Any information about
n1 ~or n2) will destroy the superposition of the differen
eigenstates ofn1 ~or n2), and thus lead to decoherence of t
eigenstate ofn11n2 @note that a eigenstate ofn11n2 is nor-
mally a superposition of the different eigenstates ofn1 ~or
n2)]. So we require that the information aboutn1 ~or n2)
carried by the leaked light should be completely masked
the vacuum noise. This is equivalent to require that the
coherence of the eigenstate ofn11n2 caused by the light
leakage is negligible. To consider the first effect of the lig
leakage, we calculate the measured observableXT , and find
it has the form

XT'
4A2ugux

Ag
~n11n2!1

1

AT
XT

(b)

1
4A2ugux

Ag
S b2

2

g2
2

b1
2

g2D n2 . ~56!

The last term of Eq.~56! should be negligible compared wit
the signal, which requires

ub2
22b1

2u,
g2

^n2&
. ~57!

To consider the decoherence effect of the light leakage,
define a similar measuring operatorXT

(a) for the leaked light
~55!
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XT
(a)5

1

TE0

T 1

A2
@coa~ t !1coa

† ~ t !#dt

'
8A2uguxAba~a21!

g
~n11n2!

1
1

AT
XT

(ca)
2

4A2uguxAba

g
na ~a51,2!, ~58!

whereXT
(ca) , similar toXT

(b) defined below Eq.~42!, are stan-
dard vacuum noise terms. The last term of Eq.~58! bears
some information aboutna , which should be completely
masked by the vacuum noise term to make the decoher
effect negligible. This condition requires

4A2ugux^na&
g

Aba,
1

A2T
. ~59!

On the other hand, the measuring timeT is bounded from
below by Eq.~45!, which, combined with Eq.~59!, yields the
following requirement for the leakage rates

ba,
g

^na&2
~a51,2!. ~60!

Obviously, this is a much stronger requirement than t
given by Eq.~57!.

We should mention that there is another kind of abso
tion by the Kerr medium, the absorption rate of which
proportional to the cavity photon numberna . This kind of
absorption, usually termed two-photon absorption, canno
described by Eq.~54!. To incorporate the two-photon ab
sorption, we add an imaginary part to the cross phase mo
lation coefficientx, i.e., x is replaced byx1 ix i , wherex i
describes the two-photon absorption rate. The two-pho
absorption should be negligible compared with the cr
Kerr interaction, which requiresx i,x/^na& (a51,2).

D. Self-phase-modulation effects

Normally, a Kerr medium also induces self-phas
modulation effects. However, by a suitable choice of t
resonance condition for the Kerr medium, the self-pha
modulation effects can be made much smaller than the cr
phase modulation@26#, then the self-phase-modulation inte
action is basically negligible. Here, for completeness, we s
calculate the influence of self-phase modulations. In fa
self-phase modulation of the ring cavity modes have no
fluence on the QND measurement. This modulation add
term similar to2 ixsbi

†bibi ( i 51,2) in the Langevin equa
tion ~38!, wherexs denotes the self-phase modulation co
ficient for the ring cavity modes. We know that the rin
cavity modesb1 andb2 are in steady states under adiaba
elimination, and to a good approximationbi

†bi can be re-
placed by^bi

†bi&54ugu2. So the term2 ixsbi
†bibi simply
4-9
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induces a constant phase shift for the output fieldbo2, and it
can be easily compensated by choosing the initial phas
the driving fieldg.

Self-phase modulation of the cavity modesa1 and a2
plays a more subtle role. First, it obviously has no influen
on the QND measurement ofn11n2, but it influences the
resulting state after the QND measurement. In the purifi
tion scheme for two entangled pairs~described in Sec. III A!,
if there is no self-phase modulation, the state after the Q
measurement is given by Eq.~13!; and if the self-phase
modulation of the modesa1 anda2 is considered, the modu
lation Hamiltonian\xs8ni

2 ( i 51,2), in whichxs8 is the cor-
responding self-phase-modulation coefficient, will bring t
resulting state into

u j &A1A2B1B2
8 5

1

A11 j
(
n50

j

eixs8t[n21( j 2n)2]

3un, j 2n&A1A2
un, j 2n&B1B2

, ~61!

wheret is the interaction time for the self phase modulatio
It is important to note that the state~61! is still a maximally
entangled state with entanglement log(j11). In this sense,
self-phase modulation effects have no influence on the
tanglement purification, though the resulting state
changed.

E. Imperfect coupling from the first ring cavity
to the second ring cavity

If the coupling between the two ring cavities is not pe
fect, the relationbi25bo1 is not valid any more, and shoul
be replaced by

bi25Ambo11A12mdi ,
~62!

do5Amdi1A12mbo1 ,

wheredi is the standard vacuum white noise, anddo repre-
sents the leaked light in the imperfect coupling. The quan
m describes the coupling efficiency. This kind of imperfe
tion is very similar to the light leakage~or absorption! de-
scribed in Sec. VI C. The difference is that the imperfe
coupling~62! does not cause any unbalance between the
ring cavities. The only restriction is that the decoheren
effect induced by it should be negligible, which requires

m.12
1

^n1&
2

. ~63!

Equation~63! suggests that loss of light from the first to th
second ring cavity should be very small.

F. Detector inefficiency

The detector efficiency of course cannot attain 1. Fo
detector with efficiencyn, the real measured fieldbo28 has the
following relation with the output of the second ring cavit
03230
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bo28 5Anbo21A12nei , ~64!

whereei is the standard vacuum white noise. This imperfe
tion is similar to the imperfect coupling considered in t
previous subsection. But now the leaked light depends o
on the operator sumn11n2, and carries no information
about the single cavity photon numbern1, so it does not
induce any decoherence. The only role played by the de
tor inefficiency is that it decreases the signal by a factorAn,
so Eq.~45! on the restriction of the measuring time is no
replaced by

T.
g

64nugu2x2
. ~65!

Obviously, the detector inefficiency has no important infl
ence on this QND measurement scheme.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In summary, we have given a detailed description of
purification protocol which generates maximally entang
states in a finite dimensional Hilbert space from two-mo
squeezed states or from realistic Gaussian continuous
tangled states. The nonlocal Gaussian continuous entan
states are generated by feeding two distant cavities with
outputs of the NOPA. The purification operation is based
a local QND measurement of the total photon number c
tained in several cavities. We have extensively analyze
cavity scheme to do this QND measurement, and have
duced its working condition. Furthermore, we have discus
many imperfections existing in a real experiment, and
duced quantitative requirements for the relevant experim
tal parameters. In Table I, we summarize the working c
ditions for the collective QND measurement, including t
requirements for many types of imperfections.

To realize the QND measurement, basically we need h
finesse optical cavities and strong cross Kerr interaction
dia. A good example for the strong cross Kerr interaction

TABLE I. List of requirements for the QND measurement.

Measuring time
g

64ugu2x2
,T,

1

k^ni&

Phase instability d,
4x

g
or d t,

1024ugu2x4

g3

Cavity imbalance U x2g1

x1g2
21U, 1

^n2&

Absorption~leakage! rate ba,
g

^na&2
, ~a51,2!

Coupling efficiency m.12
1

^n1&
2

Detector efficiency n.
g

64ugu2x2T
4-10
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provided by the resonantly enhanced Kerr nonlinear
which has been predicted theoretically@26,27# and demon-
strated in recent experiments@28#. In those works, the Kerr
medium is a low density cold trapped atomic gas, who
relevant energy level structure is represented by the fo
state diagram shown in Fig. 6 withu1& being the ground
state. The ring cavity modebi with frequencyvb is assumed
to be resonant with theu1&→u3& transition, and the cavity
modeai with frequencyva (va is quite different fromvb) is
coupled to theu2&→u4& transition, but with a large detunin
D42. A nonperturbative classical coupling field with fre
quencyvc resonant with theu2&→u3& transition creates an
electromagnetically induced transparency~EIT! for the cav-
ity fields ai and bi . In this configuration, the one-photo
absorption of the medium is eliminated due to quantum
terference, and the cross Kerr nonlinearity is only limited
the two-photon absorption~the self Kerr nonlinearity is neg
ligible provided that uva2vbu@D42). After adiabatically
eliminating all the atomic levels, the cross phase modula
coefficient is given by@26#

x;
3ug13u2ug24u2

Vc
2D42

natom, ~66!

whereg24 andg13 are the coupling coefficients between t
atoms and the cavity modesai andbi , respectively,Vc de-

FIG. 6. Level structure of the atoms.
5.
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notes the Rabi frequency of the coupling field, andnatom is
the total atom number contained in the cavity. The tw
photon absorption ratex i is connected withx by the relation
x i /x5g42/D42, where 2g42 is the spontaneous emissio
rate from levelu4& to levelu2&. To justify the adiabatic elimi-
nation, one requires thatug13u2natom/Vc

2,1 @29,30#. As an
estimation, if one takesug13u2natom/Vc

2;0.2, g24/2p;10
MHz, g42/2p;30 MHz, andD42;10g42, the coefficientx
is aboutx/2p;0.2 MHz, and the two-photon absorption ra
x i;0.1x. This value of the cross phase modulation coe
cient x is not large enough to realize a single-photon tu
stile device@26#, but it is enough for performing QND mea
surements of the photon number. For example, if the m
photon number̂ n1&5^n2&5 sinh2(r);1.4 with the squeez-
ing parameterr;1.0, we choose the decay ratesk/2p;4
MHz andg/2p;100 MHz ~these values for decay rates a
obtainable in current experiments!, and letg;50 ~for a cav-
ity with cross areaS;0.531024 cm2, g;50 corresponds
to a coherent driving light with intensity abou
10 mW cm22). With the above parameters, all the requir
ments listed in Table I can be satisfied if we choose
measuring timeT;8 ns. Note that the light speed can b
much reduced in the EIT medium@28# , so it is possible to
get a reduced cavity decay ratek with the same finesse mir
rors, and then more favorable parameters can be given
the QND measurement. Note also that a large Kerr non
earity based on EIT can also be obtained in other syste
such as trapping a single atom in a high finesse cavity@31#.
So the example discussed here is not the unique choice
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5 Multi-party Entanglement of Gaussian States

5.1 Multi-party Entanglement

So far we have only discussed the entanglement properties of bipartite systems.
If more parties are considered, an even richer and still largely unexplored variety
of nonlocal properties and phenomena is observed. In this setting, the problems
of separability and distillability are even more formidable than for bipartite
systems. This is already evident for pure states, where much more inequivalent
types of entanglement are found than in the bipartite case [49]. E.g., even for the
simplest multi-party case of three qubits and for the weakest form of equivalence
(two states are called equivalent if they can be transformed into each other by
local operations with finite probability – all pure bipartite entangled states
are equivalent in this sense) there exist two inequivalent kinds of pure state
entanglement [50].

Multi-party states exhibit many new features the investigation and under-
standing of which are still at their beginning. One of the earliest observations
was the “refutation of local realism without inequalities” by means of the now
famous GHZ-state [45]

|GHZ〉 :=
1√
2

(|000〉+ |111〉) . (15)

More recently mixed states of tripartite systems have been discovered that
have the curious property to be separable (according to Def. 2.1) whenever two
of the three parties A, B, and C are joined together – i.e., neither between
AB-C nor between A-BC nor between B-AC exist quantum correlations – but
nevertheless the state cannot be written as a mixture of tripartite product states
[46].

The potential applications are found, of course, in the field of multi-party
communication. As an example we mention secret sharing, a protocol based,
e.g., on a three-party GHZ-state that achieves secret key distribution between
A, B and C in such a way that only if B and C cooperate they can obtain the
secret key [51].

For mixed multi-party entangled states few results have been obtained [46,
47, 48], most notably a scheme to completely classify the separability properties
of multi-party systems [47]. This scheme will be explained and used in the
following subsection on mixed three-mode Gaussian entanglement.

The field of continuous variable multi-party entanglement is still essentially
unexplored. It was shown recently, that the preparation of pure GHZ-like multi-
party entangled states can be achieved with encouragingly simple means, in a
minimalistic set-up one pure squeezed state, N−1 vacuum states andN−1 beam
splitters suffice to create N -party-entangled states that, e.g., allow teleportation
between two arbitrary parties, opening the way to CV “quantum communication
networks” [69, 70].

In [71], reprinted in the following subsection, we investigate and completely
classify the separability properties of three-partite three-mode Gaussian states.
In particular we give a directly computable criterion for the classification of the-
ses state according to the scheme of [47]. These results represent a first example
where it is possible to obtain stronger results on entanglement properties for
infinite dimensional Gaussian states than on the corresponding qubit-system.
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5.2 Separability Properties of Three-mode Gaussian
States

Géza Giedke, Barbara Kraus, Maciej Lewenstein, and J. Ignacio Cirac,

We derive a necessary and sufficient condition for separability of tripartite
three mode Gaussian states, that is easy to check for any such state. We give a
classification of the separability properties of those systems and show how to
determine for any state to which class it belongs. We show that there exist
genuinely tripartite bound entangled states and point out how to construct

and prepare such states.

Phys. Rev. A 64, 052303 (2001); E-print: quant-ph/0103137.
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We derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the separability of tripartite three-mode Gaussian states
that is easy to check for any such state. We give a classification of the separability properties of those systems
and show how to determine for any state to which class it belongs. We show that there exist genuinely tripartite
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I. INTRODUCTION

Entanglement of composite quantum systems is centra
both the peculiarities and promises of quantum informati
Consequently, the study of entanglement of bi- and multip
tite systems has been the focus of research in quantum in
mation theory. While pure state entanglement is fairly w
understood, there are still many open questions related to
general case of mixed states. The furthest progress has
made in the study of systems of two qubits: it has be
shown that a state of two qubits is separable if and only if
partial transpose is positive~PPT property! @1# and a closed
expression for the entanglement of formation was deri
@2#. Moreover, it was shown@3# that all entangled states o
two qubits can be distilled into maximally entangled pu
states by local operations. This property of distillability is
great practical importance, since only the distillable sta
are useful for certain applications such as long-dista
quantum communication, quantum teleportation, or crypt
raphy @4#.

In higher dimensions much less is known: the PPT pr
erty is no longer sufficient for separability as proved by t
existence of PPT entangled states~PPTES’s! in C2

^ C4 sys-
tems @5#. These states were later shown to be bound
tangled @6#: even if two parties~Alice and Bob! share an
arbitrarily large supply of such states, they cannot transfo
~‘‘distill’’ ! it into even a single pure entangled state by lo
quantum operations and classical communication. Me
while, a number of additional necessary or sufficient con
tions for inseparability have been found for finit
dimensional bipartite systems, which use properties of
range and kernel of the density matrixr and its partial trans-
pose rTA to establish separability~@7# and references
therein!.

When going from two to more parties, current knowled
is even more limited. Pure multipartite entanglement w
first considered in@8#. A classification ofN-partite mixed
states according to their separability properties has b
given @9#. But even for three qubits there is currently n
general way to decide to which of these classes a given s
belongs@10#. Results on bound entanglement@11# and en-
tanglement distillation@12# for multiparty systems have bee
obtained.

Recently increasing attention was paid to infinite dime
sional systems, the so-called continuous quantum varia
1050-2947/2001/64~5!/052303~10!/$20.00 64 0523
to
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~CV’s!, in particular since the experimental realization of C
quantum teleportation@13,14#. Quantum information with
CV’s in general is mainly concerned with the family o
Gaussian states, since these comprise essentially all the
perimentally realizable CV states. A practical advantage
CV systems is the relative ease with which entangled st
can be generated in the laboratory@14,15#. First results on
the separability and distillability of Gaussian states were
ported in@16–22#. One finds striking similarities between th
situations of two qubits and two one-mode CV systems i
Gaussian state: PPT is necessary and sufficient for separ
ity @17,18#, and all inseparable states are distillable@19#.
Generalizing the methods reviewed in@7# it was shown that
for more than two modes at either side PPT entangled st
exist @20#. In @21# a computable measure of entanglement
bipartite Gaussian states was derived.

The study of CV multipartite entanglement was initiat
in @23,24#, where a scheme was suggested to create pure
N-party entanglement using squeezed light andN21 beam
splitters. In fact, this discussion indicates that tripartite e
tanglement has already been created~though not investigated
or detected! in a CV quantum teleportation experiment@14#.

In this paper we provide a complete classification of t
mode entanglement~according to the scheme@9#! and
obtain—in contrast to the finite-dimensional case—a simp
directly computable criterion that allows us to determine
which class a given state belongs. We show that none
these classes are empty and in particular provide example
genuine tripartite bound entangled states, i.e., states of t
modesA, B, andC that are separable whenever two part
are grouped together but cannot be written as a mixture
tripartite product states. Finally we show how to extend th
results to states of one mode each atA andB andn modes at
C.

Before we can derive our results we need to introdu
some notation and collect a number of useful facts about
main object of study: Gaussian states.

II. GAUSSIAN STATES

In quantum optics and in other scenarios described
continuous quantum variables, not all states on the infin
dimensional Hilbert space are equally accessible in cur
experiments. In fact, the set of Gaussian states compr
essentially all genuinely CV states that can currently be p
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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pared in the laboratory. This and the mathematical simplic
of these states are the reasons why CV quantum informa
has so far considered almost exclusively Gaussian state
will the present paper. This section summarizes results
Gaussian states that we need in the following and introdu
some notation.

We consider systems composed ofn distinguishable
infinite-dimensional subsystems, each with Hilbert spaceH
5L2(R). These could be implemented quantum optically
different modes of the electromagnetic field: hence each
these subsystems will be referred to as a ‘‘mode.’’ To ea
mode belong the two canonical observablesXk , Pk , k
51, . . . ,n, with commutation relation@Xk ,Pk#5 i . Defining
Rk5Xk , Rn1k5Pk , these relations are summarized
@Rk ,Rl #52 iJkl , using the antisymmetric 2n32n matrix

J5S 0 21

1 0 D , ~2.1!

which plays an important role in the following calculation
@25#.

For such systems, it is convenient to describe the star
by its characteristic function

x~x!5Tr@rD~x!#. ~2.2!

Herex5(q,p), q,pPRn is a real vector, and

D~x!5expS 2 i(
k

~qkXk1pkPk! D . ~2.3!

The characteristic function contains all the information ab
the state of the system: that is, one can constructr knowing
x. Gaussian states are exactly those for whichx is a Gaussian
function of the phase space coordinatesx @26#,

x~x!5e2xTgx/42 idTx, ~2.4!

where g is a real, symmetric, strictly positive matrix, th
correlation matrix~CM!, and dPR2n is a real vector, the
displacement. Note that bothg andd are directly measurable
quantities; their elementsgkl anddk are related to the expec
tation values and variances of the operatorsRk . A Gaussian
state is completely determined byg and d. Note that the
displacement of a~known! state can always be adjusted
d50 by a sequence of unitaries applied to individual mod
This implies thatd is irrelevant for the study of nonloca
properties. Therefore we will occasionally say, e.g., that
CM is separable’’ when the Gaussian state with this CM
separable. Also, from now on in this paper ‘‘state’’ will a
ways mean ‘‘Gaussian state’’~unless stated otherwise!.

Not all real, symmetric, positive matricesg correspond to
the CM of a physical state. There are a number of equiva
ways to characterize physical CM’s, which will all be usef
in the following. We collect them in the following lemma.

Lemma 1~correlation matrices!. For a real, symmetric
2n32n matrix g.0 the following statements are equiv
lent:
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g is the CM of a physical state, ~2.5a!

g1Jg21J>0, ~2.5b!

g2 iJ>0, ~2.5c!

g5ST~D % D !S, ~2.5d!

for S symplectic@27# andD>1 diagonal@28#.
Proof. ~2.5a! ⇔ ~2.5b!, see@26#; ~2.5a! ⇔ ~2.5c!, see@20#;

~2.5a! ⇔ ~2.5d!, see@29# ~proposition 4.22!.
A CM corresponds to a pure state if and only if~iff ! D

51, i.e., iff detg51 ~e.g., @26#!. It is easy to see from Eq
~2.5d! that for pure states Ineq.~2.5b! becomes an equality
and dim@ker(g2 iJ)] 5n. It is clear from Eq.~2.5d! that for
every CMg there exists a pure CMg0 such thatg0<g. This
will allow us to restrict many proofs to pure CM’s only. Not
that for a pure 2n32n CM g it holds that Trg>2n.

A very important transformation for the study of entang
ment is partial transposition@1#. Transposition is an exampl
of a positive but not completely positive map and therefo
may reveal entanglement when applied to part of an
tangled system. On phase space, transposition correspon
the transformation that changes the sign of all thep coordi-
nates (q,p)°L(q,p)5(q,2p) @18# and leaves theq’s un-
changed. Forg andd this means (g,d)°(LgL,Ld). Using
this, the nonpositive partial transpose~NPT! criterion for in-
separability @1# translates very nicely to Gaussian state
Consider a bipartite system consisting ofm modes on Alice’s
side andn modes on Bob’s (m3n system in the following!.
Let g be the CM of a Gaussianm3n state and denote by
LA5L % 1 the partial transposition in Alice’s system onl
Then we have the following criterion for inseparability.

Theorem 1~NPT criterion!. Let g be the CM of a 13n
system, theng corresponds to an inseparable state if and o
if LAgLA is not a physical CM, i.e., if and only if

LAgLA>” iJ. ~2.6!

We say thatg ‘‘is NPT’’ if Eq. ~2.6! holds.
Proof. See@18# for N51 and@20# for the general case.
Occasionally it is convenient to apply the orthogonal o

eration LA to the right-hand side of Ineq.~2.6! and write
J̃A[LAJLA .

For states of at least two modes at both sides condi
~2.6! is still sufficient for inseparability, but no longer nece
sary as shown by Werner and Wolf, who have considere
family of 232 entangled states with positive partial tran
pose@20#. In the same paper, the following was shown.

Theorem 2~separability of Gaussian states!. A state with
CM g is separable iff there exist CM’sgA ,gB such that

g>gA% gB . ~2.7!

It is observed in@20# that if Ineq. ~2.7! can be fulfilled,
then the state with CMg can be obtained by local operation
and classical communication from the product state with C
gp5gA% gB , namely, by mixing the states (gp ,d) with the
d’s distributed according to the Gaussian distribution}exp
@2dT(g2gp)

21d#.
3-2
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Note that while Theorem 2 gives a necessary and su
cient condition for separability, it is not a practical criterio
since to use it, we have to prove the existence or nonex
ence of CM’sgA ,gB . Instead, a criterion would allow us t
directly calculate fromg whether the corresponding state
separable or not. Theorem 2 and its extension to the th
party situation are the starting point for the derivation
such a criterion for the case of three-mode three-party st
in the following main section of this paper.

III. TRIMODE ENTANGLEMENT

When systems that are composed ofN.2 parties are con-
sidered, there are many ‘‘types’’ of entanglement due to
many ways in which the different subsystems may be
tangled with each other. We will use the scheme introdu
in @9# to classify three-mode tripartite Gaussian states. T
important point is that from the extension of theorem 2
can derive a simple criterion that allows us to determ
which class a given state belongs to. This is in contrast to
situation for three qubits, where up until now no such cri
rion is known. In particular, we show that none of the
classes are empty and we provide an example of a gen
tripartite bound entangled state, i.e., a state of three modeA,
B, andC that is separable whenever two parties are grou
together but cannot be written as a mixture of tripartite pr
uct states and therefore cannot be prepared by local op
tions and classical communication of three separate part

A. Classification

The scheme of@9# considers all possible ways to grou
the N parties intom<N subsets, which are then themselv
considered each as a single party. Now, it has to be de
mined whether the resultingm-party state can be written as
mixture of m-party product states. The complete record
the m-party separability of all these states then character
the entanglement of theN-party state.

For tripartite systems, we need to consider fo
cases: namely, the three bipartite cases in whichAB, AC, or
BC are grouped together, respectively, and the tripartite c
in which all A, B, andC are separate. We formulate a simp
extension to theorem 2 to characterize mixtures of tripar
product states.

Theorem 28 ~three-party separability!. A Gaussian three-
party state with CMg can be written as a mixture of tripar
tite product states iff there exist one-mode correlation ma
cesgA ,gB ,gC such that

g2gA% gB% gC>0. ~3.1!

Such a state will be calledfully separable.
Proof. The proof is in complete analogy with that o

Theorem 2.7 in@20# and is therefore omitted here.
A state for which there are a one-mode CMgA and a

two-mode CMgBC such thatg2gA% gBC>0 is called an
A-BC biseparable state~and similarly for the two other bi-
partite groupings!. In total, we have the following five dif-
ferent entanglement classes.
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Class 1. Fully inseparable states are those which are
separable for any grouping of the parties.

Class 2. One-mode biseparable states are those which
separable if two of the parties are grouped together, but
separable with respect to the other groupings.

Class 3. Two-mode biseparable states are separable w
respect to two of the three bipartite splits but insepara
with respect to the third.

Class 4. Three-mode biseparable states separable with
spect to all three bipartite splits but cannot be written a
mixture of tripartite product states.

Class 5. The fully separable states can be written as
mixture of tripartite product states.

Examples for class 1~the GHZ-like states of@24#!, class 2
~two-mode squeezed vacuum in the first two and the vacu
in the third mode!, and class 5~vacuum state in all three
modes! are readily given; we will provide examples fo
classes 3 and 4 in Sec. IV below.

How can we determine to which class a given state w
CM g belongs? States belonging to classes 1, 2, or 3 ca
readily identified using the NPT criterion~Theorem 1!. De-
noting the partially transposed CM byg̃x5LxgLx , x
5A,B,C, we have the following equivalences.

Lemma 2~classification!:

g̃A>” iJ,g̃B>” iJ,g̃C>” iJ⇔class 1, ~3.2!

~* !g̃A>” iJ,g̃B>” iJ,g̃C> iJ⇔class 2, ~3.3!

~* !g̃A>” iJ,g̃B> iJ,g̃C> iJ⇔class 3, ~3.4!

g̃A> iJ,g̃B> iJ,g̃C> iJ⇔class 4 or 5, ~3.5!

where the asterisk reminds us to consider all permutation
the indicesA, B, andC.

The proof follows directly from the definitions of the dif
ferent classes and theorem 1.

What is still missing is an easy way to distinguish b
tween class 4 and class 5. Thus to complete the classifica
we now provide a criterion to determine whether a CMg
satisfying Ineqs.~3.5! is fully separable or three-mod
biseparable; that is, we have to decide whether there e
one-mode CM’sgA ,gB ,gC such that Eq.~3.1! holds, in
which caseg is fully separable. In the next subsection w
will describe a small set consisting of no more than n
CM’s among whichgA is necessarily found if the state i
separable.

B. Criterion for full separability

This subsection contains the main result of the pape
separability criterion for PPT 13131 Gaussian states, i.e
states whose CM fulfills Ineqs.~3.5!. We start from Theorem
28 and obtain in several steps a simple, directly computa
necessary and sufficient condition. The reader mainly in
ested in this result may go directly to Theorem 3, from whe
she will be guided to the necessary definitions and lemm

Since the separability condition in Theorem 28 is formu-
lated in terms of the positivity of certain matrices the follow
ing lemma will be very useful throughout the paper. We co
3-3
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sider a self-adjoint (n1m)3(n1m) matrix M that we write
in block form as

M5S A C

C† BD , ~3.6!

where A, B, and C are n3n, m3m, and n3m matrices,
respectively.

Lemma 3 ~positivity of self-adjoint matrices!. A self-
adjoint matrixM as in Eq.~3.6! with A>0,B>0 is positive
if and only if for all e.0

A2C
1

B1e1
C†>0 ~3.7!

or, equivalently, if and only if

kerB#kerC ~3.8a!

and

A2C
1

B
C†>0, ~3.8b!

where B21 is understood in the sense of a pseudoinve
~inversion on the range!.

Proof. The only difficulty in the proof arises if kerBÞ0.
Therefore we consider the matricesM e , whereB in Eq. ~3.6!
is replaced byBe5B1e1 (e.0), which avoids this problem
and which is positive; e.0 iff M>0. In a second simpli-
fying step we note thatM e>0 ; e.0 iff M e85(1
% Be

21/2)M (1% Be
21/2)>0.

Now direct calculation shows the claim that we can wr
a generalf % g as f % @(Be

21/2C†)h1h'#, where h' is or-
thogonal to the range of (Be

21/2C†). Then (f % g)†M e8( f
% g)5 f †(A2CBe

21C†) f 1( f 1h)†CBe
21C†( f 1h)1h'

† h' ,
which is clearly positive, if Eq.~3.7! holds. With the choice
h'50 andh52 f it is seen that Eq.~3.7! is also necessary

That the second condition is equivalent is seen as follo
If Ineq. ~3.7! holds, ; e.0, there cannot be vectorj
PkerB andj¹kerC since for such aj we have

jTS A2C
1

B1e1
C†D j,0

for sufficiently smalle.0, and if Eq.~3.8a! holds, then Eq.
~3.7! converges to Eq.~3.8b!. Conversely, if Eq.~3.8a! holds,
then CB21C† is well-defined and Ineq.~3.8b! implies it,
;e.0. j

As mentioned above, in this section we exclusively co
sider three-mode CM’sg that satisfy Ineqs.~3.5!. We writeg
in the form of Eq.~3.6! as

g5S A C

CT BD , ~3.9!

whereA is a 232 matrix, whereasB is a 434 matrix. We
observe that Ineqs.~3.5! impose some conditions ong that
will be useful later on:
05230
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Observation 1. Let g satisfy Ineqs.~3.5!; then,

g>S sAiJ 0 0

0 sBiJ 0

0 0 sCiJ
D , ~3.10!

wheresxP$0,61%, ;x5A,B,C.
Proof. Inequalities~3.5! say thatg6 iJ>0 and g6 i J̃x

>0 ;x. By adding these positive matrices all combinatio
of sx can be obtained.

From this it follows
Observation 2. For a PPT CMg as in Eq.~3.9!,

ker~B1 iJ !,ker~B1 i J̃ !#kerC, ~3.11!

where J̃5J% (2J) is the partially transposedJ for two
modes.

Proof. Condition ~3.11! on the kernels is an immediat
consequence of Lemma 3 applied to the matricesg20% iJ
% (6 iJ), which are positive by observation 1. j

Then the matrices

Ñ[A2C
1

B2 i J̃
CT, ~3.12a!

N[A2C
1

B2 iJ
CT ~3.12b!

are well-defined and
Observation 3. It holds that both

Tr N,tr Ñ.0. ~3.13!

Proof. Condition ~3.13! is true since, again by Lemma
and observation 1, bothN and Ñ are positive andN6 iJ,
Ñ6 iJ>0. This implies thatN,Ñ cannot be zero, which is
the only positive matrix with vanishing trace. Therefo
Tr N,Tr Ñ are strictly positive.

The remainder of this section leads in several steps to
separability criterion. First, we simplify the condition~3.1!
by reducing it to a condition which involves only one on
mode CMgA .

Lemma 4. A PPT three-mode CMg is fully separable if
and only if there exists a one-mode CMgA such that both

Ñ>gA , ~3.14a!

N>gA , ~3.14b!

hold, whereN,Ñ were defined in Eqs.~3.12!. Without loss of
generality we requiregA to be a pure state CM, i.e., detgA
51.

Proof. By Theorem 28 full separability ofg is equivalent
to the existence of one-mode CMsgA ,gB ,gC> iJ such that
g2gA% gB% gC>0. Let gx stand forgA,B,C .

By Lemma 3 this is equivalent to'gx such that
3-4
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Xe[B2CT
1

Ae2gA
C>gB% gC , ;e.0,

whereAe[A1e1. But iff there exist suchgx , then~Lemma
3! the inequality also holds fore50 and the kernels fulfill
Eq. ~3.8a!. This is true iff the matrixX[X08 is a CM belong-

ing to a separable state, i.e.,~Theorem 1!, iff X8> i J̃,iJ.
UsingB> i J̃,iJ @which holds sinceg fulfills Ineqs.~3.5!# we
obtain thatg is separable iff there existsgA> iJ such that

S A2gA C

CT Bk8
D>0, k51,2, ~3.15!

where B185B2 iJ and B285B2 i J̃. Since condition~3.8a!
holds, this is~Lemma 3! equivalent to Ineqs.~3.14!. That we
can always choose detgA51 follows directly from Eq.~2.5d!
and the remark after Lemma 1. j

While we can always find agA fulfilling Ineq. ~3.14b!,
sinceg belongs to a PPT state~and there exists a two-mod
CM gBC> iJ such thatgA% gBC is smaller thang!, it may
well happen that Ineq.~3.14a! cannot be satisfied at all, o
that it is impossible to have both Ineqs.~3.14! fulfilled for
onegA simultaneously. Note that due to Ineqs.~3.5!, N and
Ñ as above are always positive. From Ineqs.~3.14! we ob-
serve the following.

Observation 4. For the CMg of a separable state it i
necessary to have

Tr N,Tr Ñ>2, ~3.16a!

detN,detÑ.0, ~3.16b!

whereg as in Eq.~3.9! andN,Ñ as in Eqs.~3.12!.
Proof. A self-adjoint 232 matrix is positive iff its trace

and determinant are positive. Since the Trace of the rig
hand side~RHS! of both Ineqs.~3.14! is >2 ~remark after
Lemma 1!, the same is necessary for the LHS. Also, sin
detgA51, which implies thatgA has full rank, any matrix
>gA must also have full rank@30# and thus a strictly positive
determinant. j

For a self-adjoint positive 232 matrix

R5S a b

b* cD , ~3.17!

we show the following.
Lemma 5. There exists a CMgA<R if and only if there

exist (y,z)PR2 such that

tr R>2A11y21z2, ~3.18a!

detR111LTS y
zD>tr RA11y21z2, ~3.18b!

where
05230
t-

e

L5~a2c,2 Reb!. ~3.19!

Proof. As noted in Lemma 4 we need only look forgA
with detgA51. We parametrize

gA5S x1y z

z x2yD , ~3.20!

with real parametersx,y,z and x2511y21z2 for purity.
This is a CM iff gA2 iJ>0 ~Lemma 1!, that is, iff TrgA
52x>0 @where we use that positivity of the 232 matrix is
equivalent to the positivity of its trace and determinant a
det(gA2iJ)50 by construction#. By the same argument,R
2gA>0 leads to the two conditions~3.18!. j

The Ineqs.~3.18! have a simple geometrical interpretatio
that will be useful for the proof of the promised criterio
Inequality~3.18a! restricts~y,z! to a circular diskC8 of radius
A(Tr R)2/421 around the origin, while Ineq.~3.18b! de-
scribes a~potentially degenerate! ellipse E ~see Fig. 2!,
whose elements are calculated below, and the existence
joint solution to Ineqs.~3.18! is therefore equivalent to a
nonempty intersection ofC8 andE.

Applying this now to the matrices~3.12! we find that in
order to simultaneously satisfy both conditions in Lemma
the intersection between the two ellipsesE,Ẽ and the smaller
of the two concentric circlesC8,C̃8 ~which we denote in the
following by C! must be nonempty. This condition leads
three inequalities in the coefficients of the matricesÑ,N
which can be satisfied simultaneously if and only if the P
trimode state is separable. Thus we can reformulate the
dition for separability~Lemma 4! as follows.

Lemma 6~reformulated separability condition!. A three-
mode state with CMg satisfying Ineqs.~3.5! is fully sepa-
rable if and only if there exists a point (y,z)PR2 fulfilling
the following inequalities:

min$Tr N,Tr Ñ%>2A11y21z2, ~3.21a!

detN111LTS y
zD>Tr NA11y21z2, ~3.21b!

detÑ111L̃TS y
zD>Tr ÑA11y21z2. ~3.21c!

Proof. According to Lemma 4g belongs to a separabl
state iff we can findgA smaller thanÑ and smaller thanN.
According to Lemma 5 we can find such agA iff we can find
~y,z! such that Ineqs.~3.18! are satisfied for bothN andÑ. j

In the following paragraphs we have a closer look at
setsE, Ẽ, andC. The goal of this discussion is to identify
few special points—directly computable fromg—among
which a solution to Ineqs.~3.21! will be found iff the state
under consideration is separable. This will then lead to
final practical form of the separability criterion which
stated at the end of this section.

By squaring Ineq.~3.21b! we obtain
3-5
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F S y
zD2mL GT

KF S y
zD2mL G<m, ~3.22!

where m5(detN11)/k1, m5(k2 /k1)@(detN11)22k1#, and
the matrixK is @31#

K5k1PL1k2PL',

with the orthogonal projectorsPL ,PL' on L,L' and

k154@det N1~ Im b!2#,

K25~Tr N!2.

Due to Ineqs.~3.16!, k1 andk2 are strictly positive,m,m are
well defined, andK is a positive matrix of rank 2. Let us now
distinguish the casesm,0 andm>0. Form,0, Ineq.~3.22!
can never be fulfilled sinceK is a positive matrix. In the cas
m>0, Ineq.~3.22! describes an ellipseE which is centered a
me5mL with major axisL and minor axisL' of lengths
Am/k1>Am/k2, respectively. From Ineq.~3.21c! we obtain
the same equations for the tilded quantities derived fromÑ.

The final argument for the derivation of the separabil
criterion is as follows. By Lemma 6 the state is separabl
and only if the three sets described by Ineqs.~3.21a!–~3.21c!
have a common intersection, i.e., iffI[Eù ẼùCÞB. The
border of I is contained in the union of the borders of th
ellipses and circle:]I #]Eø] Ẽø]C. Now we can distin-
guish two cases, both of which allow one to calculate a d
nite solution to the Ineqs.~3.21! if the state is separable
Either]I has nonempty intersections with the borders of t
of the setsE, Ẽ, C, or ]I coincides with the border of one o
the three. In the latter case this whole set is contained inI. In
the former case, at least one of the points at which the
ders intersect must be inI and thus a solution. If no solution
is found this way, the state is inseparable. This argumen
made more precise in the final theorem. Formulas for
nine candidate solutions—the centersmc ,me ,mẽ and the in-
tersections pointsi eẽ

6 ,i ce
6 ,i cẽ

6 —are given in the Appendix.
Theorem 3~criterion for full separability!. A three-mode

state corresponding to the CMg satisfying Ineq.~3.5! is fully
separable if and only if Ineq.~3.16b! holds and there exists
point jsol,

jsolP$mc ,me ,mẽ ,i eẽ
6 ,i ce

6 ,i cẽ
6 %, ~3.23!

fulfilling the Ineqs.~3.21!.
Proof. We already saw~observation 4! that detN,detÑ

.0 are necessary for separability. If this holds, the quanti
used in Eqs.~3.21! and ~3.23! and in their derivation are al
well-defined.

According to Lemma 6,g is fully separable iff there exists
a point (y,z)T such that the Ineqs.~3.21! are fulfilled. There-
fore, if one of the points~3.23! satisfies Ineqs.~3.21!, then it
determines agA fulfilling Ineqs. ~3.14! thus proving that the
state is separable. To complete the proof, we show that if
state is separable, then we find a solution to Ineqs.~3.21!
among the points~3.23!.
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As pointed out before, the condition that Ineqs.~3.21! can
simultaneously be satisfied has the geometrical interpreta
that the circleC and the two ellipsesE,Ẽ have a nonempty
intersection, i.e.,I[Eù ẼùCÞB.

Thus it remains to prove that ifI is nonempty then one o
the nine points in~3.23! lies in I. But if IÞB there are only
the following two possibilities: since all the sets consider
are convex and closed, either the border ofI coincides with
that of one of the setsC,E,Ẽ ~which means that one of thes
sets, call itS, is contained in both others! or at least two of
the borders]C,]E,] Ẽ contribute to]I , in which case the
points at which these two intersect belong to]I and thus toI.

In the former case, the center ofS is a solution and given
by one of the Eqs.~A1!; in the latter, one can find a solutio
among the intersections of the borders of the setsE,Ẽ,C. That
these are given by thei x

6 is shown in Appendix A. j

If a CM g belongs to a separable state according to
above theorem then the pointjsol provides us with a pure
one-mode CMgA such thatN,Ñ>gA . By constructiong8
5B2C(A2gA)21CT is a separable 232 CM and by re-
peating a similar procedure as above withg8 we can calcu-
late a pure product-state decomposition of the original s
with CM g.

IV. EXAMPLES OF BOUND ENTANGLED STATES

In this section we construct states belonging to Classe
and 4. Our construction makes use of ideas that were
applied in finite dimensional quantum systems to find P
entangled states~PPTES! @5# and then generalized in@32# to
construct so-called edge states, i.e. states on the border o
convex set of states with positive partial transpose. Simila
one can define ‘‘edge CMs’’ as those that lie on the borde
the convex set of PPT CMs~they are called ‘‘minimal PPT
CMs’’ in @20#!.

This section is divided into three subsections. In the fi
one we define ‘‘edge CMs’’ and characterize them. In t
second and third subsections we present two different fa
lies of CMs which contain edge CMs. We also show th
within those families we have CMs belonging to all class

A. Edge CM’s

In the following we will consider CM’sg corresponding
to PPT states, i.e., fulfilling

g2 i J̃x>0, for all x50,A,B,C, ~4.1!

whereJ̃0[J.
Definition 1 ~edge correlation matrices!. A CM g is an

edge CM if it corresponds to a nonseparable state, fulfills
~4.1!, and g8[g2P does not fulfill Eq.~4.1! for all real
operatorsP with 0ÞP>0.

Note that a state with an edge CM automatically belon
to class 4~i.e., edge CM’s correspond to three-mode bise
rable states!. In order to fully characterize them, we will nee
the following definition. Let us consider the complex vect
spaceV#C6 of dimensiond spanned by the vectors belong
3-6
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SEPARABILITY PROPERTIES OF THREE-MODE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 052303
ing to the kernels of allg2 i J̃x (x50,A,B,C). We will de-
fine K(g) as a real vector space which is spanned by the
parts and imaginary parts of all the vectors belonging toV.
More specifically, let us denote byB5$ f R

k 1 i f I
k%k51

d a basis
of V, such thatf R

k and f I
k are real. We define

K~g!5H(
k

lkf R
k 1mkf I

k ,lk ,mkPJ #R6, ~4.2!

that is, the real span of the vectorsf R
k and f I

k . Note that this
definition does not depend on the chosen basisB. @As is
pointed out in Appendix B,K(g) coincides with the rea
vector space spanned by all the vectors in the kernels og

1 J̃xg
21J̃x .# We then have the following theorem.

Theorem 4~characterization of 13131 edge CM’s!. A
CM g fulfilling Eq. ~4.1! is an edge CM if and only if there
exist no CM’sgA ,gB ,gC such thatg5gA% gB% gC and K
5R6.

Proof. We will use the fact@31# that, given two positive
matricesA,BÞ0, there exists somee.0 such thatA2eB
>0 iff ran(B)#ran(A). According to Definition 1 we canno
subtract any real positive matrix fromg without violating the
conditions~4.1!. This is equivalent to imposing that there b
no real vector in the intersection of the ranges of the matr
g2 i J̃x . This is again equivalent to saying that there is
real vector orthogonal to all the ker(g2 i J̃x), which in turn is
equivalent toK5R6, since that vector should be orthogon
to all the real and imaginary parts of the vectors spanned
those kernels. Now, ifg corresponds to an entangled state
is clear thatgÞgA% gB% gC . Conversely, if gÞgA% gB
% gC was separable, then there must exist some real pos
P such thatg2P5gA% gB% gC is separable, and therefor
fulfills Eq. ~4.1!, which is not possible. j

Note that this theorem generalizes easily to the case
more than three parties and more than one mode at each

In the construction of the following two examples of tr
partite bound entangled states we are going to use this t
rem. The idea is to take a CMg0 of a pure entangled stat
@which, of course, does not fulfill Eq.~4.1!# and add real
positive matrices until the conditions~4.1! as well asK
5R6 are fulfilled. If the resulting CM is not of the form
gA% gB% gC , then Theorem 4 implies that it is an edge CM
In fact, we can add more real positive matrices keeping
state entangled@and fulfilling Eq. ~4.1!#. In order to see how
much we can add, we can use the criterion derived in
previous section.

This method of constructing CM’s belonging to class
also indicates how the corresponding states may be prep
experimentally. Adding a positive matrixP to the CM g0
corresponds to the following preparation process: start w
an ensemble of states with CMg0 , and displace them ran
domly by d according to the Gaussian probability distrib
tion with covariance matrix given by the inverse ofP. This is
a local operation~that potentially needs to be supplement
by classical communication! on each individual mode. The
state produced by this randomization has CMg1P @20#.
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B. Example 1

In the first example we start out with an entangled st
between the two parties Alice and Bob and the vacuum s
in Charlie and add two projectors to the corresponding C
More specifically, we consider CM’s of the formga1 ,a2

5g

1a1P11a2P2 , where

g5gAB% 1C ~4.3!

and

gAB5S a 0 c 0

0 a 0 2c

c 0 a 0

0 2c 0 a

D , ~4.4!

with a5A11c2 and c can take any value different from
zero. Here, P15 p̃1p̃1

T and P25 p̃1p̃1
T , where p̃1

5(0,1,0,1,1,2)T and p̃25(1,0,21,0,0,1)T.
In order to explain why the CMga1 ,a2

achieves our pur-
poses, let us first consider the two-mode case in which
correlation matrix isgAB . We denote now byp5p11 ip2
@wherep15(0,1,0,1)T andp25(1,0,21,0)T# the eigenvector
corresponding to the negative eigenvalue ofgAB2 i J̃A @25#.
Since (2 i J̃A)* 52 i J̃B , we have that the eigenvector corr
sponding to the negative eigenvalue ofgAB2 i J̃B is p* 5p1
2 ip2 . By adding a sufficiently large multiple of the projec
tors onto those vectors, we obtain a CM whose partial tra
poses are positive. Note that in this case~just two modes!
this would already make the state separable.

In the case of three modes with a correlation matrixg the
same argumentation applies, namely, that by adding s
projectors we can make the partial transposes with respe
A and B positive. However, we have to involveC and
thereby smear out the initial entanglement betweenA andB
among all three parties. This is exactly what is achieved
adding the projectorsP1 and P2 . If we choose now, for
instance,c50.3, a151, anda2'0.553 109 5, then one ca
show that the setK(ga1 ,a2

) defined as in Eq.~4.2! spansR6.

FIG. 1. The entanglement classes ofga1 ,a2
.

3-7
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As mentioned at the end of the previous subsection, since
resulting CM is not of the formgA% gB% gC it corresponds
to an edge CM.

In Fig. 1 we illustrate to which classga1 ,a2
belongs as a

function of the parametersa1,2. In order to determine this
we have used the criterion derived in the previous section
is worth noting thatga1 ,a2

never becomes separable. Th

follows from Theorem 3 and the fact that bothm5m̃50 for
all values ofa1,2, as can be easily verified. This implies th
the two ellipses@cf. Ineq. ~3.22!# are just two points@which
coincide with the centers given in Eq.~A1!#. Thus, the only
possibility that the circle and the two ellipses intersect is t
the centers of the ellipses are the same and lie inside
circle. It is easy to show that for all values ofa1 anda2 the
centers of the two ellipses are never the same. Thus the
corresponding to the CMga1 ,a2

is never separable and is

PPTES for all values ofa1 ,a2 for which the partial trans-
poses are positive.

C. Example 2

Here we present a family of states which belong eithe
class 1, 4, or 5. The states of this family are obtained from
pure GHZ-like state@24# by adding a multiple of the identity
i.e.,

ga5g1a1, ~4.5!

where

g5S a 0 c 0 c 0

0 b 0 2c 0 2c

c 0 a 0 c 0

0 2c 0 b 0 2c

c 0 c 0 a 0

0 2c 0 2c 0 b

D , ~4.6!

with a.1 and

b5
1

4
~5a2A9a228!, ~4.7!

c5
1

4
~a2A9a228!. ~4.8!

For the following discussion, we picka51.2. It is clear
that fora50 the state is fully inseparable: i.e., it belongs
class 1, whereas fora>1 the state will be fully separabl
~class 5!. We will show now that fora0<a<a1 , where
a0'0.297 56 anda1'0.313 55, the state is biseparable a
belongs therefore to class 4.

The CM ga is symmetric with respect to permutation
between the parties, and therefore the negative eigenva
of the matricesg2 i J̃x , x5A,B,C, are the same. We deno
its absolute value bya0'0.297 56. It is easy to determin
the real and imaginary parts of the corresponding eigenv
tors. One finds that all those vectors are linearly independ
05230
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If we add nowa01 to g, then all those vectors belong t
K(ga0

) which immediately implies thatK(ga0
)5R6. Since

ga0
ÞgA% gB% gC , we have that it is an edge CM.

Let us now use Theorem 3 in order to determinea1 . First
of all, we show, independently of the discussion above, t
ga0

belongs to class 4. In particular, we find thatm5m̃50
@cf. Eq. ~3.22!#, which implies that there exists a solution
Ineqs.~3.21! only if the centers of the two ellipses are th
same and lie within the circle. Here one can also show t
the two centers are not the same and so the state corresp
ing to the CMga0

is a PPTES. Let us determine the valu
of a for which it is still the case that there exists no inte
section of the two ellipses and the circle given by Ine
~3.21!. It is easy to show that ifa.a0 , then TrN<Tr Ñ,
which implies that the circle that has to be considered
radius r c5A(Tr N)2/421. One can also easily verify tha
the two ellipses never intersect the border of the circ
which simplifies the problem. The ellipses must always
inside the circle~since if they were outside it would never b
possible to obtain a separable state even fora.1!. Thus, the
problem reduces to check at which point the ellipses inters
each other. This occurs whena5a1'0.313 55. Thus the
CM ga , where a0<a,a1 corresponds to a PPTES
whereas fora>a1 , the corresponding state is fully sep
rable. In Fig. 2 we have plotted the circle and the two
lipses, which are almost circles in this case, for~a! a,a1
and ~b! a.a1 .

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed nonlocal properties of Gaussian s
of three tripartite modes. We have distinguished five clas
with different separability properties and given a simple n
essary and sufficient criterion that allows us to determ
which of these classes a given Gaussian state belongs to
first three classes contain only NPT states and positivity o
state under the three partial transpositions suffices to de
mine to which of those it belongs. The separability criterio
which allows us to distinguish PPT entangled states fr
separable states, is the main result of this paper. For the
of three qubits such a criterion is still missing. Last, we ha
constructed examples for all the classes and in particular
tripartite entangled states with positive partial transpose.

It is interesting to note that the results presented ab
can be extended to cover the case ofn modes at locationC
by using the separability criterion for multimode biparti

FIG. 2. ~a! The circle and the two ellipses do not have a jo
intersection: therefore the state corresponding toga is a PPTES.~b!
The circle and the two ellipses have a joint intersection: theref
the state corresponding toga is separable.
3-8
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SEPARABILITY PROPERTIES OF THREE-MODE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 052303
Gaussian states@22#. Nothing changes in the argumentatio
to distinguish three-party biseparable from fully separa
states@the additional modes are taken care of automatic
in Eqs.~3.12!#. However, the separability criterion of@22# is
now necessary to determine the properties under bipa
splitting, since forAB-C we deal with a 23n state and PPT
is then no longer sufficient for biseparability@20#.

It is worth pointing out that the separability criterion ca
be checked experimentally. The CMg can be measured, an
thus the criterion is entirely formulated in terms of quantit
that are measurable with current technology.

Gaussian CV states promise to be a fruitful testing grou
for quantum nonlocality: Pure entanglement is comparativ
easy to create in quantum optical experiments, as descr
in @24#. Likewise, tripartite bound entangled states are
perimentally accessible: the states discussed in the exam
Secs. IV B and IV C can be obtained by mixing different
displaced pure Gaussian states.

The study of the entanglement of multiparty Gauss
states is still in a very early stage. For example, no work h
to our knowledge, been done on the interesting cases of m
parties and modes. But even for the simple three-mode
there are important open questions. In particular nothing
known about the distillability of tripartite states. As in Re
@9# for qubits, it is easy to see that Gaussian states in cla
3 and 4 cannot be distilled at all and are therefore bo
entangled. For this, we considerN copies of a class 3 stater,
and apply an arbitrary local quantum operationPlocc consist-
ing of a classically correlated sequence of operations of
form P5PA^ PB^ PC . Sincer is in class 3, we can write
r ^ N as a mixture ofAB-C product statesSkpkrAB,k

(N)
^ rC,k

(N)

and as a mixture ofAC-B product statesSkpk8rAC,k
(N)

^ rB,k
(N) .

After applying an operation such asP the resulting stater̃
5P(r ^ N) will still be separable along these cuts, and
sequence of operationsP can change this. Thusr is bound
entangled.

Whether all states in class 2 may be distilled to maxima
entangled states between the two nonseparable parties
open question. If this were shown, it would follow that a
states in class 1 could be distilled into arbitrary tripart
entangled states.
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APPENDIX A: POINTS OF INTERSECTION

As shown in Theorem 3 a state is separable iff solutions
Ineqs.~3.21! are found among the points of intersection
the curves described by theequalities~3.21! or the centers of
the three sets. Here we give the formulas to directly calcu
these points fromg.

The centers of circle and the ellipses have already b
shown to be

mc5~0,0!T,

me5
detN11

k1
L,

mẽ5
detÑ11

k̃1

L̃, ~A1!

whereN,Ñ were defined in Eq.~3.12!, L in Eq. ~3.19!, and
k1 ,k̃1 after Eq. ~3.22!. The intersections of the borders o
C,E,Ẽ are calculated as follows. Consider first the two
lipses, whose borders are defined by the equalities~3.21b!
and~3.21c!. Dividing by TrN, respectively, by TrÑ and sub-
tracting the two equalities we find that a point on both]E and
] Ẽ must lie on the straight lineGeẽ defined by

~detN111LTj!/Tr N5~detÑ111L̃Tj!/Tr Ñ, ~A2!

wherej5(y,z). Geẽ can be parametrized withsPR as geẽ
1s feẽ, where

geẽ5S detN11

Tr N
2

detÑ11

Tr Ñ
D L8/iL8i2, ~A3!

whereL85L̃/Tr Ñ2L/Tr N @33# and f eẽ is a vector orthogo-
nal to L8.

InsertingGeẽ in Eq. ~3.21b! for ]E we obtain a quadratic
polynomial in s, whose rootsseẽ

6 ~if they are real! give the
intersection points. For the intersection of]C with the el-
lipses we proceed similarly. In summary, we get for the
tersection points

i eẽ
6 5geẽ1seẽ

6 f eẽ, ~A4!

i ce
6 5gce1sce

6 f ce , ~A5!

i cẽ
6 5gcẽ1scẽ

6 f cẽ , ~A6!

where the vectorsgx , x5ce,cẽ are

gce5~Tr NAr c
2112detN21!L/iLi2, ~A7!

f ce is a vector orthogonal toL, and r c is the smaller of the
two radii:

r c5min$A~Tr N!2/421,A~Tr Ñ!2/421%. ~A8!

gcẽ , f eẽ are defined likewise for tilded quantities. And, fi
nally, by seẽ

6 ,sx
6 we denote the real roots of the quadra

polynomials:
3-9
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Peẽ~s!5~LT~geẽ1s feẽ!1detN11!2

2~Tr N!2~11igeẽ1s feẽi2!, ~A9a!

Px~s!5r c
22igx1s fxi2, x5ce,cẽ. ~A9b!

Thus all nine candidates are given in terms ofN,Ñ which
can be directly obtained fromg.

APPENDIX B: CHARACTERIZATION OF K

Here we show thatK(g) as defined in Eq.~4.2! coincides
with the~real! span of the vectors belonging to the kernels
ev

t.
R

ev

.

n

.

p

h

ev

f.

05230
f

g1 J̃xg
21J̃x . This fact automatically follows from the fol-

lowing.
Lemma 7 @characterization ofK(g)#. Let f 5 f R1 i f I ,

where f R and f I are real. Thenf Pker(g2 i J̃x) iff f I

5g21J̃xf R and both f R and f I belong to the kernel ofg
1 J̃xg

21J̃x .
Proof. Taking the real and imaginary parts of the equati

(g2 i J̃x) f 50 we find g f R1 J̃xf I50 and g f I2 J̃xf R50.
Sinceg must be invertible, we obtain from the second equ
tion that f I5g21J̃xf R . Using now the first equation we find
that (g1 J̃xg

21J̃x) f R50. Analogously, (g1 J̃xg
21J̃x) f I50.

The same argumentation holds for the other direction of
proof.
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A States and Transformations

This appendix collects a number of definitions and lemmas on the Hilbert spaces,
algebras, and transformations that are the main object of study of the present
thesis.

We consider systems composed of n distinguishable infinite dimensional
subsystems, each with Hilbert space H0 = L2(R). These subsystems are re-
ferred to as modes 3 and the Hilbert space of the whole n-mode system is
H = L2(Rn). To each mode belong the two (dimensionless) canonical observ-
ables Xk, Pk, k = 1, . . . , n (also called quadrature operators in the quantum
optical literature) with commutation relation

[Xk, Pk] = i.

Defining Rk = Xk, Rn+k = Pk these commutation relations can be conveniently
summarized as

[Rk, Rl] = −iJkl, k, l = 1, ..., 2n (16)

using the antisymmetric 2n× 2n matrix

Jn =
(
On −1n

1n On

)
. (17)

which is sometimes called the complex structure. Here On,1n are the n-
dimensional zero and identity matrix, respectively. We omit the index n when-
ever the dimension is clear from the context in order to make the expressions
more readable. From the quadratures we define creation and annihilation oper-
ators a†k, ak for the kth mode in the usual way:

ak =
Xk + iPk√

2
, a†k =

Xk − iPk√
2

, (18)

implying [ak, a
†
k] = 1. The unbounded operators Rk, k = 1, . . . 2n generate

all the observables of the n-mode quantum system. But it is often useful to
consider a bounded (unitary) family of operators, the Weyl operators W(x)
instead, which are defined for all x ∈ H := R2n in terms of the Rk by

W(x) = exp[−ixTR]. (19)

The Weyl operators satisfy the exponentiated form of the canonical commuta-
tion relation, see, e.g., [79]:

W(x)W(y) = e−
i
2 σ(x,y)W(x+ y) = e−iσ(x,y)W(y)W(x), (20)

also called the Weyl relations. Here σ(x, y) := xTJy. This is a symplectic form
(cf. [79]) and (H,σ) forms a symplectic space, the classical phase space.

The Weyl operators generate the C*-algebra of canonical commutation
relations (CCR- or Weyl-algebra), the algebra of (bounded) observables on
H ≡ L2(Rn). This and the commutation relation Eq. (20) imply that a state ρ
on H is completely determined by the expectation values of all the W(x), i.e.
by its characteristic function

3This name is used since a possible implementation of L2(Rn) are n modes of the elec-
tromagnetic field or normal modes of a chain of ions in a harmonic trap. Another promising
implementation is the total spin of an ensemble of many polarized atoms[89]
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Definition A.1 (Characteristic Function) The characteristic function χ of
the state ρ on F+(H) is given by the expectation values of the Weyl operators
W(x)

χ(x) = tr[ρW(x)]. (21)

In fact, the density matrix of ρ can be written in terms of χ and the Weyl
operators as

ρ = (2π)−n

∫
R2n

χ(x)W(−x) dx. (22)

The expectation values of all polynomials in Rk can be obtained from χ by
differentiation4. E.g., we have for the mean values of the quadratures 〈Rk〉

tr(Rkρ) := (−i) ∂
∂t
χρ(tek)|t=0 (23)

and in general for the mth order correlations 〈Rk1 . . . Rkm
〉

tr (Πm
k=1Rki

ρ) = (−i)m ∂m

∂t1 . . . ∂tm
tr [W(t1ek1) . . .W(tmekm

)ρ] |t1=···=tm=0.

(24)
Using the Weyl relations Eq. (20) these can be expressed via the characteristic
function as

(−i)m ∂m

∂t1 . . . ∂tm

exp[− i
2

∑
j<l

tjtlσ(ekj
, ekl

)]χ(
∑

l

tlekl
)

 |t1=···=tm=0.

Of particular importance in the following are the second order correlations
(m = 2), which form the 2n × 2n correlation matrix (or covariance matrix)
(CM) γ. In general, a (analytical) state ρ on H is determined by all the mth
order correlations. But for the important class of Gaussian states, the first and
second moments are sufficient to characterize the state completely. Moreover,
Gaussian states are by far the most easily prepared states of the physical systems
currently considered for CV quantum information and, in fact, comprise nearly
all the genuine CV states that can be generated in the lab with present tech-
nology. This is directly related to the fact that the set of quantum operations
on H that can be performed in practice is essentially limited to linear transfor-
mations, i.e. transformations generated by Hamiltonians that are quadratic in
the canonical operators Xk, Pk. Because of this fortunate coincidence of mathe-
matical simplicity and experimental relevance these states and transformations
have been considered almost exclusively in CV quantum information and so does
this Thesis. This following subsection collects results and conventions related
to Gaussian states that are used in the main parts of the Thesis.

A.1 Gaussian States

Definition A.2 (Gaussian States) A state ρ is called Gaussian or quasifree,
if its characteristic function is Gaussian, i.e. it is of the form

χ(x) = exp
[
−1

4
xT γx+ idTx

]
(25)

4More precisely, these expectation values exist and are given by Eq. (24) for all analytical
states on CCR(H), i.e., states for which R 3 t 7→ φ(W(tx)) is analytical for all x ∈ H; cf.
[79].
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for a real, strictly positive, symmetric 2n× 2n matrix γ and d ∈ R2n.

The displacement d is given by Eq. (23) and the correlation matrix γ by
Eq. (24). Because of its importance in the remainder of this section we give
the relation of the displacement and the correlation matrix to the moments of
the Rk’s explicitely. From Eqs. (24) and (25) it follows for m = 1 that

dk = tr(ρRk), (26a)

and for m = 2 that

γkl = 2tr [ρ(Rk − dk)(Rl − dl)] + iJkl. (26b)

Not every matrix γ is the correlation matrix of a physical state. Rather, it
has to satisfy one of the following equivalent conditions.

Lemma A.1 (Correlation Matrix of a Physical State) The following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) γ defines a state via Eq. (25)
(ii) γ satisfies

γ + iJ ≥ 0. (27a)

(iii) γ satisfies the inequality

JγJT ≥ γ−1; (27b)

(iv) γ is of the form
γ = S(D ⊕D)ST , (27c)

where D ≥ 1 has diagonal form and S satisfies SJST = J , cf. Subsec. A.2.

Proof: (i)⇔(ii) see [79, Lemma 3.2]; (ii)⇔(iii) follows from the Lemmas
A.11 and A.12, p. 93; (iv)⇒(ii) is seen by direct calculation, using that
S−1J(S−1)T = J and d ≥ iJ ; (ii)⇒(iv) follows from γ = γT > 0 and from
symplectic diagonalization (Lemma A.13, p. 93).

Pure Gaussian states are easily characterized:

Lemma A.2 (Pure Gaussian States) A Gausian state with CM γ ≥ iJ is
pure iff one of the following (equivalent) conditions hold:
(i) det γ = 1.
(ii) γ = STS for some s ∈ Sp(n).
(iii) γJγJT = 1.

Proof: see, e.g., [78, 77].
Examples for the most important families of one-mode Gaussian states in-

clude (see, e.g., [81] for details):

• the thermal states ρT of temperature T ≥ 0

γT = (1− e−κ)−1
1, d = 0, (28)

where κ = h̄ω
kBT ,
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• the coherent states |α〉 with amplitude α ∈ C

γ = 1, d =
√

2(Reα, Imα)T , (29)

|0〉 〈0| ≡ ρT=0 is called the vacuum state.

• and the squeezed states with squeezing r ∈ R

γ = R(θ)T

(
e−2r 0

0 e2r

)
R(θ), d ∈ R2, (30)

where R(θ) =
(

cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

)
is a rotation by θ in the phase plane.

For d = 0 these states are called squeezed vacuum states. In such a state
the variance of the operator Xθ := cos θX + sin θP is reduced (for r > 0)
by a factor of er, while the variance of canonically conjugate operator
Pθ := cos θP−sin θX is increased (stretched) by the same factor such that
the product of the two is consistent with the minimal value permitted by
the uncertainty relation

〈
(∆Xθ)2

〉 〈
(∆Pθ)2

〉
≥ 1

4 .

• The “computational basis states” |x〉 , x ∈ R used in [17, 18] for quan-
tum computation with continuous variables are defined as the (improper)
eigenstates of X

X |x〉 = x |x〉 (31)

They can be approximated by displaced, strongly squeezed vacua with
r →∞ and d = (x, 0)T .

Given two states ρ, ρ′ their overlap tr(ρρ′) is a useful quantity to quantify
the “closeness” of two states. If ρ is pure then tr(ρρ′) is also called the fidelity
of ρ′ with respect to ρ and denoted by Fρ(ρ′). The fidelity takes values in
[0, 1] and gives the probability with which ρ′ “will behave as if it were ρ” in an
experiment. For Gaussian states the overlap can be directly calculated from the
CM and displacement of ρ, ρ′.

Lemma A.3 (Overlap of two Gaussian states) The overlap tr(ρρ′) be-
tween two n mode Gaussian states with correlation matrices γ, γ′ and displace-
ments d, d′, resp., is given by[

det
(
γ + γ′

2

)]−1/2

exp
[
−(d− d′)T (γ + γ′)−1(d− d′)

]
.

Proof: [76]
Clearly, the Gaussian state ρ′ that maximizes the overlap with the Gaussian
state with ρ (with CM γ and displacement d) has always the same displacement
d′ = d as ρ.

The above formula directly provides a simple expression for the purity of
Gaussian states. The purity of ρ is defined as P(ρ) = tr(ρ2) and P(ρ) = 1 iff ρ
is pure. For a Gaussian state with CM γ we get

P(γ) = (det γ)−1/2. (32)
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Lemma A.4 (Decomposition of the Correlation Matrix) Every matrix
γ is of the form

γ = ST

(
D 0
0 D

)
S, (33)

where S is a symplectic matrix and D ≥ 1 is a positive diagonal matrix.

Proof: Follows from γ = γT > 0 and Lemma A.13.
As becomes clear in the following subsection, the physical interpretation of this
is that every quasifree state can be obtained from a thermal state (described
by the diagonal correlation matrix 12 ⊗ D) by performing a unitary quasifree
transformation US . More on the preparation of Gaussian states can be found
on p. 85.

Other “representations” of ρ

Besides the characteristic function there are additional phase space distribu-
tions that uniquely describe a state on H and will be used in the following.
Particularly useful is the Wigner function W . One way to define it is via the
characteristic function χ: The Wigner function is the symplectic Fourier trans-
form of the characteristic function, namely

W (x) :=
(

1
2π

)2n ∫
R2n

eiσ(x,v)χ(v)dv. (34)

Using Lemma A.10 it follows that the Wigner function of a quasifree state is a
Gaussian:

W (x) =
1
πn

1√
|MW |

exp
[
−(x− dW )TMW (x− dW )

]
, (35)

where the Wigner correlation matrix MW and the Wigner displacement dW are
related to γ, d by

MW = Jγ−1JT ,

dW = Jdχ,
(36)

thus with Ineq. (27b) we see that a symmetric matrix M is a proper Wigner
correlation matrix if and only if 1 ≥MW > 0 and

(MW )−1 ≥ JMWJT . (37)

For some calculations the normally ordered characteristic function

χN (x) := tr [: W(x) : ρ] = χ(x)e−
1
4‖x‖

2
(38)

is useful. Here : W(x) : denotes the normally ordered Weyl operator

: W(x) := e
−i

x1+ix2√
2

a†
e
−i

x1−ix2√
2

a
,
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and the last equality in Eq. (38) follows from the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff
formula

eA+B = eAeBe−[A,B]/2, (39)

which holds whenever [A,B] commutes with both A and B. For Gaussian states
we clearly have

χN (x) = exp
[
−1

4
xTMNx+ idT

Nx

]
, (40)

where

MN = γ − 1,
dN = d.

(41)

It is also useful to relate the position representation ρ(x, y) = 〈x| ρ |y〉 of a
Gaussian state ρ to its Wigner function. Writing x = (q, p) we have according
to the definition of the Wigner function (e.g. [80])

W (q, p) =
(

1
π

)n ∫
Rn

dnuρ(q + u, q − u)e−i2pu

q, p ∈ Rn it follows that

ρ(x, y) =
1
2n

∫
Rn

dnpW (
x+ y

2
,
p

2
)ei x−y

2 p, (42)

and for a Gaussian state with Wigner correlation matrix

MW =
(

Mx Mxp

MT
xp Mp

)
(43)

the position representation takes the form

ρ(x, y) = exp

[
−1

4

(
x

y

)T

Mpos

(
x

y

)]
,

where

Mpos =

(
Mx + 1

Mp
Mx − 1

Mp

Mx − 1
Mp

Mx + 1
Mp

)

−

(
Mxp

1
Mp

MT
xp Mxp

1
Mp

MT
xp

Mxp
1

Mp
MT

xp Mxp
1

Mp
MT

xp

)
+ i

(
Mxp

1
Mp

+ 1
Mp

MT
xp −Mxp

1
Mp

+ 1
Mp

MT
xp

Mxp
1

Mp
− 1

Mp
MT

xp −Mxp
1

Mp
− 1

Mp
MT

xp

)
Conversely, a Gaussian state with

Mpos =
(

M1 M12

M21 M2

)
has the Wigner correlation matrix MW as in Eq. (43), with

Mp = 2 [Re(M1 −M12)]
−1

Mxp = Im (M1 −M12) [Re(M1 −M12)]
−1

Mx = Re (M1)−M−1
p +MxpM

−1
p MT

xp
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Another useful representation is that of the density matrix of a Gaussian
state as the exponential of a quadratic expression in the quadrature operators.

ρ ∝ exp
[
−1

2
RT ΓR

]
(44)

(for zero-mean states). The matrix Γ is simply related to the correlation matrix
γ of ρ. Using Lemma A.1 (iv), γ = STDT and the fact [80] that the thermal
state of temperature T has the density matrix

ρT = (1− e−κ) exp
[
−κa†a

]
= 2 sinh(κ/2) exp

[
−1

2
κ(X2 + P 2)

]
, (45)

where κ = h̄ω
kBT and kB Boltzmann’s constant has CM γT = τ1, where τ =

(1− e−κ)−1 we can relate

ΓT = κ1↔ γT = (1− e−κ)−1
1. (46)

From this it follows that the Gaussian state with CM γ = ST (T ⊕ T )S, where
T is the diagonal matrix with entries τk, has a “quadrature operator represen-
tation” as in Eq. (44) with

Γ = S−1(K ⊕K)(S−1)T , (47)

where K is diagonal with entries κk. This can be proved by observing that
the state with CM γ′ = ST γS is obtained from that with CM γ through a
unitary operation ρ → USρU

†
S and, as seen below (cf. Eq. (51)), USRkU

†
S =∑

l(S
−1)lkRl. From Eq. (44) it is straightforward to rewrite ρ using creation

and annihilation operators (“a− a†-representation”):

ρ ∝ exp
[
−1

4
(a1, a

†
1, a2 . . . , an, a

†
n)TMa(a1, a

†
1, a2 . . . , an, a

†
n)
]
, (48)

with

Ma =
(
1 i1
1 −i1

)T

Γ
(
1 i1
1 −i1

)
. (49)

E.g., the thermal state ρT has a simple form in this representation (κ =
h̄ω/kBT ):

ρT = (1− e−κ)e−κa†a.

A.2 Linear Transformations

This Subsection collects some definitions and lemmas on an important subset
of transformations on B(H), closely related to Gaussian states.

A.2.1 Unitary Linear Transformations

Unitary operations on H that transform the canonical operators Rk (cf. p. 76)
into a linear combinations of all the Rl’s

URU† = MR
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are in quantum optics often called linear transformations (LTs). They are of
particular importance, since most unitary time-evolutions that can currently be
realized experimentally belong to this class. Not all matrices M are compatible
with the unitarity of U , rather, in order to preserve the commutation relations
Eq. (16) it is necessary and sufficient for M to be symplectic.

Definition A.3 (Symplectic Map) A map S : R2n → R2n is called sym-
plectic if for J as in Eq. (17) it holds that

SJST = J. (50)

We then write S ∈ Sp(n).

Note that S ∈ Sp(n) preserves the symplectic form σ (cf. Eq. (20)), i.e.
σ(Sx, Sy) = σ(x, y) for all x, y ∈ R2n. Also observe that Eq. (50) implies
that if S is symplectic then detS = 1 and both S−1 and ST are symplectic as
well.

This prepares the definition of linear transformations, which we introduce
by their action on the Weyl operators.

Definition A.4 (Linear Transformations (LT)) Unitary operations US on
B(H) defined by

U†
SW(x)US = W(Sx) (51)

where S ∈ Sp(n) are called linear transformations. (Sometimes also linear
Bogoliubov transformations or quasifree transformations.)

Clearly, Eq. (51) implies that U†
S = US−1 and with Eq. (19) that

U†
SRUS = STR, (52)

for R = (X1, X2, . . . , Xn, P1, . . . , Pn)T . For a state ρ we have that

χUSρU†
S
(x) = tr

[
USρU

†
SW(x)

]
= χ(Sx). (53)

Note that for a Gaussian state with CM γ and displacement d it follows that
ρ̃ = USρU

†
S is still a Gaussian state with CM γ̃ = SγST and d̃ = ST d.

These transformations are particularly interesting, because there exists a
selfadjoint operator HS that is quadratic in the field operators such that

US = exp [iHS ]

and quadratic Hamiltonians are relatively easy to implement experimentally,
e.g., in a quantum optical setting.

Restricting to Gaussian states and quasifree transformations reduces the
problem of studying states and operations on an infinite dimensional Hilbert
space to a more tractable problem in finite dimensions.

Before giving the Hamiltonian HS that implements US , we note two useful
ways to decompose an arbitrary symplectic map S.
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Lemma A.5 (Decomposition of Symplectic Maps) (1) Every symplectic
S can be decomposed into a positive diagonal matrix M and two orthogonal and
symplectic maps O,O′ such that:

S = O

(
M 0
0 M−1

)
O′. (54)

(2) In addition, there exists a unique polar decomposition of S as

S = OS+ (55)

for O orthogonal and symplectic and S+ = ST
+ ≥ 0 symplectic. We can write

S+ = Õ

(
M 0
0 M−1

)
ÕT = Õ

[
cosh(L⊕ L) + Ĩ sinh(L⊕ L)

]
ÕT ,

with Õ symplectic and orthogonal, an antilinear involution Ĩ = Õ[1⊕ (−1)]ÕT ,
M ≥ 0 and diagonal, and coshL = (M +M−1)/2.

(3) Symplectic and orthogonal maps always have the form

O =
(
X −Y
Y X

)
, (56)

where X − iY is unitary on Cn.

Proof: (1) see, e.g., [74, 75, 76] and references therein. For (2), see [83].
(3) is seen as follows: being orthogonal and symplectic, O preserves both the
symplectic form σ(x, y) = xTJy and the scalar product 〈x, y〉r = xT y on R2n.
EmbeddingCn inR2n viaCn 3 z ↔ Re(z)⊕Im(z) ∈ R2n the complex structure
J represents “multiplication with i” and thus σ can be seen as the imaginary
part of the scalar product on Cn, while 〈x, y〉r represents the real part. If both
are preserved, the corresponding linear transformation is unitary. By the above
embedding U on Cn corresponds to

O =
(

ReU −ImU
ImU ReU

)
on R2n.

One may extend the class of linear transformations by including the dis-
placement of a state, i.e. the maps

χ(x)
D(d)7→ χ(x)e+idT x. (57)

In fact, this transformation is achieved by the Weyl op-
erators: tr(W(d)ρW(d)†W(x)) = tr(ρW(x))ei(Jd)T x. However, we define the
displacement operator D(d) slightly differently (in accordance with the use in
the quantum optical literature [81]) as follows

D(d) := W(
√

2JT d). (58)

For a single mode this leads to the usual definition D(α) := exp
[
αa† − α ∗ a

]
.

We will usually include displacements when talking of quasifree transformations.
Before turning to two classes of non-unitary transformations we give a brief

review on how these unitary operations may be implemented quantum optically.
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A.2.2 Physical realization of quasifree transformations and state
generation

Here we list the Hamiltonians which generate the most frequently used linear
transformations and give the corresponding symplectic maps S. The trans-
formed quadrature operators eiHRe−iH are then given by STR and the CM
and displacement of the transformed state e−iHρeiH by (ST γS, ST d). We con-
sider only ideal realizations, i.e. assume that there is no absorption.

• Beam splitter: H = ±θ(X2P1 −X1P2)

SBS(θ) =


cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

 .

T = cos θ and R = sin θ are called the transmittivity and reflectivity of
the beam splitter, respectively.

• Displacement: H = r1X + r2P, r = (r1, r2) ∈ R2

(X,P ) → (X + r1, P + r2),

(γ, d) → (γ, d+ Jr).

This can be implemented by using a beam splitter of tiny transmittivity
T → 0 and a strong coherent beam of amplitude α→∞ such that T ∗α→
r1 + ir2.

• Phase shift: H = φ(X2 + P 2)

R(φ) =
(

cosφ sinφ
− sinφ cosφ

)
.

Since H is essentially the free Hamiltonian of the electromagnetic field
a delay of the mode considered (relative to the other modes), e.g., via a
longer path in an interferometer or via a phase plate implements the phase
shift.

• Squeezer: H = ±r(XP + PX)

Ssq(r) =
(
e±r 0
0 e∓r

)
.

The first three of these Hamiltonians are sometimes called passive LTs to
distinguish them from the active LTs, which also make use of the squeezing
Hamiltonian, which makes use of a higher-order process, e.g., parametric down-
conversion.

Given n modes and the ability to apply all of these Hamiltonians to each
mode for an arbitrary amount of time it is possible to realize any unitary time-
evolution generated by a Hamiltonian quadratic in the Rk’s but no other. To
be able to approximate an arbitrary evolution, it is sufficient to add one Hamil-
tonian of higher order, e.g., H = (X2 + P 2)2 [17]. Concatenating only passive
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LTs, all unitaries UO, where O is orthogonal and symplectic, can be constructed
[75, 17].

Now it is also clear how to generate Gaussian states. There are two major
sources of light used in the lab: The laser can be used to produce coherent
states |α〉. (See [86] for a detailed discussion of the state produced by a laser.)
Before the advent of the laser, the typical sources of light (such as light bulbs
or discharge lamps) produced thermal states.

In view of Lemma A.1, (iv), Lemma A.5 and Eq. (57) it is clear that all
Gaussian states can be produced from these two classes of states by applying
LTs. O and O′ of Eq. (54) can be realized by beam splitters and phase shifters,
while the diagonal matrix M ⊕M−1 represents the effect of n one-mode squeez-
ers. Thus this decomposition means that every symplectic transformation is a
concatenation of linear time-evolutions, a collection of one-mode squeezers, and
again linear evolution.

A.2.3 Quadrature Measurements

Consider an n-mode state ρ with Wigner function W . After measuring the x
quadrature in the last m modes (result z ∈ Rm), the state of the remaining
modes has the Wigner function

Wz(x′ = (q′, p′)) ∝
∫
Rm

dmu W (
(
q′

z

)
,

(
p′

u

)
). (59)

For a quasifree state with displacement d = (d′, d′′) and the 2n× 2n CM

γ =
(

A C
CT B

)
, (60)

where the 2(n−m)× 2(n−m) block

A =
(

Ax Axp

AT
xp Ap

)
refers to the first n − m modes (that are not measured), while the 2m × 2m
block B refers to the m measured modes (C ∈M2m×2(n−m)) this implies

Wz(x′) = e
−(x′−d′)T

[
A−(Bpx

Bp
) 1

Cp
(BxpBp)

]
(x′−d′)

e
−2

[
( Bx

Bxp
)−(Bpx

Bp
) 1

Cp
Cpx

]
(z−d′′x )T (x′−d′)

.

Thus the state remains quasifree.
Quadrature measurements can be approximated by homodyne detection

[81]. To measure the quadrature operator Xθ = cos θX + sin θP one proceeds
as follows: a strong coherent light field of amplitude a(cos θ + i sin θ), a >> 1
(the so-called local oscillator) is coupled at a 50:50 beam splitter to the signal
field that is to be measured. At both output ports of the beam splitter then
intensity is measured with photon counters. Subtracting the two results gives
(in the limit of infinite a) a result in R that can be taken to represent the result
of an Xθ measurement in the following sense: the statistics of the experiment
are (in the limit of strong local oscillator and perfect photo detection) exactly
those to be expected from an Xθ measurement [87].
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A.2.4 The Effect of Noise

The effect of noise can be described by coupling the system in question to a
bath of harmonic oscillators at temperature T with a coupling constant η. It is
shown in [88] that in the Markov approximation the reduced state of the system
after a time t has the normally ordered characteristic function

χ̃N (x, t) = χN (e−ηtx)e−〈N〉||x||2 ,

where 〈N〉 =
(
eβ − 1

)−1 is the particle number expectation value in the thermal
bath and β = h̄ω/(kT ) gives the temperature.

Thus the normally ordered correlation matrix of a Gaussian state being
(for a time t) subject to Markovian thermal noise (each mode coupled to its
own reservoir with coupling constant ηk for photon number expectation value
τk = 〈Nk〉) is given by

M̃N = NMNN + (1−N 2)T , (61)

where

Nt =


e−η1t12 0 · · · 0

0 e−η2t12 0

0 0
. . . 0

0 · · · e−ηnt12

 ,

T =


τ112 0 · · · 0

0 τ212 0

0 0
. . . 0

0 · · · τn12

 .

Thus “application of Markovian noise” enlarges the family of physical operations
that leave the set of Gaussian states invariant. From Eqs. (61) and (41) we see
immediately the (characteristic function) CM γ of the state after the interaction
with the heat bath is

γ̃ = NγN + (1−N 2)(1+ T ). (62)

Every “noisy” time evolution of a quantum system with Hilbert space H can
be described by a unitary (noiseless) evolution on a larger Hilbert space H⊗ E
and subsequent “tracing out” the environment HE . “Tracing out” describes
the fact thet the environmental degrees of freedom are considered to be not
accessible by experiment, i.e., that all relevant observables are of the form A⊗
1E . The state ρred := trE(ρ) is called the reduced state of the system. If the
composite system is in a Gaussian state, then the state of the reduced system is
Gaussian, too, and its CM can be simply obtained from that of the composite
system by discarding all rows and columns refering to modes belonging to E .
This directly follows from using only Weyl operators of the form W(x ⊕ 0) =
W(x) ⊗ 1E . Consequently, for an n-mode Gaussian state with CM γ as in
Eq. (60), the reduced state of the first n−m modes has the CM γred = A.

Another source of “noise” that maps Gaussian states to Gaussian states
is the mixing of states with different γ and d with an appropriate probability
distribution P . The simplest example was pointed out in [62], where it was
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shown that given two CMs γ1 ≥ γ2 then the Gaussian state with CM γ1 can be
written as a mixture of Gaussian states with CM γ2 and displacement x, where
x is distributed according to the Gaussian probability distribution

P (x) = exp
[
−xT ∆x

]
,

where ∆ = (γ1 − γ2)−1 (in the sense of the pseudo-inverse). In particular it is
then clear from Cond. (iv) in Lemma A.1, p. 78 that every Gaussian state is a
mixture of pure Gaussian states (STDS ≥ STS for D ≥ 1).
It is not known (to me) whether the method described above is the only way
in which Gaussian states may be mixed to obtain a Gaussian result. (On the
other hand, it is clear that there other ways of mixing (any sort of) states to
obtain a Gaussian state, e.g., the eigenstates of ρ, which are not Gaussian, but
(symplectically transformed) number states (as evident from Eq. (27c), p. 78).

A.3 Bipartite Systems

Most ofthis Thesis deals wioth the properties of bipartite systems in Gaussian
states. This subsection contains sme useful properties of such states.

The tensor product structure of the Hilbert space of composite quantum
systems translates into a direct sum on the phase space of those systems. Thus
the CM γ of a system composed of n modes at Alice’s location and m modes
at Bob’s (“n ×m system”) is a 2n + 2m square matrix which we write in the
following block matrix form

γ =
(

A C
CT B

)
. (63)

Here A (B) are 2n (2m) CMs themselves and describe the reduced state of the
system at A (B). The 2n× 2m matrix C describes the (quantum and classical)
correlations between A and B. Clearly, the displacement d of the composite
system is given by da ⊕ dB , the direct sum of the individual displacements.

A very important concept when discussing the properties of states of bi- or
multipartite systems is local equivalence:

Definition A.5 (Local Equivalence) Two states ρ, ρ′ on HA⊗HB are called
locally equivalent5 if there exists unitaries UA, UB on HA,HB, resp., such that
ρ′ = UA ⊗ UBρU

†
A ⊗ U†

B.

States that are locally equivalent in this sense are identical as far as their en-
tanglement properties are concerned. E.g., Gaussian states with identical CM
but different displacements are locally equivalent, since local displacement op-
erations (see p. 84) can convert them into each other. Therefore displacements
play no role in our study of entanglement properties of Gaussian states. Next
we study local equivalence of states with different CMs.

Using the fact that every positive definite matrix can be diagonalized by a
symplectic transformation (see [74]) we can choose S = SA ⊗ SB such that

ST
AASA = DA ⊕DA,

ST
BBSB = DB ⊕DB ,

5In other contexts different notions of local equivalence are used.
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DA, DB ≥ 1. Thus every CM γ brought by local unitary operations to the form(
12 ⊗DA K
KT 12 ⊗DB

)
, (64)

where DA(B) ≥ 1n is a n × n (m × m) diagonal matrix. Now consider the
case m = n. The only transformations that are in general still possible with-
out changing the diagonal blocks are symplectic and orthogonal maps on the
individual modes, i.e., phase shifts of the individual modes:

Ox,k =
(

cosφx,k sinφx,k

− sinφx,k cosφx,k

)
, x = A,B, k = 1, . . . , n.

This allows to diagonalize the 2× 2 blocks on the diagonal of K, bringing K to
the form

K =



c11 0 c13 · · · c1n

0 c22 c23 · · · c2n

c31 c32 c33 0 c35 · · ·
c41 c42 0 c44 c45 · · ·
...
cn1 · · · 0 cnn


,

thus leaving in general 2n+ (4n2 − 2n) = 4n2 independent parameters.
In the case n = 1 these Ox are all the orthogonal transformations on R2:

Lemma A.6 (Orthogonal transformations on R2) All orthogonal trans-
formations O on R2 are of the form

O = S

(
1 0
0 ±1

)
, (65)

where S is symplectic.

Proof: Let O =
(
a b
c d

)
, then orthogonality, i.e., OTO = 1 = OOT

implies that a2 + b2 = 1, b2 = c2, a2 = d2, and ac + bd = 0. From these
equations follows (a) in case that a = 0 that d = 0, bc = ±1 or (b) if a 6= 0 that
c = −bd/a, d = ±a, c = ∓b, i.e.,

O =
(
a ∓b
b ±a

)
=
(
a −b
b a

)(
1 0
0 ±1

)
(66)

and a2 + b2 = 1. It is easy to see that OTJO = ±(a2 + b2)J = ±J , i.e. O is
symplectic for the upper sign.
With this result, we can prove the existence of a very simple standard form for
all 1 × 1 Gaussian states. Since states in standard represent all entanglement
classes of 1 × 1 systems (up to local unitaries) we spend some time to study
their properties.

Lemma A.7 (Standard Form of Bipartite two-mode Gaussian States)
Every 1 × 1 Gaussian state with CM γ can be transformed into the state with
CM

γstd =


na 0 kx 0
0 na 0 kp

kx 0 nb 0
0 kp 0 nb

 (67)
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kx ≥ |kp| by local quasifree transformations. The four parameters characterizing
this state can be directly calculated for any given matrix γ. Four independent
invariants under local quasifree transformations are, e.g.,

x1 = detA,
x2 = detB,
x3 = detC,
x4 = det γ,

(68)

and then we have

na =
√
x1,

nb =
√
x2,

kxkp = x3,

α := kx + kp =

√
(
√
x1x2 + x3)2 − x4√

x1x2
,

kx =
1
2

(
α+

√
α2 − 4x3

)
,

kp =
1
2

(
α−

√
α2 − 4x3

)
.

Proof: From Eq. (64) it follows that both A and B can be made proportional
to 1 by symplectic transformations SA, SB . Then we can always find orthogonal
transformations OA, OB that effect the singular value decomposition of C̃ =
ST

ACSB [85] without changing the diagonal blocks. It remains to be shown,
that OA, OB can be chosen symplectic. Let K = OT

AC̃OB be the singular value
decomposition of C̃. Then it is clear from Eq. (65) that

K̃ :=
(

1 0
0 σ

)
K

(
1 0
0 σ

)
=: ÕT

ACÕB

is diagonal, too, and ÕA, ÕB are symplectic and orthogonal.
The parameters na, nb are directly related to the temperature of the reduced

state at A resp. B: in standard form, the reduced states are both thermal states
(cf. p. 78) with temperatures kTA,B/h̄ω = 1/ ln(1 + 1/na,b), i.e. the larger n
the higer the temperature. We define symmetric states as those wher the “local
temperatures” TA, TB are the same:

Definition A.6 (Symmetric Bipartite Gaussian States) A Gaussian
state is called symmetric, if x1 = x2.
It is called fully symmetric, if it is symmetric and in addition kp = −kx.

For states in standard form it is very easy to check whether the CM γ remains
a physical CM under partial transposition.

Lemma A.8 (Conditions on the invariants of a CM) A matrix γ in
standard form (67) is a CM of a physical state if and only if the parameters
na, nb, kx, kp fulfill

nanb − k2
x,p ≥ 1, (69a)
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dxdp + 1 ≥ n2
a + n2

b + 2kxkp. (69b)

The latter inequality can be expressed in terms of the four invariants xk:

x4 + 1− x1 − x2 − 2x3 ≥ 0. (70)

Proof: The eigenvalues of JT γJ − γ−1 for γ as in Eq. (67) are

e1,2 =
1
2
(ax + cx)± 1

2

√
(ax + cx)2 − 4(axcx − b2x)

e3,4 =
1
2
(ap + cp)±

1
2

√
(ap + cp)2 − 4(apcp − b2p)

where

dx,p := nanb − k2
x,p,

ax,p := na −
nb

dx,p
,

cx,p := nb −
na

dx,p
,

bx,p := kp,x +
kx,p

dx,p
.

They are all positive iff ax,p + cx,p ≥ 0 and ax,pcx,p − b2x,p ≥ 0, which implies
Eqs. (69).

From this we can obtain a very compact form of the separability criterion
for two-mode Gaussian states. If a CM is “partially transposed” this flips the
sign of x3 but leaves the invariants x1,2,4 unchanged. Therefore we have

Lemma A.9 (Separability Criterion for 1× 1 Gaussian states)
A bipartite two-mode Gaussian state whose CM is characterized by the four
invariants x1, x2, x3, x4 as in Eqs. (68) is separable if and only if

x4 + 1− x1 − x2+2x3 ≥ 0. (71)

Proof: Follows directly from Ineq. (70) and the fact that partial transposition
does change the sign of x3 while it leaves the other invariants unchanged [59].

From Eq. (36) follows a simple relation between the standard form of the
Wigner correlation matrix and the characteristic correlation matrix:

χna,nb,kx,kp
↔ W

(nb,na,kx,kp)/
√
|γ|, (72a)

WNa,Nb,Kx,Kp ↔ χ
(Nb,Na,Kx,Kp)/

√
|MW |. (72b)

From this it is evident that if a state that is symmetric (according to Def. A.6
then the standard form of its Wigner CM satisfies the same symmetry condition.

Moreover, we can now easily express the physicality and inseparability con-
ditions Ineqs. (70) and (71) in terms of the parameters X1, X2, X3, X4 defined
in analogy to Eqs. (68) for the Wigner CM. It follows that W(Na,Nb,Kx,Kp) de-
scribes a physical state iff

X4 + 1 ≥ X1 +X2 + 2X3, (73a)
Dx, Dp ≤ 1, (73b)
NaNb ≥ K2

x,K
2
p , (73c)
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and it is inseparable iff it is physical and in addition

X4 + 1 < X1 +X2 − 2X3. (74)

The two-mode CM in standard form is a central object in continuous variable
quantuminformation, therefore we note here some of its elementary properties.
The matrix γ of Eq. (67) has the eigenvalues

1
2
(na + nb)±

1
2

√
(na + nb)2 − 4(nanb − k2

x), (75a)

1
2
(na + nb)±

1
2

√
(na + nb)2 − 4(nanb − k2

p). (75b)

Its symplectic eigenvalues (cf. Lemma A.13, p. 93) are[
n2

a + n2
b + 2kxkp ±

√
(n2

a − n2
b)2 + 4(n2

a + n2
b)kxkp + 4nanb(k2

x + k2
p)
]1/2

/
√

2,
(76)

where the discriminant can be simplified to

(n2
a + n2

b + 2kxkp)2 − 4[(nanb − k2
x)(nanb − k2

p)].

Finally, the partially transposed CM [cf. Sec. 7, Eq. (7), p. 8] of γ̃A = ΛAγΛA

is of interest. If one of its symplectic eigenvalues is smaller than one, then γ is
the CM of an inseparable state [59, 62, 23]. The symplectic eigenvalues of γ̃A

are, of course, obtained by just replacing kp by −kp, i.e., they are[
n2

a + n2
b − 2kxkp ±

√
(n2

a + n2
b − 2kxkp)2 − 4[(nanb − k2

x)(nanb − k2
p)]
]1/2

/
√

2.
(77)

It is straight forward to see that the smaller of the two symplectic eigenvalues
of γ̃A is smaller than one iff condition (71) is fulfilled, as it must be.

A.4 Some useful Lemmas

Lemma A.10 (Gaussian Integrals) Consider a real strictly positive sym-
metric n× n matrix A and a vector b ∈ Cn. Then it holds that∫

Rn

exp
[
−xTAx+ i2bTx

]
dnx =

√
πn

detA
exp

[
−bT 1

A
b

]
. (78)

Proof: Eq. (78) follows directly from the well-known one-dimensional formula∫
R

exp
[
−ax2 + i2bx

]
dx =

√
π
a exp

[
− b2

a

]
and the orthogonal transformation

into the eigenbasis of A.
Now we collect some useful Lemmas on positive matrices, that originally

were proved in [71, 60].
We consider a selfadjoint (n+m)× (n+m) matrix M that we write in block

form as

M =
(

A C
C† B

)
, (79)

where A,B,C are n× n,m×m, and n×m matrices, respectively.
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Lemma A.11 (Positivity of selfadjoint matrices) A selfadjoint matrix M
as in (79) with A ≥ 0, B ≥ 0 is positive if and only if for all ε > 0

A− C
1

B + ε1
C† ≥ 0, (80)

or, equivalently, if and only if

kerB ⊆ kerC (81a)

and
A− C

1
B
C† ≥ 0, (81b)

where B−1 is understood in the sense of a pseudo-inverse (inversion on the
range).

The last conditions can equivalently be formulated with the roles of A and B
exchanged: ker(A) ⊆ ker(CT ) and B − CTA−1C ≥ 0

Proof: The only difficulty in the proof arises if kerB 6= 0. Therefore we
consider the matrices Mε, where B in (79) is replaced by Bε = B + ε1 (ε > 0),
which avoid this problem and which are positive ∀ε > 0 iff M ≥ 0. In a second
simplifying step we note that Mε ≥ 0 ∀ε > 0 iff M ′

ε = (1 ⊕ B
−1/2
ε )M(1 ⊕

B
−1/2
ε ) ≥ 0.

Now direct calculation shows the claim: we can write a general f ⊕ g as
f ⊕

[
(B−1/2

ε C†)h+ h⊥

]
, where h⊥ is orthogonal to the range of (B−1/2

ε C†).

Then (f⊕g)†M ′
ε(f⊕g) = f†(A−CB−1

ε C†)f+(f+h)†CB−1
ε C†(f+h)+h†⊥h⊥,

which is clearly positive, if (80) holds. With the choice h⊥ = 0 and h = −f it
is seen that (80) is also necessary.

That the second condition is equivalent is seen as follows: If Ineq. (80) holds
∀ε > 0 there cannot be vector ξ ∈ kerB and ξ 6∈ kerC since for such a ξ we have
ξT
(
A− C 1

B+ε1C
†
)
ξ < 0 for sufficiently small ε > 0, and if (81a) holds then

(80) converges to (81b). Conversely, if (81a) holds, then CB−1C† is well-defined
and Ineq. (81b) implies it ∀ε > 0.

Lemma A.12 For two real matrices A = AT ∈ Mn,n and C = −CT ∈ Mn,n,
and

M =
(

A C
CT A

)
= MT ∈M2n,2n. (82)

we have that
M ≥ 0 if and only if A+ iC ≥ 0.

Proof: This follows from the observation that M is real, and that for any pair
of real vectors a, b ∈ Rn we have (a− ib)†(A+ iC)(a− ib) = (a⊕ b)TM(a⊕ b).

Lemma A.13 (Symplectic Diagonalization) Given M2n(R) 3 A = AT >
0 there exists S ∈ Sp(2n) and a diagonal D ∈ Mn(R) diagonal and strictly
positive such that

SAST = D ⊕D, (83)

where D is diagonal. S and D are unique up to permutations of the eigenvalues
of D.
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Proof: We prove the Lemma by construction. Eq. (83) implies that
S =

√
D ⊕DO

√
A−1, where OOT = 1. Then SJST = J is equivalent to

OA−1/2JA−1/2OT =
(

0 D−1

−D−1 0

)
. Note that A−1/2JA−1/2 is antisym-

metric and there always exist D−1 > 0 diagonal and O orthogonal such that
the above equation holds. Thus S =

√
D ⊕DO

√
A−1 is the symplectic trans-

formation that diagonalizes A.
The eigenvalues of D are called the symplectic eigenvalues of A and can be

calculated from the eigenvalues of iJA [84].

B Equivalence of the Inseparability Conditions
of [23] and [59]

In [23] we consider observables Ax,p, Bx,p that obey the canonical commutation
relations [Ax, Ap] = i. Then it is shown that for any separable state ρ the
variances of the nonlocal observables

ua =
1√
2

(
aAx ∓ a−1Bx

)
, (84a)

va =
1√
2

(
aAp ± a−1Bp

)
, (84b)

satisfy 〈
(∆ua)2

〉
ρ

+
〈
(∆va)2

〉
ρ
≥ a2 + a−2 (85)

for all a > 0, while for any inseparable state there exists an a such that this
inequality is violated.

Simon [59] showed that the Peres-Horodecki criterion (2.2) can be adapted to
the continuous case and is a necessary and sufficient condition for inseparability
of Gaussian states of two modes. The transpose of a state ρ can, e.g., easily be
calculated using the Wigner function. The Wigner function of the transposed
state corresponds to that of the original state with the sign of the momentum
variables flipped:

WρT (q, p) = Wρ(q,−p). (86)

Simon the showed that the state ρ is separable iff the partially transposed
state satisfies the generalized uncertainty relations for operators X(d) ≡ dTR =
d1XA + d3PA + d2XB + d4PB , that is iff〈

(∆X(d))2
〉

ρ
+
〈
(∆X(d′))2

〉
ρ
≤ |σ(dA, d

′
A)|+ |σ(dB , d

′
B)|, (87)

where dA = (d1, d3), dB = (d2, d4), ∆X = X − 〈X〉, and σ(x, y) = xTJy is the
symplectic form.

For non-Gaussian states (85) and (87) are still necessary conditions for sep-
arability. That they are equivalent to each other is seen as follows:

That (85) is implied by (87) is evident for d = (a, 0,±a−1, 0) and d′ =
(0, a, 0 ∓ a−1). The converse is seen in three steps: (i) if X(d), X(d′) violate
(87) then σ(dA, d

′
A)σ(dB , d

′
B) < 0, since otherwise the RHS of (87) is equal to

|σ(dA, d
′
A) + σ(dB , d

′
B)|, and the inequality with this RHS (Ineq. (8) in [59])

is satisfied for all states. This implies that dA, d
′
A and dB , d

′
B may not be
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proportional to each other. (ii) Without loss of generality we can multiply
d, d′ by λ ∈ R such that RHS of (87) = 1 and σ(dA, d

′
A) > 0. Then choose

a =
√
σ(dA, d′A). (iii) For this choice of a there exist symplectic transformations

SA, SB such that SA(a, 0) = dA, SA(0, a) = d′A and the same for B with a →
a−1. Thus with Ax = X(dA) = X(SA[1, 0]T ), Ap = X(d′A) = X(SA[0, 1]T ) and
Bx = X(dB) = X(SB [1, 0]T ), Bp = X(d′B) = X(SB [0, 1]T ) the operators ua, va

of Eqs. (84) violate of (85).

C Proof: Symmetrization of npt two-mode
Gaussian States

This section contains a more readable extended version of the proof in [61],
reprinted in Subsec. 3.2 that all npt Gaussian states can be symmetrized in a
way that preserves the npt property.

Consider ρ in Wigner standard form with parameters (Na, Nb,Kx,Kp). If
the state is not symmetric, i.e., Na 6= Nb, it means that one side is (looking
at the reduced density matrix) “hotter” than the other. The idea of the sym-
metrization procedure is to bring it in contact with a (pure) vacuum state to
cool it down. Assume that Na > Nb, i.e side B is “hotter” in the above sense.
Bob then uses an an ancillary mode in the vacuum state and couples it with his
member of the entangled pair via a beam splitter with transmission coefficient
cos θ, to be given below. Then he measures the P quadrature of the ancilla
mode. We consider the case that the measurement result is 0. Otherwise a dis-
placement operation conditional on the result brings the state into the desired
form of vanishing mean. Before the measurement the three-mode state has the
correlation matrix M̃

Na 0 cKx sKx 0 0
0 Na 0 0 cKp sKp

cKx 0 c2Nb + s2 sc(Nb − 1) 0 0
sKx 0 sc(Nb − 1) c2 + s2Nb 0 0
0 cKp 0 0 c2Nb + s2 sc(Nb − 1)
0 sKp 0 0 sc(Nb − 1) c2 + s2Nb

 ,

where c = cos θ, s = sin θ. Define the block matrices

M̃AB =


Na 0 cKx 0
0 Na 0 cKp

cKx 0 c2Nb + s2 0
0 cKp 0 c2Nb + s2

 ,

M̃anc =
(
c2 + s2Nb 0

0 c2 + s2Nb

)
,

and

M̃AB,anc =
(
cKx sKx 0 0
0 0 cKp sKp

)
.

Then according to section A.2.3 the Wigner function after measuring panc = 0
(and tracing out the ancilla) is given by setting panc = 0 and integrating out
xanc. Thus the final correlation matrix given is:

Mout = M̃AB − M̃T
AB,anc|panc=0M̃

−1
anc|panc=0M̃AB,anc|panc=0,
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where the notation M |panc=0 means that all matrix entries relating to panc are
set to zero. Hence Mout consists of the 2× 2 block matrices

(Mout)A =
(
Na 0
0 Na

)
− 1
ν(θ)

(
s2Kx 0

0 0

)
,

(Mout)B =
(
c2Nb + s2 0

0 c2Nb + s2

)
− 1
ν(θ)

(
s2c2(Nb − 1)2 0

0 0

)
,

(Mout)AB = c

(
Kx 0
0 Kp

)
− 1
ν(θ)

(
s2cKx(Nb − 1) 0

0 0

)
,

where we used ν(θ) = s2Nb + c2. The four parameters x1, . . . , x4 after the
operation are:

X1 = Na
Na +Dxu

1 +Nbu
, (88a)

X2 = Nb
Nb + u

1 +Nbu
, (88b)

X3 = KxKp
1

1 +Nbu
, (88c)

X4 = Dx
Dp +Nau

1 +Nbu
, (88d)

where u = tan2 θ. For the resulting state to be symmetric, (i.e. to haveX1 = X2)
we have to choose

u =
N2

a −N2
b

Nb −DxNa
. (89)

Since u > 0 this is (in the case Na > Nb under consideration) only possible,
if Nb − DxNa > 0. That this is the case for all physical states (i.e. for all
sets of parameters satisfying (37)) is seen like this: Nb − DxNa > 0 ⇔ (Nb −
DxNa)(Na −DpNb) > 0 (since Na > Nb, Dp ≤ 1). Expanding the product this
gives NaNb(DxDp + 1)−NaNb(N2

a +N2
b ) +N2

aK
2
x +N2

bK
2
p . Using (37) we see

that this is ≥ NaNb(N2
a +N2

b + 2KxKp)−NaNb(N2
a +N2

b ) +N2
aK

2
x +N2

bK
2
p =

(NaKx +NbKp)2 ≥ 0.
Thus all physical states can be symmetrized this way, it remains to be shown

that inseparability is never lost in this process. The inseparability criterion for
the output state can be expressed using the parameters Xk [cf. Ineq. (74)]:

Iout = X4 −X1 −X2 + 2X3 + 1
!
< 0 (90)

Inserting the expressions (88) we get: (DxDp+1−N2
a−N2

b +2KxKp+1)/(Nbu+

1)
!
< 0. Since the denominator is > 0 and the numerator represents the lhs of

Ineq. (74) which is negative iff the original state was inseparable. So the “local
temperatures” can always be equalized by local means without changing the
inseparability property of the state. Since it is shown in [61] that all symmet-
ric states can be distilled, this proves that all inseparable Gaussian states are
distillable.

Using the result of [62] that npt is necessary and sufficient for inseparability
of 1× n Gaussian states, we can extend our proof to cover all those states:
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D Entanglement Purification

D.1 A protocol for d-level systems [39]

Let a density matrix ρ and the pure state |ψ〉 =
∑

n,m anm |n〉 ⊗ |m〉 fulfill the
condition (13), p. 21, where the vectors |n〉 form an orthonormal basis. The
coefficients anm define a matrix A = (anm) satisfying AA† = trB(|ψ〉 〈ψ|). Dis-
tillation of ρ is divided into three steps.
(i) The first is a filtering operation: The operator AA†⊗ 1 can be viewed as an
element of a positive-operator-valued measure (POVM), which defines a general-
ized measurement [82]. Conditional on the measurement outcome corresponding
to AA† ⊗ 1 we obtain the state

ρ̃ = A† ⊗ 1ρA⊗ 1/tr(ρAA† ⊗ 1), (91)

which still satisfies (13) but now with |ψ〉 =
∣∣ΦN

+

〉
:= 1√

N

∑N
k=1 |k, k〉, the sym-

metric maximally entangled state of two N -level systems. In this case, (13)
implies tr(ρ̃

∣∣ΦN
+

〉 〈
ΦN

+

∣∣) > 1/N .
A state satisfying this inequality can be distilled by a generalization of the re-
currence protocol of Ref. [34], which consists of two steps: depolarization and
joint measurements.
(ii) Applying an operation of the form U ⊗ U∗ (U a randomly chosen unitary)
depolarizes ρ̃, i.e. transforms it into a mixture of the maximally entangled state∣∣ΦN

+

〉
(which is invariant under transformations of the form U ⊗ U∗) and the

completely mixed state 1
N21; the overlap of ρ with

∣∣ΦN
+

〉
remains unchanged.

(iii) Taking two entangled pairs in this depolarized form, both A and B perform
the generalized XOR gate XORN : |k〉 |l〉 7→ |k〉 |(l + k)modN〉 on their respec-
tive systems. Then both measure the state of their second system in the basis
|k〉. The first pair is kept, if they get the same result otherwise it is discarded
(as the second pair always is). The resulting state has a density matrix ρ′,
which has a larger overlap with the maximally entangled state

∣∣ΦN
+

〉
than the

original ρ. Iterating the last two steps sufficiently often, the overlap between the
resulting state and

∣∣ΦN
+

〉
approaches 1, that is, the distilled stated converges to

the maximally entangled state
∣∣ΦN

+

〉
. To achieve finite yield one can proceed as

follows: after reaching a sufficiently high fidelity the states are locally projected
into a 2× 2 subspace and then further purified e.g. by hashing protocol of [36].

D.2 Linear Entanglement Purification Protocols

As discussed in Sec. 4 an EPP based on linear transformations would be desir-
able. Here we present some unsuccessful attempts to construct such a protocol.

D.2.1 “Translating” Qubit-EPPs?

This attempt was motivated by surprising fact that some quantum error cor-
recting codes could be simply “translated” from the qubit to the CV setting
[18]. The “dictionary” provided there tells us to replace a qubit CNOT-gate by
addition in the computational basis (31) |x〉 |y〉 7→ |x〉 |y + x〉 and the Hadamard
transformation ... by the Fourier transformation |x〉 7→

∫
eipx |p〉 dp, both LTs.

An obvious question to ask is then: Can the protocols of Bennett et al.[34] or
Deutsch et al.[35] be “translated” to the CV case in a similar way?
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This is not the case. We considered the protocol [35], since for [34] the
realization of the depolarization operation presents a problem as using only LTs
for depolarization is not enough. Then in addition to the continuous CNOT-gate
the “translation” of the single qubit rotation |0〉 7→ |0〉− i |1〉 , |1〉 7→ |1〉− i |0〉 to
the CV case is needed, for which there is no obvious candidate. Using passive
linear transformations for this step of the “translated” protocol does not lead
to entanglement purification. (Proof for pure states, fully symmetric mixed
states).

D.2.2 QEC-enhanced Entanglement Swapping

It has been shown [65] that teleporting one member of a locally prepared (and
therefore highly entangled) EPR-pair via a pure, finitely squeezed EPR channel
never leads to entanglement purification: the resulting pair is never more entan-
gled than the one used up. The measurements and local transformations needed
for CV teleportation [15] are all linear. Therefore if this protocol would work
it would, according to Subsec. 4.4.1, increase entanglement with probability 1,
contradicting the fact that entanglement cannot be increased on average. ([65]
argues like this for a pure “channel” state, but this clearly extends to mixed
Gaussian channels, too.)

One might think, however, that the combination of entanglement swapping
with quantum error correction might constitute an EPP: the codes introduced
by Braunstein [18] can be implemented with quasifree transformations and en-
tanglement swapping requires only homodyne detection. The argument of the
previous paragraph doesn’t apply here, since now many entangled pairs are used
up, to produce one purified pair. Nevertheless, calculations show that using a
Gaussian channel and a pure EPR-like state input, this procedure does not lead
to EP. This is not due to a failure of the QECCs, which work fine, but to the
following: reducing the amount of errors (i.e. increasing the entanglement in
the channel) makes it at some point necessary to increase the entanglement of
the input state as well – since it has to be more entangled than the channel
(otherwise even perfect teleportation would not effect EP). Stronger entangle-
ment means more stronger squeezing, but the stronger the squeezing, the less
reliable becomes teleportation; higher order errors are not negligible, can even
become dominant.

Consider for simplicity a symmetric Gaussian channel state in standard form
(i.e., N1 = N2 = N,K1 = −K2 = K). If a state with Wigner function Win is
teleported through that channel, the Wigner function of the teleported state is

Wtel(ξ) =
(
Win ∗ exp

(
−F || · ||2

))
(ξ) (92)

(F = (N1 +N2 −K2)/(N1 +N2 − 2K)). From this we see that

Wtel(ξ) ∝
∫
d2ue−F ||u||2S

(k)
~u Win(ξ),

i.e., the teleported state is a mixture of displaced input states with Gaussian
weight centered at displacement 0. Using√

F

π
e−Fx2

=
1
2

∑
n≥0

(
1

2F

)n 1
2n!!

δ
(2n)
0 (x),
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(δ(n)
0 (x) being the nth derivative of the delta function at x = 0).

This allows us now to start with a Gaussian six-mode stateWin (a pure EPR-
pair one member of which has been encoded using the 5-mode code). Then the
teleported state will look as follows:

ρtel =
∫
d10u

(√
F

π

)10

e−F ||u||2ρ(S~uWin)

=
∫
d10u

Π10
k=1

1
2

∑
n≥0

(
1

2F

)n 1
2n!!

δ
(2n)
0 (xk)

 ρ(S~uWin)

=
5∑

k=1

∫
d2uke

−F ||uk||2ρ(S(k)
~uk
Win)

+
∫
d10u

∑
n1,m1≥0

· · ·
∑

n5,m5≥0︸ ︷︷ ︸
at least 2 indices w/
diff. subscript 6= 0

Π5
k=1

(
1

2F

)nk+mk

(2nk)!!(2mk)!!
δ
(2nk)
0 ((uk)1)δ

(2mk)
0 ((uk)2)ρ(S~uWin).

The first line in the last equation represents the first order errors (and the
error-free part) - this can be completely corrected by the QECC. The second
line contains all the higher order errors, which cannot be corrected by one layer
of QECC.

Note the derivatives of the delta-function of order
∑

k nk +mk ≥ 2. Going
to the Wigner representation we see that the error terms are of order(

1
2F

)nk+mk

d2mkd′2nk ,

where the d, d′ terms come from taking the derivative of the Gaussian and d, d′

are of the order of the squeezing in the input state, which is supposed to be
larger than that of the channel state, which determines F . Thus for strong
squeezing of the input state, the errors of order >∼ 1 are by no means negligible
and therefore QECC does not help.

This argument shows that the usual reasoning for the effectiveness of QECC
– demonstrating that the leading order of errors is removed – fails here. This
indicates (but does not prove) that no entanglement purification is possible this
way. And indded, calculating numerically the fidelity and the coherent telepor-
tation fidelity (see below) of a state “purified” this way shows no improvement.

D.2.3 Random Search for a LEPP

We have performed an extensive numerical search for a general LEPP as de-
scribed at the beginning of Subsec. 4.4.1, allowing for up to 5 pairs of entangled
modes and up to 5 ancillas. This has not produced any example in which the
LLTs “improved” the state. In order to evaluate the performance of the LEPP
we made use of two quantities, which quantify nonlocal properties of a state ρ:
the coherent teleportation fidelity F coh

tel (ρ), which measures how good the state
ρ is as a quantum channel, and the fidelity with respect to the maximally en-
tangled state FEPR, which quantifies how close ρ is to the maximally entangled
state |EPR00〉.
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Both quantities represent only very crude ways to measure the success of
EPPs, since neither is an entanglement monotone. Nevertheless in both cases
it holds that as F (ρ) approaches 1 the state approaches the desired maximally
entangled state |EPR00〉.

Overlap with an ideal EPR-state

In the case of qubits, the fidelity of state with respect to a maximally entangled
state is very useful to quantify entanglement. While it provides an entanglement
monotone only when maximized over all maximally entangled states (or, in this
case equivalently: maximized over all local transformations of the state) it is
useful in particular to prove that an entanglement purification protocol produces
asymptotically maximally entangled states.

This motivates us to try out the overlap of a given state ρ with an ideal
EPR state (e.g. |EPR00〉 = |xA + xB = 0, pA − pB = 0〉 the one with Wigner
function δ(xA + xB)δ(pA − pB)) as a means to quantify the entanglement of ρ.

F̃EPR(ρ) = 〈EPR00| ρ |EPR00〉

For a Gaussian state with zero mean F̃EPR is given by√
|M |

|MA +M ′
B + 2M ′

AB |
, (93)

where M ′
B =

(
(MB)11 −(MB)12
−(MB)12 (MB)22

)
and M ′

AB =
(
−(MAB)11 (MAB)12
−(MAB)21 (MAB)22

)
. If M is in standard form, this be-

comes √
(N1N2 −K2

1 )(N1N2 −K2
2 )

(N1 +N2 − 2K1)(N1 +N2 + 2K2)
.

Defining the quantities F1, F2 as

F1(2) =
N1N2 −K2

1(2)

N1 +N2 − (+)2K1(2)
(94)

we finally get
F̃EPR =

√
F1F2. (95)

Teleportation Fidelity

One of the major applications of entangled CV states will probably be the
teleportation of CV states, e.g. using the VBK scheme [15] as did the pioneering
experiment [16]. Thus the quality with which a state can be teleported using this
scheme may serve as a measure of quality for the channel state used (assuming
perfect operations6).

Using a two-mode Gaussian state in standard form N1, N2,K1,K2 as a chan-
nel, teleportation of a state with Wigner function Win proceeds as follows: Ini-
tially we have a three-mode state with Wigner function

Win(ξin)Wch(ξA, ξB) (96)
6It has been observed [58] that for many typical imperfections teleportation with imperfect

operations may be described by teleportation with perfect operations using a (more) noisy
channel state.
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A couples her two modes at a 50:50 beam splitter to obtain

Win(
1√
2
(ξA − ξin))Wch(

1√
2
(ξA + ξin), ξB) (97)

Then Alice measures XA = z1, Pin = z2, the state of Bob’s mode then has the
Wigner function ∫

R2
d2rWin(

1√
2

(
z1 − r1
r2 − z2

)
),

exp

[
−
(

(z1 + r1)/
√

2
qB

)T

Mq

(
(z1 + r1)/

√
2

qB

)
−
(

(z2 + r2)/
√

2
pB

)T

Mp

(
(z2 + r2)/

√
2

pB

)]

where w =
√

2(z1,−z2). This equals

exp
[
−(Mq)22q2B − (Mp)22p2

B

] ∫
R2
d2uWin(u)

× exp
[
−(Mq)11(w1 − u1)2 − (Mp)11(w2 − u2)2 − 2(Mq)12qB(w1 − u1) + 2(Mp)12pB(w2 − u2)

]
= exp

[
− |Mq|

(Mq)11
q2B −

|Mp|
(Mp)11

p2
B

](
Win ∗ e−(Mq)11(·)2−(Mp)11(·)2

)
(w1+

(Mq)12
(Mq)11

qB , w2−
(Mp)12
(Mp)11

pB)

(98)
i.e. Bob’s state after teleportation is the input state convoluted with a Gaus-
sian, then displaced, stretched, and damped with a Gaussian. In the last step
Bob processes his state conditioned on Alice’s measurement result, namely he
displaces it by (w1, w2). Defining diagonal 2x2 matrices O1, O2, O3

O1 =

( |Mq|
(Mq)11

0

0 |Mp|
(Mp)11

)

O2 =
(

(Mq)11 0
0 (Mp)11

)
O3 =

(
(Mq)12 0

0 −(Mp)12

)
(O2)

−1

the teleported state can be written as

Wtel(ξB) = e−(ξB−w)T O1(ξB−w)
(
Win ∗ e−〈·,O2·〉

)
[(1−O3)w +O3ξB ]. (99)

Averaging over the measurement results leads to a simple expression for Wout.
(Note that by performing this average one may deteriorate the overall state, if
the teleported mode is entangled with other systems.)√

|Õ|
π2

(
Win ∗ e−〈·,Õ·〉

)
, (100)

and

Õ =

(
(Mq)11|Mq|

|Mq|+((Mq)12−(Mq)11)2
0

0 (Mp)11|Mp|
|Mp|+((Mp)12+(Mp)11)2

)
.
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In the case of Wch in standard form the two entries of Õ are F1, F2 as in Eq.
(94) So the output state is the input state convoluted with a Gaussian. Clearly,
as Fk →∞ this state approximates the input state as well as desired.

How to define a fidelity? As discussed in [57] there are many ways to de-
fine a meaningful teleportation fidelity by choosing a set S of pure states and
considering the fidelity with which these states can be teleported.

The fidelity, i.e. the overlap of the teleported state with a pure input state
is given in the Wigner representation as

Ftel(Win) = 2π
∫
R2
d2ξWin(ξ)Wtel(ξ). (101)

Now one can define the S-teleportation fidelity of the channel FS
tel(ρ) either

as the minimum over all states, or, given some a priori distribution on S, as the
average over S.

1. Sc = coherent states
for Win = π−1 exp

[
−||ξ − ξ0||2

]
the fidelity of the teleported state is

F coh
tel (ξ0, F ) =

[
(1 +

1
2F1

)(1 +
1

2F2
)
]−1/2

, (102)

i.e. it is independent of the free parameters ξ0. Thus in this case, average
and minimum teleportation fidelity are the same. In the symmetric case
F1 = F2, hence F coh

tel = 2F/(2F + 1). The condition for better-than-
classical teleportation [57] F coh

tel > 1/2 translates in this case to F >
0.5 ⇔ n+K > 1 ⇔ ρ inseparable.

2. S0
s,r = squeezed vacuum states with squeezing ≤ r

Win(ξ) = π−1 exp
[
−||Sξ||2

]
; as mentioned in subsection A.2, S can be

written as S = OSλO
′, where O,O′ are orthogonal and Sλ is diagonal

with eigenvalues λ, λ−1 > 0. For the fidelity we obtain

F sqvac,r
tel =

√
F1F2

| 12S
2
λ +O′FO′T |

. (103)

In the special case F1 = F2 this becomes
√

(1 + λ2

2F1
)(1 + λ−2

2F2
). Minimum

for λ = rmax, r
−1
max. Averaging over r ∈ R+ vanishes.

3. Ss,r = arbitrary squeezed states with squeezing < r

Win = exp
[
−(x− d)TSTS(x− d)

]
,

S symplectic.

4. another possibility, which is not explored here, is to consider how well
entanglement is teleported? E.g., one could calculate entanglement fidelity
for the case that one member of a zero-mean EPR pair is teleported and
use this to measure the quality of the teleportation channel.
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To obtain an entanglement monotone, however, it would be necessary to
maximize the above expressions over all local transformations. More tractable
might be the concept of “linear” or “quasifree” entanglement monotone in which
the maximasation is performed over linear transformations and generalized ho-
modyne measurements only. Is it always optimal to take the entangled state
ρch in standard form? In general not, as shown in [58].

E Notation and Abbreviations

⊕ direct sum (of vector spaces, operators, vectors, ...).
⊗ tensor product (of Hilbert spaces, operators, vectors, ...).
:=,=: definition: the defined object is indicated by the colon
M 3 x same as x ∈M
H,K, . . . Hilbert spaces
B(H) bounded linear operators on the Hilbert space H.
Sp(n) symplectic maps on R2n

Mn,m(K) n by m matrix with entries in K = R,C; Mn ≡Mn,n

Wx Weyl operator
ρ density matrix of a state

J complex structure on R2n:
⊕n

k=1

(
0 −1
1 0

)
.

ΛA partial transposition on phases space: (qA, pA, qB , pB) 7→
(qA,−pA, qB , pB).

M̃A = ΛAMΛA.
1n,On identity, null operator on Cn

Xk, Pk canonical operators of the kth mode
R vector whose components are Xk, Pk, k = 1, . . . n
|EPRqp〉 (improper) simultaneous eigenstate of XA +XB and PA −

PB with eigenvalues q, p, resp.
γ correlation matrix of a Gaussian state
χ(x) characteristic function
npt, ppt state state, whose density matrix has (non)positive partial trans-

pose
CM correlation matrix, see p. 77
LT linear transformation, see (p. 83)
LLT local linear transformation
EPP entanglement purification protocol, see p. 32
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